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Sarah Christian Brothers, PhD
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Supervisor: Gary Kocurek
Dunes and dune fields are dynamic features that respond to the unique boundary
conditions under which they evolve by changing migration habits, types and frequencies
of interactions, and morphologies. As such, dunes convey information about changing
atmospheric and surface conditions on planetary bodies including Earth, Mars, Venus,
and Titan, and the stratigraphic record left by these bedforms is used to interpret the
evolution of paleoclimate and surface environments. In four parts this work examines
how the dynamics of individual dunes, dune fields, and aeolian systems influence
stratigraphic architectures across multiple spatial scales. At White Sands Dune Field,
New Mexico, the decadal histories of defect and bedform repulsion-type interactions are
traced through a time-series of images. The resultant stratigraphic architectures are
derived from plan-view exposures and ground penetrating radar sensing of dune interiors.
This is the first documentation of the unique stratigraphic architectures that result from
interactions between dunes. Within Chasma Boreale, Planum Boreum, Mars, boundary
conditions controlling the discrete geomorphic expressions of the Hyperboreae Undae
dune fields are evaluated using morphologic distributions. The distributions reveal that
dune field expressions change over short horizontal scales and are dependent upon wind
regime and sediment state, which operate under the background condition of dune
induration by ice. Hyperboreae Undae form only part of the Chasma Boreale sediment
system, however. Perennial layered ice deposits also are present on the floor of the
reentrant. The changing balance of ice- and sand-dominated processes in space and time
have resulted in an accumulation that transitions between ancient aeolian cavi unit-style
v

accumulation and modern layered ice deposit-style accumulation. These accumulations
can be interpreted through aeolian sequence stratigraphy. Findings from the Chasma
Boreale transitional sediment system are applied to nearby outcrops of a transitional
section of ancient cavi unit, which formed in an environment analogous to the modern
Chasma Boreale sediment system. A sequence interpretation of the transitional cavi unit
stratigraphic succession demonstrates how the aeolian system transitioned into overlying
water ice deposits without a gap in the geologic record, verifying that the cavi unit and
NPLD should be unified under a sequence stratigraphic framework.
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Introduction
Aeolian dunes and dune fields are prone to change on time scales ranging from
seasonal to tens of thousands of years. System dynamics are expressed at a comparably
wide variety of spatial scales. At the dune scale, dynamics adopt the form of fluctuating
lee face morphology, dune deformation, and morphologic modification resulting from
interactions between dunes. At field scales dune morphologies and migration rates vary
in response to changing boundary conditions, such as irregular topography, sediment
availability, the presence or absence of vegetation, and wind flow. At even greater spatial
scales, aeolian-influenced depositional systems express a distribution of sedimentary
environments including sand sheets, dune fields, and bypass or deflation surfaces.
Despite these active responses of aeolian systems to their driving boundary conditions,
such information is often lost when interpreted through the lens of the rock record. The
purpose of this work is to examine dynamics from the dune to the aeolian system scale
and to assess how they are expressed in the stratigraphic record.
The work begins by examining the stratigraphic architecture of dune interactions at
White Sands Dune Field, New Mexico. Dune interactions constitute a ubiquitous and
important dynamic that has been recognized as the driver behind dune field pattern
development. Yet until now interactions have been neglected both in stratigraphygenerating dune models as well as in the discussion concerning the interpretation of the
ancient stratigraphic record. This omission, the reality of which is demonstrated in
Chapter 1, guarantees that interaction architectures have gone both unrecognized and
misidentified. The implications may be far ranging. The discovery of interaction
architectures mandates that extant models for stratigraphy-generating dunes be updated to
remain relevant. Beyond the academic discussion, the existence of interaction
architectures bears implications for industry development of aeolian sand reservoirs.
Bounding surfaces and dune deposits have varying permeability properties, and specific
architectures may represent barriers or baffles to flow. In consequences, these
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architectures may not only play a role in production planning, but also in the enhanced
recovery stages of reservoir production.
While dune interactions are the fundamental dynamic driving dune field pattern
formation on Earth, on Mars, interactions remain unstudied. Instead, dune morphologies
are used to infer surface and atmospheric conditions. Chapter 2 contributes to these
studies the concept of a morphologic assemblage: a group of coexisting dune
morphologies that can be used to identify dominant boundary conditions and evaluate
their spatial change at the dune field and system scales. As with a recent outpouring of
modeling and field studies, this work is motivated by the bizarre morphologies of the
Chasma Boreale dunes at the north pole of Mars. Lacking from prior efforts, which have
attempted to identify the full range of boundary conditions controlling each morphology
but often hinting at inconsistencies in their coexistence, this is an examination of the dune
morphologies as they occur in situ. Chapter 2 draws on results of those prior works while
offering a new perspective in which the dune morphologies are evaluated through spatial
distributions within and between fields. From this contextual evaluation, the broad range
of boundary conditions presented by prior studies can be distilled into the likeliest
combination of conditions giving rise to the present geomorphic expressions of the fields.
Out of this analysis emerges evidence that Chasma Boreale hosts a system of dune fields
that change in geomorphic expression as a function of local boundary conditions
intimately tied to the morphology of and recent accumulation within the reentrant.
The Chasma Boreale dune fields do not form in isolation, and a boundary condition
control study of the reentrant is incomplete without also evaluating the broader
depositional system of the reentrant. Over short horizontal scales, dune fields transition
into bypass and deflation surfaces as well as perennial layered ice deposits. Examining
the sedimentary surfaces within the reentrant evidences a unique mixed ice and aeolian
sediment system that transitions between end members elsewhere represented by the
northern circumpolar dune fields and the north polar layered ice deposits. These end
members are reminiscent of the aeolian cavi unit to layered ice transition present within
the north polar stratigraphy, motivating an interpretation of the Chasma Boreale
2

transitional depositional system as a process analog for the ancient cavi unit to layered ice
transition. From the evaluation of the surface environments, the transitional aeolian-to-ice
depositional system integrates with the regional stratigraphic framework to provide a
modern example of a transitional sequence at the north pole of Mars. A sequence
stratigraphic approach to the modern depositional system and its accumulation then
provides the template for interpreting the ancient rock record within the reentrant walls.
Reconstructing the sequence architecture of the cavi unit within Chasma Boreale
based upon both terrestrial theory and processes interpreted in the modern depositional
environment allows a continuous stratigraphic record and interpretation framework to be
constructed from the cavi unit into the overlying layered ice deposits. Whereas prior
interpretations focused on drawing a climate signal out of repetitive layering in the ice
without strong understanding of the underlying processes behind layer formation,
Chapter 4 demonstrates that a sequence stratigraphic interpretation within the transitional
succession mandates repetitive change in process balance at the north pole, strongly
suggesting a regional climate driver and providing a new approach to interpreting the
north polar climate record. In addition to highlighting the processes underpinning aeolian
sequence formation, the cavi unit transitional sequences demonstrate local transgressions
and regressions of the Gemini Lingula ice system superimposed on the regional ice
advance.
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Chapter 1: Stratigraphic architecture resulting from dune interactions:
White Sands Dune Field, New Mexico

INTRODUCTION
Aeolian dune interactions largely result from collisions between migrating dunes and
are characterized by behaviors such as merging, lateral linking, cannibalization, and the
breaking apart and recombination of dune crestlines accompanied by ejection of a dune
segment. Dune interactions are now recognized as drivers in changing dune morphology
and are thought to provide the dynamics for the emergence of field-scale patterning and
the continued temporal and spatial evolution of the pattern (e.g., Hersen et al., 2004;
Elbelrhiti et al., 2005, 2008; Duran et al., 2009; Ewing and Kocurek, 2010a; Kocurek et
al., 2010; Genois et al., 2013; Ping et al., 2014; Ewing et al., 2015). Although interactions
between migrating ripples and dunes in both water and air have been recognized from
experiments, field studies, and models (see review in Kocurek et al., 2010), the
realization that dune interactions in aeolian dune fields are ubiquitous and play a defining
role in dune-field pattern development represents a significant advance that has occurred
within the last decade. Especially, the breaking apart and recombination of dune
crestlines, accompanied by ejection of a dune segment, represent a dune behavior first
suggested by innovative experiments in flumes (e.g., Endo and Taniguchi, 2004; Hersen
and Douady, 2005) and subsequently documented in aeolian dune fields through timeseries images (Elbelrhiti et al., 2008; Ewing and Kocurek, 2010a; Hugenholtz and
Barchyn, 2012).
The existing models for the stratigraphic architecture of cross-strata and bounding
surfaces within aeolian units (Brookfield, 1977; Kocurek, 1996; Mountney, 2006) predate
the recognition of dune interactions. The architecture created by trains of migrating dunes
that do not interact is best reproduced in deterministic models by Rubin (1987) and Rubin
and Carter (2006). The recognition of dune interactions as inherent to aeolian dune
systems, however, raises the probability that an entire class of signature
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Figure 1.1. Morphologic stages of (A) defect and (B) bedform repulsions. Labels used in
the text have been developed to track the morphodynamic histories of different dune
segments. Dunes that collide with those downwind are referred to as impactor dunes (I),
while the downwind target dunes are designated T. Detaching dune segments are ejecta
dunes (E). As a dune segment impacts another dune, becomes a target, or ejects, its new
morphology is appended to its morphodynamic label (e.g., T→E). Numbered subscripts
used in the time-series images are designated sequentially, beginning with the
morphologic stages of the dunes in 1963. The dynamics of the two interactions are the
same and differ only morphologically in whether a single defect or both defects of the
impactor dune collide with the target dune. Note that with the bedform repulsion,
impactor dune defects need not collide with the target dune at the same time, but rather
may do so sequentially.
architectures resulting from dune interactions has gone misidentified or unrecognized.
Translating dune interactions seen as geomorphic processes into stratigraphic
architecture ideally requires both a historical record of the interactions, which typically
occur over years or decades, and a visualization of the resulting stratigraphy. This work
integrates historical imagery of dune interactions at White Sands Dune Field, New
Mexico, with the resultant stratigraphic architecture as revealed in plan-view cross-strata
and ground-penetrating radar (GPR) imaging of the subsurface. This study focuses upon
defect and bedform repulsions (terminology of Kocurek et al., 2010), which are two
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common types of interactions documented at White Sands (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010a),
and which represent the breaking apart and recombination of dune crestlines
accompanied by the ejection of a dune segment. In a defect repulsion, a faster-migrating
dune termination, or defect, of an impactor dune migrates up the stoss slope of a target
dune, intersecting the target dune brinkline and forming a Y-junction (Fig. 1.1A). The
impactor dune defect then merges with the adjacent segment of the target dune to form a
recombined crestline, while the redundant target dune segment is ejected as the ejecta
dune. The ejecta dune initially has a characteristic parabolic shape defined by its trailing
arm, but a barchanoid shape subsequently emerges as the faster-moving defect migrates
ahead of the main body of the ejecta dune. A bedform repulsion consists of the same
behavior, although both defects of the impactor dune migrate up the stoss slope of the
target dune, causing the central segment of the target dune to be ejected (Fig. 1.1B).
Stages of these interactions are shown at White Sands by Ewing and Kocurek (2010a).
Both defect and bedform repulsions are classified as “neutral interactions” because the
number of dunes remains the same over the course of the interaction (Kocurek et al.,
2010). Although only the stratigraphic architecture from these two types of dune
interactions is documented herein, these examples initiate a more realistic model of dune
stratigraphy that forms a basis for the identification of dune interactions in the rock
record.
STUDY AREA
The gypsum-sand White Sands Dune Field is located in the Tularosa Basin between
the Sacramento and San Andres Mountains (Fig. 1.2A). Based upon a series of relict
beach ridges, the dune field is interpreted to have originated by at least 7 ka as a
succession of basinward-prograding dune-field segments, each sourced by deflation of
lacustrine gypsum beds exposed by the episodic retreat of Pleistocene Lake Otero
(Langford, 2003; Kocurek et al., 2007; Baitis et al., 2014). The dune field consists of a
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Figure 1.2. Geographic context of the White Sands study areas. (A) White Sands Dune
Field occupies the central axis of the Tularosa Basin in New Mexico. The study area,
denoted by the black dot, is within the crescentic-dune core of the field. (B) Positions of
GPR surveys over the Y-junctions resulting from defect and bedform repulsions. Full
survey grids are shown. Apparent offset between dune lee face positions and survey
boundaries is caused by overlying surveys acquired in 2012 on images from 2009.
core of crescentic ridge and barchan dunes, which are bordered by parabolic dunes to the
north, east, and south. The crescentic dunes average 4.7 m in height (Baitis et al., 2014),
crestline length averages 247 m, dune spacing averages 136 m, and crestline orientation
is 345o (Ewing et al., 2006), which is borderline transverse (classification of Hunter et al.,
1983) to the net resultant of the wind toward 065o (Reitz et al., 2010; Jerolmack et al.,
2011). Crescentic dune behavior consists of crest-normal migration at ~ 3.5 m/yr under
strongly dominant SW winds, but there is also along-crest migration of dune sinuosity to
the SE because of a secondary mode of NNW winds (Pedersen et al., 2015). A tertiary
wind mode from the SSE gives rise to ephemeral crestal slipface reversals (Pedersen et
al., 2015). Low-relief bedforms occur superimposed on the stoss slopes of many of the
crescentic dunes and are oriented approximately normal to the crestline trends of the host
bedforms. The superimposed bedforms primarily migrate along-crest in response to the
NNW winds (Pedersen et al., 2015). In the south-central region of the dune field where
this study is located (Fig. 1.2A), dunes are separated by interdune areas that show
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deflated sets of cross-strata deposited by the migrating dunes. Trenching has
demonstrated that the migrating dunes and interdune areas in this portion of the field are
leaving thin accumulations (Kocurek et al., 2007).
Because of its relatively young age, dune interactions are ubiquitous throughout the
dune field (Ewing et al., 2006). Ewing and Kocurek (2010a) documented a spatial
progression of types of interactions that occur in the dune migration direction. These
transition from constructive interactions (e.g., merging and lateral linking) at the upwind
field margin where most pattern emergence occurs to neutral interactions (e.g., defect and
bedform repulsion) in the dune field center where this study was undertaken. Both the
progression and overall dynamic pattern are influenced by field-scale boundary
conditions, including line-sediment sources defined by the antecedent beach ridges
(Ewing and Kocurek, 2010b; Baitis et al., 2014) and the feedback between surface
roughness created by the dune field and the atmospheric boundary layer (Jerolmack et al.,
2012; Anderson and Chamecki, 2014; Pelletier and Jerolmack, 2014).
METHODS
A unique data set exists for the crescentic dunes at White Sands that allows for the
coupling of a decadal time-series of remote images and digital elevation models (DEMs)
showing dune behavior with GPR imaging of interiors of modern dunes and exposed
cross-strata created during the period of time-series coverage. Photomosaics include
digitally-scanned images from 1963 and 1985, digital orthophoto quarter quadrangles
(DOQQs) from 1996, 2003, and 2005 (~ 1 m/pixel resolution), and a 2009 photomosaic.
DEMs were derived from airborne lidar surveys flown in June 2007, June 2008, January
2009, September 2009, and June 2010 (< 1 m/pixel spatial resolution). Details of the lidar
surveys are given in Kocurek et al. (2012), Baitis et al. (2014), and Pedersen et al. (2015).
All time-series components were georeferenced and co-registered in ESRI's ArcMap. For
each year of coverage, the brinklines and basal lee faces of those dunes present in or
migrating through the study area were digitized.
Plan-view cross-strata exposed in interdune areas (e.g., McKee, 1966; Kocurek et al.,
2007; Szynkiewicz et al., 2010) are accentuated by raised ridges formed by preferential
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induration of wind-ripple cross-strata and bounding surfaces. To verify their relationship
to extant dunes, sets of plan-view cross-strata were digitized using the 2009 photomosaic
and compared to the locations and shapes of recorded historical lee faces. For the 1963
photomosaic, distortion occurs because of a georeferencing method that utilized four
corners but no internal references (McKee, 1966). However, spatial coincidence and dune
shape are close enough for visual correction, which has been applied to lee face
interpretations.
GPR surveys were conducted in January 2012 using a sled-mounted, 500 MHz
monopulse MALÅ GPR. The surveys were conducted on a grid with ~ 5 m spacing,
oriented parallel and perpendicular to the contemporary dune crestlines (Fig. 1.2B).
Radar observations were located using endpoints acquired with a hand-held GPS unit.
Topographic data were collected simultaneously at 5 m intervals along the radar survey
using a Trimble Total Station. Elevation points were then interpolated as grids in ArcMap
to form topographic surfaces to which radar data were registered and radar interpretation
products were depth corrected. The relatively coarse GPR grid proved sufficient for
identification and correlation of sets of cross-strata and bounding surfaces, and any errors
associated with the survey likely arise with spatial positioning.
Although the vertical resolution of the radar data cannot be precisely calculated
without in-field dielectric testing or velocity profiling, it can be estimated using
instrument and subsurface properties (see Appendix A for fuller consideration of
dielectric testing and methods). Given a monopulse system with a bandwidth comparable
to the center frequency of the radar, a free-space resolution of approximately 30 cm is
obtained. Dividing this by the square root of the subsurface dielectric value yields
vertical resolution. For crystalline gypsum a dielectric constant of ~ 5 or 10 is typical,
depending on crystal alignment (Young and Frederikse, 1973). Field-testing in
dominantly gypsum soils has demonstrated empirical dielectrics ranging from ~ 3-3.5
(Koh and Wakeley, 2011) to 6.5 (Martinez and Byrnes, 2001). The in situ dielectric
values provide an estimated resolution range between 12 and 17 cm. It is therefore
reasonable to assume a vertical resolution of approximately 15 cm. Based on an assumed
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horizontal interdune surface reflection and radar-derived subsurface geometries, a
dielectric of 6 was empirically determined for the approximate depth conversion factor.
Using MATGPR, a freely-available collection of MATLAB scripts designed to
facilitate radar processing (Tzanis, 2010), GPR observations were converted from their
native file type to a format compatible with industry-standard seismic processing and
visualization software. Sequential trace locations were not included in the original data
headers and were subsequently added using SeiSee produced by DMNG. Shot signature
removal and noise reduction were carried out in Paradigm Focus. Radar observations
were then de-biased, located, and registered to the gridded surface topography using the
PostStack/PAL module of Halliburton’s Landmark R5000. Analysis and interpretation of
the radar data were conducted in DecisionSpace Desktop (DSD). Observations were
displayed in two-way time delay and co-registered with the 2012 topographic grid and
2009 imagery, such that a point of interest in the subsurface could be identified with a
corresponding feature visible on the surface. Subsurface cross-strata and bounding
surfaces were interpreted using the auto-dip and point-to-point semi-automatic picking
utilities. Points along high-amplitude reflections representing cross-strata and bounding
surfaces were selected by the user, and, constrained by a user-defined vertical time
window, software algorithms fit the intervening interpretation to the highest amplitude
return along the reflection between points.
Reflection interpretations were gridded and visualized in two- and three-dimensions
within DSD as well as exported as point clouds for interpolation, depth correction and
visualization in external software including ArcMap and MATLAB. In addition to the
interpolation of bounding surfaces from interpretations, the attitude and dip magnitude of
sets of cross-strata at their contacts with the bounding surfaces were reconstructed (see
Appendix A). Where radar observations intersect, two apparent cross-strata dip directions
and angles within a set can be obtained and used to calculate true dip magnitude and
direction. Stereonet calculations were performed in Stereonet 8 (Allmendinger et al.,
2012).
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STRATIGRAPHIC ARCHITECTURE OF A DEFECT REPULSION
Chronology of dune interactions based upon time-series images
The sequence of dune interactions that culminates in the defect repulsion in Figure
1.2B is captured in the time-series of images (Fig. 1.3). Beginning in 1963 (Fig. 1.3A)
dune morphology in the southwestern part of the image is interpreted to have resulted
from an earlier bedform repulsion; a parabolic-shaped ejecta dune (E1) was still attached
by two trailing arms to the target dune (T) (e.g., Fig. 1.1B, stage V). To the east a second
bedform repulsion was also occurring. Two defects of an impactor dune (I1) had migrated
up the stoss slope of a target dune, the central segment of which (T1) had already assumed
a parabolic shape, indicating the initial stage of ejection. South of its southern defect, a
segment of the impactor dune had also migrated onto the southern stoss slope of the
target dune (T1S).
By 1985 the northern arm of E1 had detached from the target and merged with the
dune to the north, whereas the southern arm of E1 had also detached from the target, but
migrated as a free defect, now poised to impinge upon the stoss slope of I1 (Fig. 1.3B).
This morphologic change occurred by the faster migration of the defect than the main
ejecta body, thus giving the southern segment of the ejecta a more barchanoid shape. The
second bedform repulsion, seen in its initial stages in 1963 (Fig. 1.3A), was largely
completed by 1985. In a recombination of brinklines, the northern defect of I1 had
merged with the northern target segment (T1N), forming a continuous slipface and a
recombined dune (I1+T1N), while the parabolic central segment of the target dune (T1) had
been ejected (T1→E2), forming a parabolic-barchanoid dune with its northern trailing
defect barely connected to the target dune and its southern, leading defect advancing
downwind. The expected merging of the southern defect of I1 with the brinkline of the
southern segment of the target dune (T1S) appears to have been thwarted by the continued
migration of the southern segment of the impactor dune (I1) up the stoss slope of T1S.
Note that T1S has diminished in area since 1963, which is interpreted as a cannibalization
interaction (terminology of Kocurek et al., 2010) of T1S by the impactor dune (I1).
By 1996 the cannibalization of T1S by I1 had effectively been completed, giving
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Figure 1.3. Time-series of images showing the morphologic history of the defect repulsion. In
each image the brinkline positions are traced; these positions and the prior year’s positions are
shown for 1985-2010 images. (A) In 1963 two bedform repulsions initiated the conditions for
the subsequent defect repulsion. (B) As of 1985 the southern defect of dune E1 was poised to
impact the downwind dune. (C) Early Y-junction formation was under way by 1996 with the
collision of I2 with T2S. (D) By 2005 incipient merging of the I2 brinkline with the southern
target segment T2S had occurred, while the northern target segment T2N had assumed a
parabolic shape. (E) By 2010 the defect repulsion was well developed. Comparison of the
2005 and 2010 brinklines shows that the parabolic shape of the ejecta dune E3 occurred
because of its continued migration while remaining affixed to the Y-junction. The larger box
in (E) denotes the location of Fig. 1.4. The position of the GPR survey area is shown by the
small box in each of the images.
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rise to the composite dune I1+T1S (Fig. 1.3C). The ejecta dune E1, however, had become
an impactor dune (E1→I2), with its southern defect welding onto and climbing up the
southern stoss slope of the former impactor dune, which thereby became a target dune
(I1+T1N→T2N, I1+T1S→T2S). Note that T1→E2 had migrated to the eastern edge of the
image as a barchan dune.
By 2005 the southern defect of E1→I2 had fully migrated up the stoss slope of the
target dune and a northward-opening Y-junction had formed (Fig. 1.3D). The Y-junction
consisted of the northern segment of the target dune (I1+T1N→T2N), which had assumed a
parabolic shape as it evolved toward becoming an ejecta dune, and the merged brinkline
of the impactor dune (E1→I2) with the southern segment of the target (I1+T1S→T2S).
A comparison between the positions of the brinkline in 2005 versus 2010 (Fig. 1.3E)
reveals the origin of the parabolic shape of the ejecta dune. Whereas the segment of the
target dune (I1+T1N→T2N) remained effectively stationary between 2005 and 2010 at the
Y-junction, the body of the same segment to the north continued to migrate downwind,
narrowing and revealing more interdune area as it moved. The combined aspects of faster
migration and enhanced narrowing indicate that greater rates of stoss erosion must have
occurred along the dune segment not anchored at the Y-junction, thus providing the
dynamics by which the parabolic shape arose. As with the ejection evident between 1963
and 1985 (Figs. 1.3A-B), by 2010 the parabolic-shaped segment of the target dune was
poised to repeat the ejection process (I1+T1N→T2N→E3), whereas it is anticipated that the
southern brinkline of the defect of the impactor dune (E1→I2) will recombine with the
brinkline of the southern segment of the target dune (I1+T1S→T2S) to form a continuous
slipface.
As evident from the above detailed chronology of dune interactions, the defect
repulsion selected for this case study (Fig. 1.2B) has a complex, but probably typical,
history. The impactor dune (I2) originated as an ejected dune (E1) from a previous
bedform repulsion, and its collision with the target dune (T2) occurred because of the
faster migration of its southern defect in comparison to the main dune bodies. The target
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Figure 1.4. Photomosaic of the defect repulsion Y-junction and adjacent interdune areas
in 2009. Modern dune segments are labeled with their full morphodynamic labels as of
2010 (Fig. 1.3E). Basal lee face positions of dunes in 1963 and 1985 are superimposed.
Plan-view cross-strata in interdune areas are mapped and interpreted based upon
correlation with shape and position of the 1963 and 1985 dunes. These sets of cross-strata
are labeled according to their morphodynamic stage at the time of their creation.
Positions of GPR transects, simplified in Fig. 1.5, are shown. Black arrows indicate
locations of superimposed bedforms.
dune (T2) has its own complex history, consisting of a bedform repulsion that was
complicated by a simultaneous cannibalization. The northern parabolic segment of the
target dune consists of the recombined brinkline segments of the earlier bedform
repulsion (I1+T1N). Comparably, the southern segment of the target dune consists of
recombined segments from the bedform repulsion (I1+T1S), however, the recombination
also included the cannibalization of T1S by I1.
Correlation of plan-view cross-strata with time-series dune morphology
Plan-view cross-strata exposed on the interdune area adjacent to the modern Yjunction (Fig. 1.4, larger box in Fig. 1.3E) can be related to the dune history depicted in
Figure 1.3 and described above. Set T1 matches well the shape and position of the basal
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lee face of the target dune T1 ca. 1963, whereas set T1S appears to conform to the southern
segment of the target set, although much of the visible set predates the time-series
coverage. These sets are thought to be continuous beneath the modern dune. Set I1, which
matches the position and shape of the basal lee face of the southern defect of the impactor
dune I1 in 1963, truncates set T1S, and cross-strata of I1 tangentially abut the bounding
surface in plan-view (Fig. 1.4). In the northern fork of the Y-junction, set I1' overlies set
T1, and matches the shape and position of the impactor dune I1 in 1985. The disparate
shapes of the I1 and I1’ sets and their relationships with the T1 and T1S sets are caused by
the scour of the T1S dune by the migration of the central segment of the I1 lee face ca.
1963, followed by migration of the unified, reformed I1 dune over the T1 cross-strata by
1985 (Fig. 1.3A-B). In the westernmost interdune area, set E1 was formed by migration of
the ejecta dune before 1985. Where not obscured by more recent interdune deposits (ID),
set E1 overlies set I1. Just visible under the stoss slope of the modern dune (E1→I2), the
cross-strata of set I1 are truncated by a bounding surface to which the cross-strata of E1
tangentially approach (Fig. 1.4).
Correlation of GPR mapping with plan-view cross-strata and time-series dune
morphology
Ground-penetrating radar observations verify that the plan-view cross-strata exposed
in the interdune areas are continuous with the 3D architecture of the interior of the
modern dunes (Fig. 1.5). Representative GPR sections oriented approximately parallel
(i.e., strike sections A-A’, B-B’, C-C’) and normal (i.e., dip section D-D’) to the
crestlines were traced and annotated with interpreted sets and bounding surfaces carried
forward from the plan-view exposure. The original GPR sections for these as well as for
additional strike and dip sections are available in Appendix B (Fig. B.2).
The prominent eastward-opening concave cross-strata of set I1 in plan-view (Fig. 1.4)
are readily traced as a trough in the subsurface of the interdune area and lower dune
interior (I1→T2S, A-A’, B-B’ Fig. 1.5). To the NE the cross-strata of set I1→T2S are
abruptly truncated by a bounding surface (I2/T2s) onto which cross-strata of set E1→I2
downlap (A-A’, B-B’, C-C’ Fig. 1.5). This bounding surface is a continuation of the
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Figure 1.5. Annotated diagrams of representative GPR sections at the Y-junction of the defect
repulsion, as indicated in Fig. 1.4. Upper inset is annotated from Fig. 1.4 for reference. Strike
sections A-A’ and B-B’ show the lateral truncation of I1→T2S by E1→I2, with downlapping of
the I2 cross-strata onto the interaction surface I2/T2S. Note the prominent reactivation surface
I2’/I2 in strike section C-C’. Dip section D-D’ show the progressive southward downcutting of
E1→I2 into the target dune. Note that the target dune retains the architecture of the earlier
interactions, as described in the text. The small sets of cross-strata on the upper stoss slope
result from reworking by superimposed bedforms. The original GPR sections and additional
transects are provided in Appendix B, Figure B.2.
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surface separating set E1 from I1 and just visible in the interdune area (Fig. 1.4). The
southeastward shift of the I2/T2s bounding surface from its position in A-A’ to its position
in B-B’ (Fig. 1.5, Figs. B.2 A-A', B-B') results from the progressive migration of the
defect impactor I2 up the stoss slope of the target dune T2S at the Y-junction (Fig. 1.3CE). Comparably, the truncational relationship between sets I1 and T1S that is visible in the
interdune area (Fig. 1.4) is manifested in the subsurface by the truncation of set T1S by the
I1/T1S bounding surface upon which the cross-strata of set I1→T2S downlap (A-A’, B-B’
Fig. 1.5). Beginning on the mid-stoss slope and upward (B-B’, C-C’ Fig. 1.5), set I1→T2S
is progressively reworked by thin sets that result from the migration of stoss slope
bedforms similar to those faintly evident in Figure 1.4 and described in the study area
section. Also recognizable in the cross-strata of set E1→I2 are several reactivation
surfaces. While most of these cannot be followed between GPR sections, a particularly
prominent one (I2’/I2 in C-C’ Fig. 1.5) was traceable across multiple lines.
The GPR dip section D-D’ in Figure 1.5 (Fig. B.2 D-D') shows cross-strata sets
stacking in chronologic order and separated by bounding surfaces that dip downwind
from their intersections with the stoss slope. The I2/T2S bounding surface marks the
unification of the defect and target lee faces, and is marked by moderate- to low-angle
truncation of the target set (I1→T2S) and subsequent lee face progradation by the defect
impactor (E1→I2). A similar architecture for the earlier truncation of target set T1S by
impactor I1 is evident. Similar to the strike sections, the upper portion of the dune (set
E1→I2) is reworked by the superimposed bedforms.
Geometric relationships between cross-strata and bounding surfaces
The stratigraphic architecture of a defect repulsion at the Y-junction is given by the
orientation of and relationships between the bounding surfaces and sets of cross-strata.
To the extent possible, segments of the bounding surfaces were mapped in 3D using the
GPR sections (Fig. 1.6). The trough-shaped I2/T2S surface, truncating target set I1→T2S
and overlain by impactor set E1→I2 in Figure 1.5, forms a sigmoid dipping toward the
NW (Fig. 1.6C). The surface tangentially approaches zero dip both as it
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Figure 1.6. Bounding surface geometries, mapped by elevation and dip orientation,
reconstructed from GPR surveys. (A) Position and orientation of the 3 bounding surfaces
mapped in the interior of the defect repulsion Y-junction. (B) The I1/T1S bounding surface
is continuous with its expression in the interdune plan-view exposure (Fig. 1.4). The
surface is a NW-dipping sigmoid abbreviated by the radar depth of penetration and
erosion on the stoss slope. (C) The I2/T2S bounding surface is a fully-developed sigmoid
with a high-angle, NW-dipping center slope that, in its upper extent, decreases in
magnitude and rotates to be approximately parallel to the strike of the dune lee face. (D)
In comparison to the geometry of the interaction surfaces above, the I2'/I2 reactivation
surface is subparallel to the modern lee face.
transitions downward into the interdune surface and upward where set E1→I2 pinches out
over the Y-junction (Fig. 1.6C). Surface curvature is evident near the base where it dips ~
10o toward the NNW compared to its upper reaches where the surface trends NW (330o),
subparallel with the modern lee face, which strikes at 335o. Surface I1/T1S, truncating
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Figure 1.7. Stereonet reconstructions, including planes and their poles, of cross-strata sets and
bounding surfaces. (A) Subsurface orientations of the I1 impactor set and T1S target set. The
bounding surface reconstruction for I1/T1S is averaged from NW-dipping interaction surface in
Fig. 1.6B. (B) Cross-strata reconstruction for the E1→I2 impactor set, I2→T2S target set, and
their NW-dipping interaction surface I2/T2S as shown in Fig. 1.6C. In each example the
orientation of the impactor cross-strata is at an angular divergence to that of the surface onto
which it downlaps. (C) Reactivation surface I2’/I2 shows that the surface is subparallel to crossstrata both above (I2’) and below (E1→I2), and differs only in dip angle. Values are reported in
dip direction/dip magnitude.
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target set T1S and overlain by impactor set I1→T2S in Figure 1.5, has a comparable shape
and orientation with a dip toward the NW, but mapping was restricted because of
increasing depth of the bounding surface within the dune (Fig. 1.6B). For comparison to
the interaction-generated bounding surfaces, the prominent reactivation surface I2’/I2 in
set E1→I2 (C-C’ Fig. 1.5) dips toward the NNE at angles that reach the angle-of-repose
(Fig. 1.6D) and in an orientation that is subparallel to the 2009 slipface (Fig. 1.4).
Plotting the orientation of the surfaces as well as their subjacent and superjacent
cross-strata on a stereonet reveals distinct and consistent relationships (Fig. 1.7). Where
truncated by bounding surfaces, E-dipping cross-strata of target sets T1S (15o toward 105o,
Fig. 1.7A) and I1→T2S (17o toward 081o, Fig. 1.7B) agree with the general trend of the
sinuous dunes at White Sands. These target sets are truncated at high angles by the NEtrending bounding surfaces (I1/T1S dipping 18o toward 334o, Fig. 1.7A; I2/T2S dipping 16o
toward 313o, Fig. 1.7B). These surfaces and overlying cross-strata represent the approach
orientation of the defect impactor, with creation of a scour trough and subsequent crossstrata fill, respectively. Cross-strata of impactor sets I1→T2S (dipping 17o toward 008o,
Fig. 1.7A) and E1→I2 (dipping 15o toward 356o, Fig. 1.7B) obliquely downlap onto their
respective lower surfaces in cross-sections and tangentially approach the surface in planview. This architecture results in a divergence in the trend of the surface and strike of the
overlying impactor defect cross-strata (34o between set I1→T2S and surface I1/T1S, 43o
between E1→I2 and surface I2/T2S). These relationships are also evident in the plan-view
cross-strata (Fig. 1.4). Cross-strata of set T1S strike at 12o and are truncated by NEtrending surface I1/T1S, while the cross-strata of set I1 strike E-W (275o) where they
tangentially approach the bounding surface. Because the target sets represent the general
orientation of the dunes, whereas the bounding surface and overlying impactor crossstrata represent the approach orientation of the defects, there is a marked divergence in
strike orientation between the target and impactor cross-strata (97o between T1S and
I1→T2S, 95o between I1→T2S and E1→I2). By way of contrast, reactivation surface I2’/I2,
subjacent cross-strata E1→I2, and superjacent cross-strata I2’ shown in C-C’ in Figure
1.5C are all subparallel (Fig. 1.7C).
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Reconstruction of defect repulsion stratigraphic architecture
Figure 1.8 summarizes the stratigraphic architecture of the defect repulsion (Fig.
1.2B) in the vicinity of the Y-junction based upon the detailed analysis given above. This
defect repulsion was created by collision between the defect of the impactor dune
(E1→I2) and the stoss slope of the target dune (I1+T1S→T2S) as chronicled in Figure 1.3.
The overall architecture consists of the truncation of the target dune set of cross-strata by
a bounding surface that is herein termed an “interaction surface”. Cross-strata of the
impactor dune's defect tangentially approach and downlap onto the interaction surface,
followed in the migration direction by curvature of the surface and overriding of the
surface and target set by cross-strata of the defect impactor.
The trace of the interaction surface and its eventual curvature are most evident in a
planar section approximating the stoss slope (Fig. 1.8A). Curvature of the bounding
surface represents the point at which defect migration reaches the brinkline of the target
dune, and the lee faces of the impactor and target dune segments unify (Fig. 1.1A, stages
IV-V). At this point the interaction surface, impactor cross-strata, and target dune crossstrata are subparallel. Prior to this point, the tangential approach of the cross-strata of the
impactor dune defect forms an acute angle with the trend of the surface. Target dune
cross-strata are initially truncated at a high angle by the interaction surface, but this angle
progressively decreases in the migration direction until impactor and target lee faces
unify. Strike sections (Fig. 1.8B) best illustrate the abrupt lateral truncation of the target
set by the interaction surface, and the series of strike sections show the progressive
migration of the impacting defect's scour trough. The eroded trough is subsequently
infilled by cross-strata of the impactor defect, which downlap onto the surface. In the
migration direction, cross-strata of the impactor come to overlie the target set in the
crestal area where impactor and target segments unify. Dip sections best illustrate the
unification point on the lee face where the impactor cross-strata come to overlie the target
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Figure 1.8. Simplified diagram of the defect repulsion Y-junction illustrating the stacked
interaction architectures resulting from the earlier bedform repulsion, which was
followed by the defect repulsion. (A) In a planar section approximating the stoss slope,
the interaction surfaces curve, representing lateral truncation of the target dune by
migration of the impactor dune’s defect and subsequent unification into a single lee face.
(B) Strike cross-sections show a succession of lateral truncation of target sets by
interaction surfaces and trough infill by impactor sets. (C) Dip cross-sections highlight
the progressive downcutting by migration of the impacting defects into subjacent target
cross-strata.
cross-strata (Fig. 1.8C). The target cross-strata are truncated at a low to moderate angle
by the interaction surface, upon which cross-strata of the impactor downlap. The series of
dip sections in Figure 1.8C shows the progressive migration of the impactor dune set up
the Y-junction.
Also retained within the composite dune architecture is the earlier bedform repulsion
in which the southern defect of impactor dune I1 collided with and partially cannibalized
the target dune T1S (Fig. 1.3). As seen in Figure 1.5, the stratigraphy of this earlier
interaction is recorded within the modern dune architecture. The architecture of this
southern half of the bedform repulsion is the same as that of the defect repulsion. The
target dune set (T1S) is laterally truncated by the interaction surface I1/T1S, and the cross22

strata of the impactor set (I1→T2S) tangentially approach the surface in the planar stoss
section (Fig. 1.8A), downlapping onto it in cross-section. Progressive migration of the
I1→T2S impactor set over the T1S target set in dip view is also reminiscent of the defect
repulsion architecture generated more recently.
STRATIGRAPHIC ARCHITECTURE OF A BEDFORM REPULSION
Chronology of dune interactions based upon time-series images
The dune interactions that culminate in the bedform repulsion in Figure 1.2B are also
captured in the time-series of images (Fig. 1.9). In the 1963 configuration (Fig. 1.9A), the
morphology of a bedform repulsion (Fig. 1.1B) is evident in the western portion of the
image. The defects of the impactor dune (I1) had already recombined with the northern
(T1N) and southern (T1S) segments of the target dune, forming a pair of Y-junctions, and
the central target segment (T1) had assumed the parabolic shape of an ejecta dune
(T1→E1). To the east, in an on-going defect repulsion (Fig. 1.1A), the defect of a second
impactor dune (I2) had migrated up the stoss slope of a second target dune (T2), forming a
southward-opening Y-junction. To the north multiple defects of T2N extended onto the
stoss slope of the dune downwind, resulting in a complex lee face morphology. Concavedownwind segments of T2N separated by defect arms are labeled (A, B, C, D, S in Fig.
1.9A). This complex collision event cannot be addressed in detail because it predates the
time-series of images.
As of 1985 ejecta dune T1→E1 was still attached to the target dune by northern and
southern trailing arms that had narrowed since 1963 (Fig. 1.9B). The northern edge of
T1→E1 had also begun to collide with the stoss slope of T2N, causing T1→E1 to become an
impactor dune (T1→E1→I3). By 1985 the defect repulsion evident in 1963 had progressed
to the stage in which the defect of I2 had unified with the northern segment of the target
dune (T2N), forming a continuous brinkline and the recombined dune I2+T2N, whereas the
southern target segment T2S had deformed and begun to migrate away as an ejecta dune
(T2S→E2).
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Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9. Time-series of images showing the morphologic history of the bedform
repulsion, which is described in detail in the text. In each image the brinkline position is
traced; this position as well as the previous position are shown for 1985-2010 images. (A)
The bedform of interest, T1→E1, originated as an ejecta dune from an earlier bedform
repulsion. (B) By 1985 ejecta dune E1 developed into impactor dune I3 as its northern
defect began to impact the downwind target dune. (C) As of 1996 the northern defect of
I3 had linked with target dune T2N to form a Y-junction opening to the south, while the
southern defect of I3 remained attached to the upwind dune by a trailing arm. (D) A
typical bedform repulsion morphology was attained by 2005 with the formation of
opposing Y-junctions and a parabolic central ejected segment E3 formed from the central
segment of the target dune. (E) By 2010 continuation of the bedform repulsion is evident
as the main body of E3 migrates while its trailing arms narrow and remain fixed at the Yjunctions. Upper and lower larger boxes show locations of Figs. 1.10A and 1.10B,
respectively. The positions of the GPR surveys conducted in 2012 are shown by the pair
of small boxes in each of the images.
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By 1996 the northern trailing defect of T1→E1→I3 that was evident in 1985 had
dissipated, and the defect had migrated up the stoss slope of I2+T2N, forming a Y-junction
that opened to the south (Fig. 1.9C). The southern segment of T1→E1→I3 had impinged
upon the stoss slope of I2, but remained connected by a trailing arm to I1+T1S. The defect
repulsion to the east had progressed to the point that the trailing arm of T2S→E2 had
largely detached from I2.
By 2005 the southern defect of T1→E1→I3 had fully migrated up the stoss slope of I2,
converting I2 into a new target segment (I2→T3) and forming a Y-junction that opened to
the north (Fig. 1.9D). The attachment of T1→E3→I3 onto I2→T3 completed the formation
of the bedform repulsion morphology and spurred creation of the ejecta dune I2+T2N→E3.
The morphology of the ejecta dune I2+T2N→E3 continued to evolve, and by 2010 it had
assumed the classic parabolic morphology of an ejecta, pinned by Y-junctions opening to
both the north and south (Fig. 1.9E). Residual from the earlier defect repulsion, the
trailing defect of T2S→E2 had migrated eastward and attached to a spur of I2+T2N→E3.
This spur had its origins in ca. 1963 with collisions of the multiple defects of T2N with its
downwind target dune (Fig. 1.9A).
As with the case study of the defect repulsion presented earlier, the bedform repulsion
(Fig. 1.2B) has a complex history. In summary, the 2010 impactor (I3) consists of the
central segment of a previous target dune (T1) that was itself ejected (E1) in a bedform
repulsion already in progress in 1963. The northern and southern defects of impactor I3
did not follow identical chronologies. The northern defect detached from target dune T1N
between 1963 and 1985 to begin colliding with target dune T2N by 1985. The southern
defect did not completely detach from T1S and begin colliding with target dune T3 until
between 1996 and 2005. The 2010 target and ejecta dunes are themselves the products of
an earlier defect repulsion. The northern segment of the target (T2N) and the ejecta (E3)
consist of the recombined target T2N and defect of I2, formed ca. 1985, whereas the
southern target segment (T3) is the main body of the impactor I2 dating from ca. 1996.
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Correlation of plan-view cross-strata with time-series dune morphology
Plan-view cross-strata exposed on the interdune area adjacent to both of the bedform
repulsion's modern Y-junctions (Fig. 1.10, larger boxes in Fig. 1.9E) can be related to the
shapes, positions, and migration history of the dunes depicted in Figure 1.9 and described
above. At the northern Y-junction (Fig. 1.10A), four sets of cross-strata (T2NA, T2NB, T2NC,
T2ND) match in shape and position with the concave-downwind segments of T2N ca. 1963
(A, B, C, D in Fig. 1.9A). The small set T2NE conforms to the reformed lee face of I2+T2N
ca. 1985 (Fig. 1.9B). The cross-strata of T1→E1 sweep across the entire interdune area
and are evident in the SW corner of Figure 1.10A. Other cross-strata (labeled “older” in
Fig. 1.10A) exposed in the interdune area underlie set E1 (SW corner of Fig. 1.10A), or
are truncated by bounding surfaces associated with segments of set T2N (T2NA in NW
corner of Fig. 1.10A, T2NC and T2ND in SE corner of Fig. 1.10A). These older sets may
represent the target dune downwind of T2N ca. 1963 (Fig. 1.9A). Such an interpretation is
supported by the truncational relationships between the cross-strata set T2N and older sets,
as well as the incorporation of the older cross-strata into lower portions of the modern
dune, which is visible in the GPR sections (see below). However, dunes corresponding to
the shape of the older cross-strata at this location predate the 1963 image and thus cannot
be

identified

with
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certainty.

Figure 1.10. Photomosaics of the bedform repulsion, showing (A) the northern Y-junction and
(B) the southern Y-junction, as indicated in Fig. 1.9E. Modern dune segments are labeled with
their morphodynamic labels as of 2010 (Fig. 1.9E). Positions of basal lee faces of dunes for
1963, 1985 and 1996 are indicated. Plan-view cross-strata in interdune areas are traced and
correlated with their dune of origin. These sets of cross-strata are labeled according to their
morphodynamic stage at the time of their creation. Positions of simplified GPR transects used
in Fig. 1.11 are shown. Black arrows indicate stoss slope superimposed bedforms.
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Visible adjacent to the southern Y-junction (Fig. 1.10B), cross-strata deposited by
T1→E1 ca. 1963 are continuous with cross-strata corresponding to the shape and position
of T1→E1→I3 ca. 1985 and 1996 as this dune evolved from an ejecta dune into an
impactor dune (Fig. 1.9A-C). These cross-strata are buried to the south by younger
interdune deposits (ID in Fig. 1.10B). Cross-strata corresponding to I2 between 1963 and
1985 are evident in the southern part of the image (Fig. 1.10B). In the NE corner of
Figure 1.10B, exposed cross-strata match the basal lee face of T2S ca. 1963. This set is
thought to be continuous under the modern dune with similarly-oriented cross-strata
exposed in the southwestern interdune area and truncated to the south by set I2 (Fig.
1.10B). Because this set is also incorporated into the lower stoss slope of the modern
dune in GPR sections (Fig. 1.12), and the modern dune represents not only the I3/T3
collision but also the earlier I2/T2S collision, the cross-strata exposed in the southwestern
interdune area are interpreted as deposited by the T2S target dune before 1963.
Correlation of GPR mapping with plan-view cross-strata and time-series dune
morphology
Northern Y-Junction
For the northern Y-junction of the bedform repulsion (Fig. 1.10A), annotated
diagrams of representative GPR sections (Fig. 1.11) bridge the gap between the exposed
cross-strata and the interior of the modern dune. The original GPR sections for these and
additional sections at both the northern and southern Y-junctions are given in
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Figure 1.11. Simplified GPR sections representative of the northern Y-junction, as indicated in
Fig. 1.10A. Upper inset is annotated from Fig. 1.10A for reference. Strike sections A-A’ and
B-B’ show the northward progression of the interaction surface with the migration of the
T1→E1→I3 impactor defect, truncating into the target dune segment T2NB. Ultimately, the T2NB
and T1→E1→I3 cross-strata unify across a convex curve in the lee face (Fig. 1.9E). Dip section
C-C’ highlights the progressive dominance of set T1→E1→I3 to the south, the direction from
which the impactor defect impinged. As with the defect repulsion, the interaction surface dips
downwind with a concave-up geometry. The small sets of cross-strata on the upper stoss slope
result from reworking by superimposed bedforms. See Appendix B, Figure B.4 for original
GPR sections.
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Appendix B (Figs. B.4-B.5). Beginning with the strike sections, set T2NB, which truncates
older cross-strata in the interdune area, is readily carried into the GPR sections where it
similarly truncates older cross-strata in the subsurface (A-A’ Fig. 1.11). Set T2NB is then
truncated to the south by set T1→E1→I3 within the modern dune (B-B’ Fig. 1.11), which
represents scour of the target dune T2N by the migration of the defect of the impactor dune
T1→E1→I3. Cross-strata of T1→E1→I3 downlap onto the interaction surface I3/T2NB. The
interaction surface progrades northeastward (inset, Fig. 1.11) until T1→E1→I3 overlies
T2NB (Figs. B.4 SB-SB', B-B'). This architecture represents the final unification of
T1→E1→I3 with I2+T2N to the north to form the continuous slipface evident in Figures
1.9E and 1.10A. Portions of these stoss-slope sections (A-A’, B-B’ Fig. 1.11) have been
reworked by superimposed bedforms evident in Figure 1.10A.
The corresponding GPR dip section shows concave-up interaction surface I3/T2NB
truncating cross-strata of the target dune (T2NB) at a low angle, with cross-strata of
T1→E1→I3 downlapping onto the surface (C-C’ Fig. 1.11). Because the impactor dune
T1→E1→I3 migrated onto the stoss slope of the target dune from the south, the GPR
sections are progressively dominated by set E1→I3 in this direction (Figs. B.4 SD-SD', CC', SE-G-SE'-G'). Older cross-strata outcropping in the interdune area (Fig. 1.10B) can be
carried into the subsurface of the interdune area and the lower stoss slope where the older
set is truncated by the T2NB/Older surface (C-C’ Fig. 1.11). Cross-strata of set T2NB
downlap onto this surface. As with the strike sections, portions of the stoss slope are
reworked by superimposed bedforms.
Southern Y-Junction
As at the northern Y-junction, plan-view cross-strata of the bedform repulsion's
southern Y-junction (Fig. 1.10B) are readily recognizable in the GPR sections (Fig. 1.12).
Southeastward progradation of set T1→E1→I3 is evident with progressive truncation of
cross-strata of set T2S in the interdune subsurface and on the stoss slope (A-A’, B-B’ Fig.
1.12). Continued migration of the impactor defect I3 to the SE brought set T1→E1→I3
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Figure 1.12.
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Figure 1.12. Annotated tracings of representative GPR sections at the southern Y-junction, as
indicated in Fig. 1.10B. Upper inset is annotated from Fig. 1.10B for reference. Strike sections
A-A’ and B-B’ show the progressive lateral truncation of target set T2S with the SE migration
of the defect impactor T1→E1→I3. Dip sections C-C’ and D-D’ show the vertical stacking of
sets with the migration of the impactor defect T1→E1→I3. Note the composite nature of the
dune form as a result of the history of interactions. Set T1→E1→I3 is present in its entirety in
the northwestern part of the Y-junction (C-C’) and cuts progressively less of the target crossstrata to the southeast (D-D’), where the interaction surface is present only higher on the stoss
slope. See Appendix B, Figure B.5 for original GPR sections.
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into contact with the target set I2→T3, resulting in truncation of the latter set (B-B’ Fig.
1.12). Set T1→ E1→I3 overlies set I2→T3 near the modern dune crest (Fig. B.5 SC-SC'),
indicating the final unification of the impactor dune's defect (T1→E1→I3) and the
southern segment of the target dune (I2→T3) evident in Figure 1.10B. Subjacent to the
primary interaction stratigraphy of interest, stratigraphy of the earlier defect repulsion
created by the migration of the defect of impactor dune I2 onto the stoss slope of target
dune T2S (Fig. 1.9A) is recorded in the progressive northwestward truncation of set T2S by
bounding surface I2/T2S, onto which cross-strata of set I2→T3 downlap (B-B’ Fig. 1.12).
Corresponding dip sections (C-C’, D-D’ Fig. 1.12) illustrate the progressive,
southward migration of the impactor defect, represented by set T1→E1→I3, up the stoss
slope of the target dune with successive truncation of the composite target dune
segments. In the southernmost position, set T1→E1→I3 truncates set I2→T3 in the crestal
area of the target dune (D-D’ Fig. 1.12), but progressively scours through this set and
older set T2S to the north (C-C’ Fig. 1.12, Figs. B.5 SD-F-SD'-F', C-C', D-D'). Stratigraphy
representing the older defect repulsion is retained in the south where set T2S is truncated
by set I2→T3 (D-D’ Fig. 1.12). In the stratigraphic architecture of both the bedform
repulsion and the older defect repulsion, cross-strata of the target sets are truncated by
interaction surfaces at low angles and cross-strata of the defect impactors downlap onto
the surface.
Geometric relationships between cross-strata and bounding surfaces
Multiple bounding surfaces were mapped within the northern Y-junction, however,
the only verifiable interaction surface is that between sets T1→E1→I3 and T2NB (surface
I3/T2NB, Fig. 1.13A). Plotted on a stereonet (Fig. 1.13B) the averaged surface dips toward
the SSE (153o) at 12o, however, the dip reaches 25o at intermediate elevations and
tangentially approaches zero near the dune crest and interdune surface (Fig. 1.13A). The
target set T2NB dips 21o toward 016o, which agrees with the WNW crestline orientation of
the dune in the GPR area ca. 1963 (Fig. 1.10A). The trend of the interaction surface,
therefore, is at a high angle (137o) to the strike of the cross-strata of the target set that it
truncates. Cross-strata of the impactor dune's defect, set T1→E1→I3, dip 17o toward the
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ESE (126o) when plotted on a stereonet (Fig. 1.13B). These cross-strata strike at an
angular relation of 27o to the trend of the surface. Separated by the interaction surface, the
strikes of adjacent impactor defect and target cross-strata diverge by 110o.
Where the defect of impactor T1→E1→I3 welded onto the target dune I2→T3 stoss
slope in the south (Fig. 1.9), the resultant interaction surface I3/T2S,3 dips 16o toward the
NW (308o), as shown in a 3D reconstruction (Fig. 1.14B) and plotted on a stereonet (Fig.
1.15B). Target set cross-strata truncated by the surface dip 15o toward the ENE (071o).
The trend of the interaction surface and the strike of the target dune cross-strata differ by
123o. Cross-strata of the impactor set T1→E1→I3 dip at 17o toward the NNW (337o), an
orientation diverging 29o from the dip direction of the interaction surface (Fig. 1.15B).
The dip directions of adjacent target and impactor cross-strata across the interaction
surface differ by 94o. Only a small area of the interaction surface I2/T2S created by the
older defect repulsion could be mapped in 3D (Fig. 1.14C) and plotted on a stereonet
(Fig. 1.15A). But here again the dip direction of the impactor cross-strata set I2 (toward
120o) is at an angular relationship of 27o to the dip direction of interaction surface I2/T2S
(toward 147o).
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Figure 1.13. Interpolated interaction surface and cross-strata reconstruction at the northern Yjunction of the bedform repulsion. (A) Interaction surface I3/T2NB reconstructed from GPR
surveys over the northern Y-junction of the bedform repulsion, mapped by elevation and dip
orientation. Note the high angle of dip in the intermediate area of the surface with nearhorizontal dips at the upper and lower extents of the map. (B) Stereonet reconstruction of
cross-strata set T1→E1→I3, interaction surface I3/T2NB and truncated set T2NB. Values are
reported in dip direction/dip magnitude.
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Figure 1.14. Interaction surfaces, mapped by elevation and dip orientation, over the
southern Y-junction of the bedform repulsion. (A) Positions of the two surfaces mapped.
(B) NW-dipping interaction surface I3/T2S,3 created by the bedform repulsion. (C)
Erosional remnant of interaction surface I2/T2S created by the earlier defect repulsion.
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Figure 1.15. Stereonet reconstructions with planes and poles of cross-strata sets and
bounding surfaces at the southern Y-junction of the bedform repulsion. (A)
Reconstruction of the earlier defect repulsion for target set T2S, interaction surface I2/T2S,
and target I2→T3. Note the unusually low divergence angle between the strike of crossstrata sets super- and subjacent to the bounding surface. (B) Reconstruction for impactor
defect T1→E1→I3, interaction surface I3/T2S,3, and target set T2S,3. Cross-strata of set
T1→E1→I3 approach the subjacent interaction surface at 29º, but diverge by 94º from the
strike of truncated cross-strata. Dip direction/dip magnitude is reported.
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Figure 1.16. Simplified diagram of the bedform repulsion architecture, which truncates
and is inset into earlier interaction dune architecture. (A) In a planar section
approximating the stoss slope the interaction surfaces created by the pair of migrating
impactor defects laterally truncate older sets in the composite target dune, then curve in
the migration direction at each Y-junction where the dune segments unify. (B) Strike
sections show the scour trough created by migration of the impactor dune over the target
dune. (C) Dip sections show increased downcutting of target sets by the impacting dunes.
Reconstruction of bedform repulsion stratigraphic architecture
Figure 1.16 summarizes the stratigraphic architecture of the bedform repulsion (Fig.
1.2B) based upon the detailed analysis given above. As chronicled in Figure 1.9, this
bedform repulsion was created by the collision of a pair of defects of the impactor dune
(T1→E1→I3) with the stoss slope of the target dune (T2N for the northern target, I2→T3 for
the southern target). The resulting architecture shows nearly a mirror image across the
central axis of the migrating bedform. The impactor set, which in strike-view appears as a
trough, is inset into the truncated target cross-strata set at Y-junctions to both the north
and south (Fig. 1.16A-B). In both cases the interaction surface truncates target dune
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cross-strata in stoss planar and strike sections, but curves in the direction of defect
migration to become subparallel to subjacent and overlying cross-strata at the Y-junctions
where the target and impactor lee faces have unified. Cross-strata of the impactor set
tangentially approach the interaction surface, in strike-view onlapping onto it as the
trough is infilled and becoming parallel to it over the top of the Y-junction. In dip
sections progressive rise of the surface and overlying impactor cross-strata occurs from
the trough center out onto to the Y-junctions, demonstrating the varying degrees of
downcutting into the target sets by the impactor defects.
The composite dune also carries the architecture of the earlier interactions. The
truncation of older cross-strata by set T2NB is evident in the north; in the later bedform
repulsion, impactor I3 truncates both this older cross-strata and the current target set T2NB.
In the south, architecture of the defect repulsion between impactor I2 and target T2S is
retained. This composite dune became the target T3 in the later bedform repulsion.
DISCUSSION
Morphologic and stratigraphic recombination of dune segments
The morphological manifestation of defect and bedform repulsion dune interactions at
White Sands, as chronicled in Figures 1.3 and 1.9 and earlier by Ewing and Kocurek
(2010a), is that as dunes migrate they collide and break apart into segments that then
recombine to form composite bedforms. The interactions are driven by the faster
migration of the dune defects, which have been long recognized as the primary drivers of
pattern change in aeolian dune fields (Werner and Kocurek, 1997). Although the
interactions occur between adjacent dunes, the ejection of the redundant target dune
segment imparts an autogenic dynamic that propagates downwind because the small,
faster-migrating ejecta dune is likely to initiate yet another interaction. Although the
details of the interaction dynamics may be modified by the tri-modal wind regime at
White Sands, the fundamental morphodynamics of defect and bedform repulsion are
thought to be robust and should be transferable to other dune fields.
An implication from the White Sands results is that the impression of dunes as trains
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of migrating, distinctly separate bedforms when viewed at a given point in time is
misleading. Rather, a given dune morphology is more likely the composite of multiple
recombined dune segments assembled over time. Dune morphologies are influenced by
not only the wind regime and other boundary conditions, but also their history of dune
interactions. As evident from Figures 1.8 and 1.16, this history of interactions is retained
within the dune stratigraphy. With a succession of dune interactions, however, all or
portions of the architecture of previous interactions may be removed within the body of
an active dune (e.g., Figs. 1.8, 1.16).
Dune interactions are most common in the early, constructive stages of pattern
emergence, and become less frequent and more spatially distant as dunes and dune
spacing grow larger and defect density decreases (Werner and Kocurek, 1999; Ewing et
al., 2006; Ewing and Kocurek, 2010a). A dune field may reach a dynamic steady state
where measureable parameters are relatively constant over time, but individual dunes and
their component segments remain in a state of flux as they continue to interact with each
other. Interactions cease only when dunes are the same in size and migration rate, and
faster migrating defects are absent. A dune field without interactions is rarely achieved in
the time spans over which dune fields exist or before boundary conditions change, the
latter of which may initiate pattern reformation.
Interaction architecture
The examples of defect and bedform repulsions given herein are consistent in
showing a characteristic interaction stratigraphic architecture, which corresponds to the
observed decadal time-series of dune morphological change. Additional examples of
defect and bedform repulsions in various stages of completion are common within the
White Sands Dune Field (e.g., Ewing and Kocurek, 2010a), and there are numerous planview exposures of cross-strata with architectures consistent with defect or bedform
repulsion interaction histories (Fig. 1.17). The shape of the interaction surface can be
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Figure 1.17. Examples of interpreted defect repulsion architecture in plan-view at White
Sands as seen in 2009 images. (A) Exposure on Alkali Flat, west of the modern dune field. (B)
Interpretation of the sets of cross-strata shown in (A). Target cross-strata are laterally truncated
by an interaction surface, and defect impactor cross-strata tangentially approach the surface. In
the dune migration direction, the defect cross-strata override the target cross-strata where the
surface curves and target and impactor cross-strata unify into a single set. (C) Plan-view
interaction architecture exposed in deflationary interdune area. Note the characteristic
tangential approach of the defect cross-strata to the interaction surface, which truncates the
cross-strata of the target set.
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reconstructed, and the key aspects of a defect repulsion can be represented in plan-view
and cross-sections for the lower portion of the lee face that would be typically preserved
in the stratigraphic record. With a bedform repulsion, this architecture would be mirrored
in the adjacent target/defect dune Y-junction.
The interaction surface forms a trough that progressively truncates the target set in the
migration direction and then curves around the target set at the Y-junction where the
defect and target lee faces unify. The plan-view manifestation is most distinctive (Fig.
1.18). Allowing for local dune sinuosity, the cross-strata of the target dune set are
oriented parallel to the general crest alignment for the dune field. The target set is
laterally truncated by the interaction surface, which dips away from the target set. Crossstrata of the impactor dune's defect tangentially approach the surface in long, sweeping
arcs. The orientation of the impactor cross-strata generally agrees with the orientation of
migrating defects in the dune field. This overall configuration represents the migration of
the faster-migrating defect up the stoss slope of the target dune, progressively truncating
the cross-strata of the target set. Because both impactor defect and target dune are
migrating, the track of the defect over the stoss slope of the target dune may take years
(e.g., Figs. 1.3, 1.9), and in plan-view the trace of the interaction surface (along with
truncation of the target set and the tangential approach of the defect cross-strata onto the
surface) may extend for significant distances (e.g., Fig. 1.17). Faster migration of the
impactor defect than the target dune, however, allows the defect of the impactor dune to
intersect the brinkline of the target set, forming the Y-junction and ultimately the unified
lee face. This point is manifested in the plan-view at the rollover point of the interaction
surface; the surface curves from trending in the general direction of dune migration to
approximately normal to this trend, or subparallel to the target dune cross-strata (Fig.
1.18). From this point in the transport direction, cross-strata of the defect impactor are
continuous across the target cross-strata, representing the unified lee face and recombined
dune. The trace of the interaction surface will be gradually lost laterally along the target
set away from the Y-junction (Fig. 1.18). Because of greater stoss erosion on the
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Figure 1.18. Key aspects of defect repulsion stratigraphic architecture in plan-view and
cross-sections. Note color-coding of target (blue), impactor (red), ejecta (green), and
unified (orange) set cross-strata. Plan-view shows truncation of target set by interaction
surface, tangential approach of cross-strata of impactor’s defect onto the surface, and
surface curvature at the Y-junction followed by continuous cross-strata of the impactor
across the unified lee face. Away from the Y-junction, dip section A-A’ simply shows the
impactor set overlying the target-ejecta set. Near the Y-junction, dip section B-B’ also
shows the impactor set overlying the target-ejecta set, but here the cross-strata in the two
sets differ in orientation. Dip section C-C’ crosses the interaction surface, showing lowangle truncation of the target cross-strata by the surface and downlapping cross-strata
formed on the unified lee face. Cross-section D-D’, located lateral to Y-junction, shows
continuation of cross-strata from target to unified lee face. Strike cross-section E-E’
shows lateral truncation of the target set by the trough-shaped interaction surface, with
obliquely downlapping cross-strata of the impactor set.
redundant target dune segment away from the Y-junction, this target segment assumes
the parabolic shape of the ejecta dune (Figs. 1.1, 1.18). Formation of the trailing arms of
the ejecta dune and its detachment from the target set defines the lateral edge of the ejecta
dune set of cross-strata. Cross-strata of the ejecta set would assume a more barchanoid
shape with downwind transport (Fig. 1.18).
In strike cross-sections that intersect the interaction surface, the target set is laterally
truncated by the trough-shaped interaction surface, and cross-strata of the defect set
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obliquely downlap onto the surface (E-E’ Fig. 1.18). Depending upon the depth of scour,
the target set may or may not continue beneath the impactor defect set. In dip crosssections that intersect the interaction surface, the surface truncates the target cross-strata
at a low angle and cross-strata of the defect impactor downlap onto the surface (C-C’ Fig.
1.18). Because definition of the interaction surface is lost laterally along the target set
away from the Y-junction, target set cross-strata are continuous with cross-strata of the
unified set (D-D’ Fig. 1.18). Well away from the Y-junction, the interaction is not
apparent, and the impactor set simply overlies the target set (A-A’ Fig. 1.18). Near the Yjunction where cross-strata of the impactor’s defect also overlie the target set as it evolves
into the ejecta set, cross-strata of the defect and target-ejecta sets differ in orientation (BB’ Fig. 1.18).
Comparison of interaction surfaces to second- and third-order bounding surfaces
Interaction surfaces created by defect or bedform repulsions represent a new type of
bounding surface identified within aeolian cross-strata. Previously recognized bounding
surfaces arise with dune behavior not associated with interactions. Third-order
(Brookfield, 1977) or reactivation (Kocurek, 1996) surfaces form on the lee face of a
dune and are, therefore, contained within the set of cross-strata generated with migration
of the dune. These surfaces arise with any redefinition of the lee face that results in scour
of previously deposited cross-strata and commonly represent changes in wind direction.
The distinguishing characteristic of a reactivation surface is that the surface dips in the
same direction as the subjacent and superjacent cross-strata, but have a different
(typically lower) dip amount (Hunter and Rubin, 1983; figs. 16-17 in Rubin, 1987; Rubin
and Carter, 2006). Surface I2’/I2 (Fig. 1.5C) is an example of a reactivation surface.
Second-order (Brookfield, 1977) or superposition (Kocurek, 1996) surfaces arise with
the migration of dunes superimposed upon the lee face of a larger host bedform.
Although superimposed dunes can migrate directly down the lee face of the host bedform
and produce bounding surfaces concordant with the cross-strata (e.g., fig. 25 in Rubin,
1987), typically the superimposed dunes migrate directly or obliquely across the lee face
of the host bedform (e.g., fig. 46 in Rubin, 1987). This behavior results in compound
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cross-strata created by the coupled forward (i.e., normal to crestline) migration of the
main bedform and along-crest migration of the superimposed bedforms (Rubin and
Hunter, 1983). Superposition surfaces are created with the migration of the superimposed
dunes, which truncate the cross-strata of the preceding superimposed dune. A
characteristic of this stratigraphic architecture is that the orientation of the superposition
bounding surfaces differs from that of the cross-strata deposited by the superimposed
dunes (Rubin and Hunter, 1983; Rubin, 1987; Rubin and Carter, 2006).
Where plan-view, strike and dip sections are available, defect or bedform repulsion
stratigraphic architecture (Fig. 1.18) is distinct from the architecture associated with
reactivation and superposition surfaces. In nature, such 3-D outcrops are relatively rare,
and although surface identification is more difficult, characteristics of interaction
architecture may allow for their identification. In dip cross-sections that intersect the
interaction surface (C-C’ Fig. 1.18), the interaction surface is subparallel to subjacent and
superjacent cross-strata and is thus similar to a third-order or reactivation bounding
surface. However, reactivation surfaces commonly result from cyclic changes in the wind
regime, and the resulting cyclic cross-strata show multiple, fairly regularly-spaced
reactivation surfaces (e.g., Hunter and Rubin, 1983; Rubin, 1987; Rubin and Carter,
2006). In contrast, the interaction surface would be a singular feature within the set.
Where both reactivation and interaction surfaces occur within a set, it would be very
difficult to distinguish between the two types of surfaces where only a dip section is
present.
In strike sections that intersect the interaction surface (E-E’ Fig. 1.18), the interaction
architecture mimics simple trough cross-strata, but with four distinctions. First, the
orientation of the impactor defect cross-strata overlying the bounding surface is at an
angular relationship to the surface. For the White Sands examples, the dip directions of
the interaction surfaces and the overlying defect cross-strata diverge by an average of 32o,
with a range of 27-43o. In this respect, the architecture is similar to second-order or
superposition bounding surfaces. As with reactivation surfaces, however, superimposed
dunes do not typically occur as singular features, but rather as trains of dunes migrating
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across the lee face of the larger bedform. As a result, the compound cross-strata created
by the migration of superimposed dunes are typically characterized by multiple, fairly
regularly-spaced superposition surfaces (e.g., Rubin and Hunter, 1983; Rubin, 1987;
Rubin and Carter, 2006). Second, because the target dune set is oriented in the general net
transport direction, whereas the impactor dune's cross-strata set is determined by the
orientation of the defect, the adjacent sets across the bounding surfaces differ
significantly in orientation. For the White Sands examples, the strike of the target and
impactor cross-strata diverge by an average of 88o, with a range of 51-110o. The acute
divergence angle (51o between sets I2 and T2S, Fig. 1.7B) represents an outlier; the range
without this value is 94-110o with an average of 99o. Third, in simple trough cross-strata
the central concave-downwind dune segment is preferentially preserved while the lateral
defects are typically truncated (e.g., Rubin, 1987, fig. 34). The converse is true for a
bedform or defect repulsion because the migrating defects are driving the interactions,
and the architecture represents the intersection of the defect with the target dune. Fourth,
because of the oblique to longitudinal orientation of the defect with respect to the
prevailing winds, the defect cross-strata consist nearly exclusively of wind-ripple strata.
The occurrence of stratification types along the lee face of a dune results primarily from
the incidence angle formed between the brinkline and the wind direction (Eastwood et al.,
2012). The oblique to longitudinal orientation of the dune defect to the wind typically
yields wind ripples migrating along the defect lee face. Wind-ripple strata also commonly
occur in cross-strata representing the target dune as a result of changing wind direction or
brinkline sinuosity (and, thus changing incidence angle). However, the target dune is
oriented normal to the general dune migration direction, and is therefore more likely to
house grainflow/grainfall cross-strata representing transverse incidence angles.
In dip sections away from the interaction surface where the overlying impactor defect
set overlies the target set (A-A’, B-B’ Fig. 1.18), the interaction architecture may mimic
simple variation in scour depth with dune migration. Near the Y-junction (B-B’ Fig.
1.18), the interaction architecture may be distinguished by (1) the orientation difference
between the cross-strata of the underlying target set and the overlying impactor defect set,
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and (2) the dominance of wind-ripple cross-strata in the overlying defect set. Away from
the Y-junction, although the ejected portion of the target set has a parabolic shape in
plan-view (Fig. 1.18), in dip sections (A-A’ Fig. 1.18) the impactor set simply overlies
the target-ejecta set, and the interaction would not be apparent without additional outcrop
orientations.
Stratigraphic reduction of the morphologic spectrum of interaction types and multiple
simultaneous interactions
Defect and bedform repulsions belong to a class of interactions that result from
collisions between faster-migrating defects or smaller dunes (impactor) and slowermigrating larger dunes (target), followed by ejection of a target dune segment (ejecta). In
the classification of Kocurek et al. (2010), other interactions within this class include offcenter collisions and lateral linking. Although morphologically distinct, members of this
class may reduce stratigraphically to very similar architectures or be impossible to
distinguish except in exceptional outcrops. From the White Sands dune chronologies
(Figs. 1.3, 1.9), it is also apparent that more than one interaction may be occurring
simultaneously for the same set of dunes (e.g., cannibalization during a bedform
repulsion, I1 and T1S, Fig. 1.3). Multiple simultaneous interactions may have the effect of
modifying the interaction dynamics or resulting in hybrid stratigraphic architectures.
CONCLUSIONS
The development and evolution of a dune-field pattern within a set of boundary
conditions originates in the dynamics of bedform interactions. These dynamics represent
an emergent, autogenic dune behavior that is largely caused by unequal migration rates
between dunes and dune segments. An important implication of dune interactions is that
the morphologic forms of dunes as seen at a given time are commonly composites
resulting from a history of interactions between adjacent dune segments. The challenge is
to develop an understanding of the stratigraphic record resulting from different types of
dune interactions so that dune-field evolution in the ancient record can be more
accurately interpreted.
A unique data set for the White Sands Dune Field allowed for the translation of the
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geomorphic dynamics of two types of interactions, as seen in a decadal time-series of
images and DEMs, into their stratigraphic records visible in plan-view exposures and
GPR imaging of dune interiors. The stratigraphic architecture of defect and bedform
repulsions is distinctive where it can be seen in its entirety. The key aspects of this
architecture consist of the following characteristics. (1) The target dune set of cross-strata
is truncated laterally by the interaction surface. Cross-strata of the defect impactor set
tangentially approach the surface in plan-view and downlap onto the surface in crosssection, forming an acute angular divergence between the strike of the cross-strata and
the trend of the surface. (2) Across the interaction surface, the trends of cross-strata sets
differ by approximately 90° due to divergent orientations of the target set, which
represents the general dune migration direction, and the impactor set, which represents
the defect approach direction. (3) Cross-strata of the defect impactor set consist typically
of wind-ripple strata, whereas the target set is more likely to contain grainflow/grainfall
cross-strata. These differences in stratification types result from the orientations of the
defect and target, and the control of incidence angle between the brinkline and the
primary wind on stratification types. (4) The interaction surface may extend a significant
distance in the transport direction, but it curves at the Y-junction to trend subparallel to
subjacent and superjacent cross-strata, which represents the recombination and
unification of target and defect dune segments to form a common lee face. Interaction
architecture can be best identified in plan-view outcrops where all the attributes of the
architecture are apparent, and surface and cross-strata orientations can be measured. In
nature, where most aeolian outcrops represent some combination of oblique crosssections and limited plan-views, interaction architecture may be difficult to identify
because it shares attributes associated with reactivation and superposition surfaces, as
well as variations in scour depth that occurs with migrating dunes.
The abundance and spatial density of preserved interactions in the rock record is
unknown. Because dune interactions decrease in frequency and spatial density over time
as the dune-field pattern matures, the stage of dune-field evolution that is incorporated
into the rock record becomes a controlling factor. For example, growing dunes may
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cannibalize their substrate and the stratigraphic record of earlier dunes where interactions
were more common. For mature dune fields of large dunes of similar size and migration
rates and low defect density, interaction architectures should be uncommon. In any
scenario, however, dune interactions almost certainly have been misidentified or
overlooked in the aeolian stratigraphic record because their architecture was not known.
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Chapter 2: Boundary condition control on the changing geomorphic
expression of the Chasma Boreale dune fields, Mars

INTRODUCTION
Aeolian dune fields are patterned landscapes that evolve within a set of environmental
parameters or boundary conditions (Werner, 1999, 2003). Although dune-field pattern
emerges through autogenic dune-dune interactions, boundary conditions strongly impact
pattern manifestation (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010b; Kocurek et al., 2010; Kocurek and
Ewing, 2016). On Earth common aeolian boundary conditions include the size and shape
of the topographic “container” that houses the dune field, the position and shape of the
sediment source, the nature of the wind regime, and antecedent topography such as paleoshorelines or relict dunes (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010a; Kocurek et al., 2010; Eastwood et
al., 2011; Baitis et al., 2014). Although the fundamentals of dunes and dune fields appear
to be the same on Earth and Mars, planetary boundary conditions differ significantly.
These differences in boundary conditions impact the broad spectrum of aeolian systems
on Mars, including the nature of sand transport (Claudin and Andreotti, 2006; Parteli and
Herrmann, 2007; Almeida et al., 2008; Kok, 2010, 2012), bedform type and dynamics
(Bridges et al., 2015; Lapotre et al., 2016), and dune morphology (Bourke, 2010; Parteli
et al., 2014). Indeed, owing to the nature of sediment production, the absence of liquid
water and dominance of wind transport, and the absence of plate tectonics, the traditional
Earth-based “source-to-sink” approach for analysis of aeolian systems must be
reformulated when applied to Mars (Kocurek and Ewing, 2012).
The circumpolar dune fields partially encircling Planum Boreum (Fig. 2.1) display
changing dune-field patterns and diverse dune morphologies that imply the impact of
controlling boundary conditions. In particular, within Chasma Boreale the Hyperboreae
Undae dune fields show a spatial distribution and a spectrum of dune morphologies that
reflect the co-evolution of aeolian and cryogenic processes within a set of boundary
conditions unique to the reentrant. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the dune
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Figure 2.1. MOLA topography of Planum Boreum and the surrounding plains overlain by
a hillshade. Geologic feature names indicate areas discussed in the text. Locations for
Figure 2.2 are denoted by white circles. Dune fields are outlined in black. The context of
Figure 2.8 is given by the black box around Chasma Boreale. Chasma Boreale trends
obliquely between 80°N and 85°N. The walls of the reentrant are referred to as the
northern and southern walls, with the northern wall being that which initiates at 85°N.
Grid is in polar stereographic with values reported in degrees east.
morphologies, the distribution of these morphologies within dune fields, and the
placement of the dune fields in order to reconstruct the boundary conditions under which
these evolved.
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GEOLOGIC CONTEXT
The north polar basin of Mars is punctuated by Planum Boreum, the ~ 3 km thick
north polar plateau (Fig. 2.1). The plateau records a long history of interplay between
aeolian and cryosphere processes in its sand- and ice-rich stratigraphy (see reviews by
Tanaka et al., 2008; Byrne, 2009) as well as its unique morphology characterized by
spiraling troughs and circumpolar deposits (e.g., Smith et al., 2013; Brothers et al., 2013).
One of the most distinguishing features of the plateau is Chasma Boreale, the ~ 450 kmlong reentrant that divides the main dome from Gemini Lingula (Fig. 2.1). The reentrant
has resulted from patterns of sand and ice accumulation established and enhanced under
the control of prevailing katabatic winds (Holt et al., 2010).
Planum Boreum is partially flanked by the extensive circumpolar dune fields of
Olympia, Abalos, Siton, and Hyperboreae Undae (Tanaka et al., 2008; Fig. 2.1). In a
broad sense, these dune fields are similar. The fields are composed of sand-sized
andesitic or altered basalt (Breed et al., 1979; Bandfield et al., 2000; Edgett et al., 2003;
Ruff and Christensen, 2007) that is sourced from the erosion of Planum Boreaum's sandy
basal unit (Thomas and Weitz, 1989; Byrne and Murray, 2002; Edgett et al., 2003;
Fishbaugh and Head, 2005; Herkenhoff et al., 2007; Russell et al., 2008; Tanaka et al.,
2008). The dunes have evolved under a common set of processes defined by the interplay
between aeolian and cryosphere dynamics (niveo-aeolian processes; Bourke et al., 2009).
Thermal properties of the dune fields mandate that beneath a thin veneer (< 1 m; Putzig et
al., 2013) of loose sediment, the dunes are most likely to contain a core of sand cemented
by water ice (Feldman et al., 2008; Titus and Cushing, 2010; Putzig et al., 2013).
Although indurated, many dunes migrate, as evidenced by plan-view cross-strata
emerging from stoss slopes (Fig. 2.2A; e.g., Bourke, 2010) and sublimation trails behind
dunes (Fig. 2.2B; Wood et al., 2011). Furthermore, dune-field patterns expressed in
crestline trends are largely in agreement with modeled circumpolar winds (Tsoar et al.,
1979; Hayward et al., 2009; Ewing et al., 2010).
While sharing these characteristics, the dune fields of Chasma Boreale, which are
collectively named Hyperboreae Undae, have evolved under boundary conditions
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Figure 2.2. Examples of plan-view cross-strata in Hyperboreae Undae dunes. (A)
Asymmetric barchans in Tenuis Cavus with internal cross-strata manifested by thin, low
albedo ridges (white arrows) exposed by stoss-slope erosion. Lacking the albedo contrast
that suggests interbedding of sand with ice, these cross-strata are most likely indurated by
condensation of ice in the pore spaces. A trail of cross-strata is being left behind the
smaller barchan. (B) Broad ridges continuous with a modern dune (white arrow) suggest
an alternative mechanism in which dune trails result from dune subsidence into a
defrosted substrate (c.f., Wood et al., 2011). A dune imprint floored by sediment (black
arrow) suggests sublimation of subsurface ice and "sinking" of the dune, followed by
erosion. Figure locations denoted in Figure 2.1.
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that are unlike those of the circumpolar plains dunes. Hyperboreae Undae have developed
under the influence of topographic confinement imposed by the walls of Chasma Boreale,
which steer local winds (Spiga et al., 2011). The reentrant's dune fields are also unique in
that they coexist alongside perennial surface ice deposits (Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012).
The layered ice has been noted to contain dune "casts" or "oblate depressions" (Mullins et
al., 2006) that are reminiscent of dune morphologies and indicate a level of interplay
between the aeolian and ice systems that is not present elsewhere in the north polar
region.
METHODS
A comprehensive survey of dune morphologies in Chasma Boreale was conducted
using 6 m/pixel imagery from Context Camera (CTX; Malin et al., 2007). Images from
all available seasons were consulted, although summer images proved the most useful
because these show the greatest contrast between the dunes and their substrates. Across
the chasma floor, dunes of all sizes were selected at random until an even visual
distribution of points was attained. As a minimum requirement, image contrast needed to
be sufficient to recognize a dune's planform shape; areas of the reentrant with perennially
low contrast could not be sampled heavily. At the field scale, this random selection is
likely to produce local over- or under-sampling. At the regional scale, however, the
sampling is sufficient to reveal morphologic trends. This method also exhibits bias
toward pristine morphologies with well-expressed crestlines. Because the purpose of the
survey was to identify the major morphologies, however, these biases do not impact the
results of this specific study. In total ~ 8,500 bedforms were selected and classified by
morphology. The survey was conducted iteratively to ensure no morphologies were
excluded.
A regional crestline trend analysis was undertaken for comparison to modeled wind
results for the north polar plateau (Spiga et al., 2011; their Fig. 14) and Chasma Boreale.
Crestlines of non-interacting symmetric barchans, straight-crested linear dunes, and
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Figure 2.3. Method by which percent cover of sand was calculated for each circular area
in each dune field. (A) Circular zones (in green) were randomly selected for each field
(field boundary in blue); the number of zones was chosen so that approximately 10% of
the dune field area was sampled (see Figure C.1 for map of zones). (B) All dune sand
cover within each zone was digitized (in pink), and the total area of cover was calculated.
Any area of the zone outside of the field boundary (diagonal black lines) was excluded
from zone area. Percent cover was calculated as the sum of the percent of area covered by
dunes for all zones within each field.
yardangs were digitized in ESRI's ArcMap software, and trend was calculated using a
north polar stereographic projection. Dunes in the process of interacting were excluded
because collision events (i.e., interactions) can change crestline orientation, resulting in
trends that are at odds with nearby non-interacting dunes. Additionally, a survey of noninteracting asymmetric barchans was conducted to identify possible relationships
between regional trends in barchan arm extension and wind regime. The terminology
adopted here for asymmetric barchans is a designation of left-handed or right-handed if
the left or right arm, respectively, is elongated when the dune is viewed in the general
transport direction.
The dune system within Chasma Boreale was divided into fields based upon a spatial
separation between groups of dunes. Only one continuous corridor of dunes extended
across the defined field boundaries, however, dune morphologies, orientations, and
densities within this corridor change in the down-chasma direction. Where spatial
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separation could not be used, topography and common morphologic groupings were
employed to distinguish approximate field boundaries. Topographic data were from Mars
Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) Experiment Gridded Data Records (MEGDR; Smith et
al., 2003) and have a horizontal resolution of 115 m/pixel (Smith et al., 2003) with a
vertical accuracy of approximately 1 m (Smith et al., 2001).
For each field the percent of the ground area covered by dune sand was estimated.
This serves as a proxy for dune density (number of dunes per unit area), but does not
address dune size or sand thickness. Circular areas with a radius of 1.5 km (7.06 km2)
were constructed around points randomly generated within each digitized dune field
boundary (a map of areas for each dune field is provided in Appendix C, Fig. C.1). The
number of circles in each field was proportional to the dune field area and in each case
accounted for ~10% of the field area. Within each circle all areas covered by dune sand
were digitized (Fig. 2.3) and the percent of dune area was calculated. Parts of the circle
falling outside of the dune field were excluded from the circle's area. While this test does
detect changing conditions across each field, by averaging the percent cover of all circles
within the field the impact of local pattern changes is mitigated.
RESULTS
Morphologic classification
Crescentic ridges
Crescentic ridges (McKee, 1979) in Hyperboreae Undae adopt three morphologies.
Most commonly they appear to form from the coalescence of barchans and asymmetric
barchans into continuous chains (Fig. 2.4A; e.g., Bourke and Goudie, 2009; Bishop,
2013). A second form classified here as crescentic ridges are reticulate dunes
characterized by a pair of approximately orthogonal crestlines (Fig. 2.4B). The third form
consists of less sinuous, continuous ridges (Fig. 2.4C).
Barchan dunes
Barchan dunes dominate Hyperboreae Undae and adopt a wide variety of
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Figure 2.4. Crescentic ridge dune morphologies. (A) Barchans that appear to have linked
and merged into a crescentic ridge. (B) Reticulate crescentic dunes. Digitized, labeled
crestlines indicate orientations of crestlines reported in Figure 2.15 and Table C.4. (C)
Crescentic ridge dune (white arrow). Image locations are given in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.5. Variety of barchan dune morphologies in Chasma Boreale. (A) Symmetric
barchan dunes. (B) Symmetric barchans co-existing with dome dunes (black arrows) in
which a distinct lee face is absent. (C) Elongated dome dunes. (D) Asymmetric barchans.
(E) Hooked dunes. Note the broader stoss slopes to the upper right, tapering toward the
bottom left, suggesting that these forms originated from the right-hand arms of
asymmetric barchans (F) Extreme asymmetric barchans have a dominantly linear
morphology. Image locations are given in Figure 2.8.
morphologies (Fig. 2.5). Classic barchans (symmetric barchans) are recognizable by their
bilateral symmetry (Bagnold, 1941; McKee, 1979; Andreotti et al., 2002; Hersen, 2004;
Fig. 2.5A), however, in Hyperboreae Undae they are the exception and not the rule
(Parteli et al., 2014). It is more common to find asymmetric barchans, which have one
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limb preferentially extended (Fig. 2.5D). Extreme asymmetric barchans (Tsoar, 1989;
Bourke, 2010; Yang et al., 2012) show a dominance of the extended arm over the original
barchanoid dune (Fig. 2.5F). Asymmetric barchans may also morph into the more
broadly-curved hooked dunes (Fig. 2.5E; Parteli et al., 2014), which have the appearance
of a former asymmetric barchan in which the extended arm has become the body of a
new barchan. Barchan dunes may also adopt a domal morphology in which a distinct lee
face is greatly diminished or absent (e.g., Kerr and Nigra, 1952; Schatz et al., 2006;
Herrmann et al., 2008; Fig. 2.5B). The streamlining of dome dunes by erosion elongates
the form and tapers its ends, generating elongated dome dunes (Fig. 2.5C).
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Figure 2.6. Varieties of linear dunes in Chasma Boreale. (A) Straight-crested linear
dunes. These may be knotted (black arrows). (B) Proto-linear dunes (denoted by arrows).
(C) Sinuous-crested linear dunes. On Earth, sinuosity develops in response to multiple
winds. On Mars where dune cores are likely to be indurated, sinuosity may result from
interactions between linear dunes or asymmetric barchans (e.g., black arrow). (D)
Convoy dunes on Mars have so far only been identified in Chasma Boreale and consist of
chains of symmetric barchans (black arrows) trailing into a straight linear dune in the
transport direction. Image locations are given in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7. Geomorphic expressions of yardangs and sand sheets in Chasma Boreale. (A)
Slender, tapered yardangs (black arrows) being exhumed from ice, and (B) yardangs of
the same slender, tapered form exhibit positive relief and have the same albedo as local
bedrock. (C) Yardangs also may be the same low albedo as dunes but show wider, diffuse
footprints that taper in the transport direction. Both yardang forms were likely to
originate as linear dunes. (D) A sand sheet adjacent to yardangs in (C) shows the same
linear trends as the yardangs. Image locations are given in Figure 2.8.
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Linear dunes
Hyperboreae Undae linear dunes include sinuous-crested, or seif, linear dunes (Tsoar,
1982; Fig. 2.6C), as well as straight-crested linear dunes (Figs. 2.6A, D). Straight-crested
linear dunes have two variations. The first is the "convoy" dune (Bourke, 2006; Parteli
and Herrmann, 2007; Bourke and Goudie, 2009; Fig. 2.6D), which is composed of a
string of symmetric or domal barchans aligned centrally and transitioning into a straightcrested linear dune in the transport direction. The second is the proto-linear dune, which
has a central mound of sediment from which extends a straight-crested linear dune (Fig.
2.6B). Any of the linear dune morphologies may or may not have an upwind knot (Fig.
2.6A).
Yardangs
As noted by Ward (1979), it can be difficult to differentiate yardangs from linear
dunes in remote studies, and the yardangs in Chasma Boreale could reasonably be
interpreted to have initiated as linear dunes, as they closely resemble straight-crested
linear dunes (Fig. 2.7). Forms interpreted as yardangs in Chasma Boreale adopt two
different morphologies. One group of forms are straight-crested, tapered at both ends, and
have uniform width (Figs. 2.7A-B). In places, these forms are being actively exhumed
from layered ice (Fig. 2.7A). A second group of forms consists of straight-crested
features with a low albedo comparable to that of the dunes (Fig. 2.7C). Although these
resemble straight-crested linear dunes, they have a wider footprint, diffuse boundaries,
and commonly they narrow in the transport direction.
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Figure 2.8. THEMIS-IR Daytime Global Mosaic 100mv12 context for Chasma Boreale
with outlines of the six mapped dune fields.N1-N3 (green hues) are the northern dune
fields, which form a continuous corridor of dunes that has been divided based on
topographic trends and morphologic groupings. Down-chasma of field N3 is the northern
yardang field (NY). The central dune field (CF) is outlined in yellow. Two dune fields
(S1 and S2, in blue hues) form along the reentrant's southern wall and are separated by
the southern yardang field (SY). Mosaic generated by the THEMIS team at ASU
(Edwards et al., 2011) and accessed from the USGS Planetary GIS Web Server.
Resolution is 512 pixels per degree. Locations for Figures 2.4-2.7 are provided. North
arrow points poleward. The eastern end of the reentrant corresponds to Boreum Cavus,
whereas the western end is the outlet of the chasma onto the northern plains.

Dune field distribution, area, and sand cover
The Chasma Boreale dunes are organized into 6 fields (Figs. 2.8-2.12). Three fields
trend subparallel to the reentrant's northern wall (N1-N3, Fig. 2.9). Dune cover in the
northern dune fields is continuous, and the fields are dominantly distinguished by breaks
in topography (Fig. 2.9B). Field N1 initiates on the rising margin of Boreum Cavus and
extends down-chasma for 92 km parallel to the reentrant wall. Field N1 covers an area of
710 km2 and is 22% covered by dune sand (Table C.1; for percent cover statistics by
zone, see Appendix C, Table C.2). A topographic depression trending oblique to the
reentrant wall (black arrow, Fig. 2.9B) interrupts field N1 and marks the initiation of field
N2. Field N2 forms down-chasma of the trough, extending parallel to the reentrant for ~
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Figure 2.9. Morphologic and topographic trends of the northern dunes. (A) THEMIS
mosaic with morphologic classifications for northern fields N1-N3 as well as the northern
yardang field (NY). The northern fields are not separated by areas devoid of dunes,
hence, they appear to be a continuous field. Field boundaries were chosen as described in
the text. Primary morphologic types (crescentic ridge, barchan, linear, and yardang) are
shown by the colored points. (B) MOLA topography of the chasma's floor and northern
wall. Note the alignments of dune field margins with topographic contours. Contours are
at 100 m intervals. Fields are outlined in black and are as given in Figure 2.8.
Approximate locations shown for Figure 2.14 are given.
40 km (Fig. 2.9B) and patchily covering an area of 253 km2 (Table C.1). Approximately
11% of field N2 is covered by dune sand (Table C.1). Field N2 is spatially and
topographically separated from field N3 (Fig. 2.9B). Field N3 initiates in a second
topographic depression (Fig. 2.9B), covers an area of 124 km2, and has a sand cover of
12% (Table C.1). The northern dune fields transition down-chasma into a field of
yardangs (NY, Figs. 2.8, 2.9A).
A single dune field (central field, CF; Figs. 2.8, 2.10) with an area of 277 km2 and a
percent sand cover of ~17% (Table C.1) bridges the central axis of the reentrant. The
central field initiates in a topographic depression that is immediately down-chasma of and
continuous with Boreum Cavus (Fig. 2.10B).
The two fields along the southern wall (fields S1 and S2, Figs. 2.8, 2.11-2.12) have
areas of 1,045 km2 and 1,044 km2, respectively (Table C.1). Field S1 initiates on the
rising margin of Boreum Cavus, extends for ~ 130 km down-chasma, and is 40% covered
by dune sand. Between fields S1 and S2 are approximately 70 km of yardangs (SY, Fig.
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Figure 2.10. Morphologic classifications and topography of the central dune field. (A)
CTX imagery showing morphologic classification by primary type. (B) MOLA
topography underlying the central field. The field forms in a slight topographic
depression that is continuous with Boreum Cavus. Field outlined in black.
2.8). Field S2, which is 42% covered by sand (Table C.1), initiates on a topographic rise
(Fig. 2.12B) and extends for 172 km parallel to the southern reentrant wall.

Figure 2.11. Morphologic classifications and topography of southern dune field S1. (A)
THEMIS mosaic showing morphologic classification by primary morphologic type. The
dune field transitions into the southern yardang field (SY) to the west. (B) MOLA
topography underlying field S1. Field outlined in black. Locations for Figures 2.20A and
2.20B are given.
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Figure 2.12. Morphologic classifications and topography of southern dune field S2. (A)
THEMIS mosaic showing morphologic classification by primary morphologic type. Note
the southern yardang field (SY) forms to the east, falling between fields S1 and S2. (B)
MOLA topography underlying field S1. Field outlined in black. The upwind, crescentic
dune core of field S2 is topographically elevated and continuous with a linear trend that
extends east from the field, but decays to the west, where crescentic dunes yield to more
sparse barchan cover. Location for Figures 2.20C and 2.20D are given.

Morphologic distributions of dunes within dune fields
Of classified dunes in field N1, 93% are barchans (Fig. 2.13A). By sub-categories,
asymmetric and symmetric forms constitute 39% and 30%, respectively, of all classified
dunes in the field (Fig. 2.13A; see Appendix C, Table C.3 for complete morphologic
statistics). Domal barchans constitute 24% of all dunes (Fig. 2.13A; Table C.3). The
presence of linear dunes, crescentic ridges, and yardangs is much more limited at 6%,
2%, and < 1%, respectively. Of the linear dunes, straight-crested linear dunes and protolinear dunes each constitute ~2% of the field's population (Fig. 2.13A). A graphical
illustration of field N1 (Fig. 2.9A) displays a distinct morphologic trend. Crescentic ridge
dunes (in purple, Fig. 2.9A) are restricted to the field's northern margins whereas linear
dunes (in green, Fig. 2.9A) are present along the southern margins of the field nearer to
the reentrant's central axis. Within field N1 there is an additional graphical trend in which
larger crescentic and barchan dunes along the northern margins yield to smaller, more
distantly spaced barchan dunes in the down-chasma direction (Fig. 2.14A).
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The distribution of dune morphologies in field N2 is distinct from that of field N1
(Fig. 2.13B). The total percentage of barchans remains high (78%), although the
distribution of subclasses changes. Symmetric barchans represent 33% of the population
while the overall percentage of dome dunes increases to 28% and asymmetric barchans
decrease to 17% (Fig. 2.13B). The occurrence of linear dunes in field N2 also increases
to 21%, with 13% of all dunes in the field being straight-crested linear dunes (Fig.
2.13B). Both graphical trends visible in field N1 are exaggerated in field N2. Linear
dunes in field N2 occur dominantly along the southern margin of the field, whereas
barchans (frequently centrally aligned with linear dunes downwind) and crescentic ridge
dunes occur in the northern parts of the field (Fig. 2.9A). Furthermore, a distinct
transition from larger crescentic and barchan dunes along the field's northern margin to
smaller barchan dunes and linear dunes in the southern reaches of the field is visible (Fig.
2.14B). In comparing fields N1 and N2, an additional graphical and numeric downchasma increase in the linear dune population occurs (Figs. 2.9A, 2.13A-B).
The dune morphologies again change in field N3 (Figs. 2.9A, 2.13C). The occurrence
of barchan dunes drops to 56%. Of these, nearly half (48%; Table C.3) are dome dunes,
which dominate the field at 27% of all dunes classified (Fig. 2.13C) and tend to
proliferate in down-chasma parts of the field (Fig. 2.14C). The linear dune population
increases to 38%. This is visible in the down-chasma trend of increasing linear dune
populations (Fig. 2.9A). Half of the linear dunes are straight-crested (49%; Table C.3)
and more than one-third are proto-linears (34%; Table C.3). The percentage of yardangs
also increases to 6% (Fig. 2.13C). The yardang population continues its upward trend into
the northern yardang field, which is characterized by 89% yardangs (Fig. 2.13D).
Barchans in the northern yardang field only constitute 10% of the field's bedforms (Fig.
2.13D), and of the barchans, 88% are dome dunes (Table C.3).
The central field has a morphologic signature distinct from the northern dune fields.
Of classified dunes in the central field, 54% are linear dunes (Fig. 2.13E). Of these, 60%
are straight-crested and 33% are proto-linear dunes (Table C.3), which results in each of
these classes comprising 34% and 19% of the total field population, respectively (Fig.
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Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13. Results of the morphologic survey of the Chasma Boreale dune fields.
Morphologies are calculated as a percent of all classified dunes in the field. Note that
these percentages differ from Table C.3, which reports percent of subclass morphologies
with respect to their primary classification. The Y-axis is percentage of dunes of a given
morphology, and the X-axis is morphologic type. Where numbers are on the X-axis,
columns correspond to the following morphologies: Column 1, crescentic dunes; Column
2, symmetric barchans; Column 3, asymmetric barchans; Column 4, domal barchans;
Column 5, straight-crested linears; Column 6, sinuous-crested linears; Column 7, protolinears; Column 8, convoy dunes; Column 9, yardangs. (A) Morphologies by subclass for
field N1. (B) Morphologies by subclass for field N2. (C) Morphologies by subclass for
field N3. (D) Morphologic distribution by primary type in the northern yardang field. (E)
Morphologies by subclass for the central dune field. (F) Morphologies by subclass for
field S1. (G) Morphologies by subclass for field S2. (H) Morphologies of the southern
yardang field by primary morphology.
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2.13E). While barchans only represent 46% of the population, domal barchans account
for 82% of these (Table C.3) and 37% of the total dune population (Fig. 2.13E). A
graphical trend in which barchans more heavily populate the eastern margin of the field is
also present, and dunes are slightly larger in the northeastern corner of the field (Fig.
2.10A).
The morphologic trends of fields S1 and S2 (Figs. 2.13F-G) are similar to each other.
Both fields are populated overwhelmingly by barchan dunes (87% for field S1, and 84%
for field S2; Figs. 2.13F, G). Of the barchans in field S1, 87% are symmetric and
asymmetric forms (Table C.3). Of the barchans in field S2, 100% are symmetric and
asymmetric forms (Table C.3). Field-wide, field S1 is dominated by 60% asymmetric and
16% symmetric barchans (Fig. 2.13F), whereas field S2 is characterized by 71%
asymmetric and 13% symmetric barchans (Fig. 2.13G). Field S2 is also notable for its
high percentage of crescentic ridge dunes, which comprise 16% of all dunes in the field
(Fig. 2.13G). Graphically, the crescentic dunes of field S2 are particularly unique for the
continuous dune cover they provide on the windward margin (Fig. 2.12A). Otherwise,
fields S1 and S2 lack strong trends in the spatial distribution of morphologic types (Figs.
2.11A, 2.12A). The two fields are separated by the southern yardang field (Fig. 2.8),
which is populated solely by yardangs (Fig. 2.13H).
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Figure 2.14. Examples of upwind-to-downwind size and morphology transitions in the
northern dune fields. (A) Field N1 is characterized by large, often coalesced, asymmetric
barchans and crescentic dunes on the upwind margin. Downwind, these grade into
smaller symmetric barchans, asymmetric barchans, domal dunes, and linear dunes. (B)
Transition from larger symmetric barchans and crescentic dunes on the upwind margin of
field N2 into smaller barchans, domal barchans, and convoy dunes downwind. The
presence of barchans and convoy dunes downwind of crescentic dunes indicates
decreasing sediment availability. (C) Larger linear dunes and domal barchans on the
upwind margin of field N3 yield to smaller domal barchans and yardangs downwind. The
above examples all point to proximity to sediment source as a key boundary condition
controlling the geomorphic expressions of the northern dune fields. Location provided in
Figure 2.9B.
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Figure 2.15. Average crestline trends of barchans, linear dunes, and yardangs by dune or
yardang field (as presented in Table C.4). THEMIS mosaic with field outlines in black.
Trend is calculated in a polar stereographic coordinate system and reported between 0°E
and 180°E. Dune diagrams are rotated to reflect the value of the crestline trend (labeled
adjacent to each dune) and placed local to where the measurements were made. Digitized
crescentic, barchan, linear dune, and yardang trends collected for each field are displayed
within field boundaries. Color-coding on primary morphologic type corresponds to
Figures 2.9-2.12.

Trend analysis
A graphical portrayal of average crestline trends in spatial context is presented in
Figure 2.15 (values presented in Appendix C, Table C.4). Diagrammatic dunes are
labeled with average crestline trends for measured dune populations of each field (values
reported in 0°E-180°E). The barchan and linear dunes of field N1 trend toward 10°E and
95°E, respectively (Fig. 2.15). Barchans in field N2 record an average trend of 29°E and
straight-crested linear dunes record an average trend of 104°E. Average trend values for
field N3 are similar to those of field N2, with barchans trending toward 26°E and linear
dunes trending toward 104°E (Fig. 2.15). Downwind of field N3, modern yardangs trend
toward 107°E, which is similar to linear elements of an adjacent sand sheet that trend
toward 104°E. To their south the barchan and linear dunes of the central dune field trend
toward 2°E and 91°E, respectively (Fig. 2.15).
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Along the southern wall, the barchan dunes of field S1 trend toward 178°E, whereas
the linear dunes trend toward 99°E. The yardangs intervening between fields S1 and S2
trend toward 91°E (Fig. 2.15). Downwind of these, barchan dunes in field S2 trend
toward 18°E. Two sets of crestlines are expressed in the crescentic dunes of field S2 (Fig.
2.5B). The dominant crestlines (crescentic ridge I, Fig. 2.5B; Table C.4) trend toward
180°E, whereas the superimposed crestlines trend 76° away from the dominant trend,
toward 104°E (Fig. 2.15).
Asymmetric barchan survey
A few weak trends are detectable in the results of the asymmetric barchan survey
(Figs. 2.16A, B). In field N1 right- and left-handed asymmetric barchans comprise 45%
and 55% of the population, respectively (Table C.5). Left-handed barchans tend to occur
in the middle reaches of the field whereas right-handed barchans cluster toward the upand down-chasma ends of the field (Fig. 2.16A), although both often occur adjacent to
each other (Fig. 2.16D). In field N2 right-handed asymmetric barchans comprise 63% of
the classified population, and left-handed barchans constitute the remaining 37% (Table
C.5). A weak trend of right-handed barchans clustering on the northwestern end of the
dune field is apparent (Fig. 2.16A). The percentages of field N2 reverse in field N3,
where right-handed barchans constitute 32% of the population and left-handed barchans
constitute the other 68% (Table C.5). No strong trend is visible in their distributions (Fig.
2.16A).
In the central dune field, right-handed barchans comprise 35% of the population and
left-handed barchans, 65% (Table C.5). No strong trend of morphologic distribution is
visible in this field (Fig. 2.16A). Right-handed asymmetric barchans constitute 33% of
field S1's population, and left-handed barchans, 67% (Table C.5). A weak trend is visible
where the dune field initiates and most surveyed barchans are left-handed. This trend
yields to adjacent left- and right-handed barchans to both the south (e.g., Fig. 2.16C) and
the west (Fig. 2.16A). Field S2 exhibits the only unambiguous trend, with 98% of the
asymmetric barchans being left-handed (Table C.5; Fig. 2.16B). The few instances of
right-handed barchans are dispersed throughout the field.
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Figure 2.16. Distribution of right- and left-handed asymmetric barchans and examples of
mixed handedness. (A) Asymmetric barchans in the northern, central, and southern field
S1 show only weak trends in handedness. Local areas, as the upwind margin of field S1
(black arrow), show dominances of one type over the other, but overall trends are
difficult to detect. (B) Field S2 is unique in that the barchans are almost exclusively lefthanded as discussed in the text. (C) Dunes on the upwind margin of field S1 show equal
occurrence of right- and left-handed barchans (location given in A). (D) Dunes on the
upwind margin of field S2 show a preference for left-handedness, although right-handed
asymmetric barchans are also present. For at least one dune (white arrow), asymmetry is
clearly caused by a topographic ridge (location given in A).
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DISCUSSION
Boundary condition control on dune morphologies
Crescentic ridges
The crescentic ridge morphologies of Chasma Boreale include coalesced barchan
ridges (Fig. 2.4A), reticulate dunes (Fig. 2.4B), and continuous ridges (Fig. 2.4C). These
different morphologies form under a common boundary condition of moderate to high
sediment availability (Bagnold, 1941; McKee, 1979; Eastwood et al., 2011), whereas
considerable variation may exist in the wind regime. Experiments (Rubin and Hunter,
1987; Rubin and Ikeda, 1990; Reffet et al., 2010) and simulations (Werner, 1995; Parteli
et al., 2009; Eastwood et al., 2011) indicate that crescentic ridges form transverse to the
resultant in a wind regime that is unimodal or bimodal with a divergence angle, θ, of <
90°. Where θ > 90o and the transport ratio, R, between the two wind modes is not equal,
crestline orientation is oblique to the resultant (Rubin and Hunter, 1987; Rubin and Ikeda,
1990; Ping et al., 2014). Although the crescentic ridge morphology for these oblique
dunes may be retained (Ping et al., 2014), these crescentic ridges tend to be more straightcrested than transverse dunes owing to the along-crest sand transport (Rubin, 2012).
The boundary condition of sediment availability is evident in that when sediment
availability is reduced, crescentic ridges fragment into barchans (Reffet et al., 2010), as
seen in Chasma Boreale dunes (Figs. 2.14A-B). Conversely, simulations have shown that
with increasing sediment availability, discrete barchans laterally link to give rise to
coalesced barchan ridges (Werner, 1995; Bishop et al., 2002; Eastwood et al., 2011).
These coalesced barchan ridges, which have been observed on Earth (Bishop, 2013) and
Mars (Bourke and Goudie, 2009), are present in dune field N1 (Fig. 2.4A) and retain
much of the original barchanoid morphology.
In contrast, the reticulate crescentic dunes of dune field S2 (Fig. 2.4B) exhibit
primary crestlines similar to those of standard continuous ridges. The reticulate dunes,
however, are characterized by a strong secondary crestline trend oriented 76° away from
the primary crestline trend (Figs. 2.4B, 2.15). As shown for comparable dunes in
Olympia Undae (Ewing et al., 2010), the secondary crestline indicates reworking of older
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dunes under a new dominant wind. The morphologic modification of the dune by the
younger dominant wind is constrained by the antecedent topography of the established
crescentic ridges.
Barchan dunes
Barchan dunes have long been recognized to form under boundary conditions of
limited sediment availability (Bagnold, 1941; McKee, 1979), but the varieties of
morphologies recognized on Earth and, especially, on Mars have been interpreted to
reflect the nature of the wind regime and yet other boundary conditions. Symmetric
barchan dunes (Fig. 2.5A) form under a unimodal wind regime or a symmetric bimodal
wind regime where θ < 90° (Parteli et al., 2009; Reffet et al., 2009), or θ > 160° (Lv et
al., 2016). Barchan asymmetry, which is also common in the Chasma Boreale dune fields
(Figs. 2.5D-E, 2.13), is thought to most often result from an asymmetry in the wind
regime (Bourke, 2010; Parteli et al., 2014; Lv et al., 2016). Two models exist for windinduced development of barchan asymmetry. Based upon field observations, in the Tsoar
(1984) model, which has been simulated by Parteli et al. (2014), the barchan is oriented
by the stronger wind but modified by a lesser oblique wind such that arm upwind with
respect to (nearest to) the lesser oblique wind erodes whereas the more distant
(downwind) arm elongates. In the Bagnold (1941) model, which has also been
documented in the field by Lancaster (1980), the barchan is oriented by the lesser
prevailing winds but modified by strong oblique storm winds such that the arm nearest
the storm wind elongates. Recent simulations by Lv et al. (2016), while not directly
testing the models as proposed by Tsoar and Bagnold, have demonstrated that arm
elongation is a function of both θ and R. A generalization of the results from the Lv et al.
(2016) simulations is that when θ is greater than a critical angle the arm nearest the lesser
wind erodes while the more distant arm elongates (i.e., Tsoar model), whereas when θ is
less than the critical angle the arm nearest the lesser wind elongates. However, arm
elongation is coupled with R such that the critical angle θ scales back as R increases.
The above wind regime provides a non-unique solution to barchan asymmetry. In
addition, barchan asymmetry has also been argued to result from asymmetric sediment
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source location, topography, and, especially, the history of interaction (i.e., collisions)
between migrating dunes (Bourke, 2010; Parteli et al., 2014). The frequent result of these
influences acting together (Parteli et al., 2014) is the coexistence of opposite-handed
asymmetric barchans not only in the same fields, but also adjacent to one another (e.g.,
Figs. 2.16C-D).
Two exceptions to the ambiguity of asymmetric barchan formation can be identified
in Chasma Boreale. The first is the extreme asymmetric barchan, in which the elongated
arm has begun to evolve into a linear dune (Fig. 2.5F). The evolution of linear dunes
from asymmetric barchans has been documented on Earth (Bagnold, 1941; Tsoar, 1984)
and relies on subjecting an asymmetric barchan to an obtuse wind regime (Parteli et al.,
2014). The second exception occurs when a field of asymmetric barchans shows
consistent handedness, as in field S2 (Fig. 2.16B); consistent conditions over the area of a
dune field may allow a primary cause of asymmetry to be postulated (Bourke, 2010). For
example, the hooked dunes of field S2 (Fig. 2.5E) are reminiscent of asymmetric barchan
morphologies obtained by Parteli et al. (2014) under obtuse wind regimes, although
instead of the asymmetric arm remaining linear, it has assumed a barchanoid curve,
suggesting the dune has gone through a period of asymmetric development but a
narrowing of the divergence angle has again caused it to return to a nearly symmetric
form.
Dome dunes such as occur in Chasma Boreale (Figs. 2.5B-C) may develop when
winds change rapidly enough to prevent lee face formation (Parteli et al., 2014).
Alternatively, dome dunes result from the stabilization of a barchan dune's surface (Kerr
and Nigra, 1952). Induration of dune sediments by ice, which is a pervasive background
condition in the north polar dune fields (Feldman et al., 2008; Putzig et al., 2013), is
sufficient to precipitate the evolution of domal barchan forms (Schatz et al., 2006;
Herrmann et al., 2008). Notably, not all barchan dunes in the stabilized northern fields are
domal (Fig. 2.5B). On Earth, the continued migration and accretion of indurated polar
dunes relies on the presence of a mobile veneer of sediment (Bourek et al., 2009; Bristow
et al., 2009), such as exists in the Martian circumpolar dunes (Feldman et al., 2008;
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Putzig et al., 2013). From this, it can be concluded that domal barchan forms indicate that
erosion has locally outpaced sediment influx, removing the dunes' mobile sediment and
revealing the indurated core.
Linear dunes
Linear dunes on Earth and Mars display a variety of morphologies that have been
interpreted to reflect boundary conditions of wind regime, sand availability, degree of
induration, and the history of dune interactions. On Earth where sand availability is high,
linear dunes that are oriented parallel (i.e., longitudinal) to the resultant transport
direction occur where θ is > 90o and R = 1, but linear dunes may also be oblique to the
resultant occur where R > 1 but less than ~ 4 (Rubin and Hunter, 1987; Rubin and Ikeda,
1990; Reffet et al., 2010; Courrech du Pont et al., 2014). However, in sand availabilitylimited conditions, which characterize most of Chasma Boreale, linear dunes have been
shown to assume a “fingering” mode in which the dunes elongate in the mean sand
transport direction (Courrech du Pont et al., 2014). Sinuous-crested linear dunes may also
form from the collision of multiple extreme asymmetric barchans (e.g., Bourke and
Goudie, 2009, their Fig. 17b), the bulbous bodies of which are responsible for sinuosity
(e.g., Fig. 2.6C). In comparison, straight-crested linear dunes form when sediment is
stabilized by vegetation (Lancaster, 1982), clay (Rubin and Hesp, 2009; Hesse, 2011), or
ice (Schatz et al., 2014; Rubin and Hesp, 2009). Significantly, this type of linear dune is
stable under a unimodal or acutely bimodal wind regime, and on Earth straight-crested
linear dunes have been observed to exist downwind of transverse crescentic dunes as a
function of increasing stabilization due to clay content (Rubin and Hesp, 2009).
Reflecting ubiquitous induration by ice, straight-crested linear dunes (Figs. 2.6A, D) are
far more common in Hyperboreae Undae than sinuous-crested linear dunes, which are
most likely the result of collisions between extreme asymmetric barchans (e.g., black
arrow, Fig. 2.6C).
Although stable over much of the reentrant (Fig. 2.13), straight-crested linear dunes
destabilize into convoy dunes in field N2 (Figs. 2.6C; 2.14B) and adjacent parts of fields
N1 and N3. The destabilization of linear dunes into centrally aligned barchans typically
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occurs when a linear dune is subject to a unimodal wind parallel to the crestline trend
(Parteli and Herrmann, 2007; Reffet et al., 2010). Straight-crested linear dunes, however,
are already stable under a unimodal wind. In field N2 the inferred transport from barchan
dune trends (where transport is normal to trend for transverse bedforms) and linear dune
trends (where transport is parallel to trend for a longitudinal bedform and in the downchasma direction within Chasma Boreale) diverge by 15.5°E (Fig. 2.15; Table C.4) and
by 3.2°E within one standard deviation (Table C.4). Similar differences in transport
direction are recorded in the barchan and linear dunes of field N3 (Fig. 2.15; Table C.4).
The consistent divergence between transport directions indicated by barchan and linear
dunes suggests that the linear dunes destabilized because of a change in the dominant
wind direction. Similar sustained changes in wind regime have generated the hooked
asymmetric barchans and the reticulate crescentic dunes of field S2.
Linear dunes may or may not have an upwind knot (Fig. 2.6A), which indicates
instability and incipient deterioration (Parteli et al., 2009; Herrmann et al., 2008). The
upwind knot may also signal the growth of the linear dune out of a barchan (Reffet et al.,
2010). In Chasma Boreale, proto-linear dunes often occur with domal barchans and
elongated domal barchans (Fig. 2.6B). Given the juxtaposition of proto-linear dunes with
sediment-starved barchan forms that indicate an environment hostile to dune growth, it
seems more likely that the linear extensions form by sediment deposition in the lee or
shadow of the indurated barchan form.
Yardangs
Yardangs require a combination of aeolian deflation and abrasion to form (Ward,
1979; Goudie, 2013). In parts of Chasma Boreale, sublimation of layered ice deposits
reveals yardang forms (Fig. 2.7A) and indicates they have a unique composition from
surrounding ice, supporting the interpretation that yardangs are older straight-crested
linear dunes. As with elongated domal dunes, the tapered ends of yardangs (Fig. 2.7A-C)
are strongly suggestive of erosion.
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Figure 2.17. Boundary condition controls on and evolutionary pathways between the
morphologies of the Chasma Boreale dunes, as described in the text. All morphologies
evolve under pervasive indurating conditions due to cryosphere processes; this is
expressed in the dominance of straight-crested linear dunes and domal barchans (where
sediment-limited conditions prevail). The dominant boundary conditions impacting dune
morphology are wind regime and sediment availability. Varying one or both boundary
conditions under indurating conditions is sufficient to describe the morphologic
spectrum.

Morphologic spectrum
From the discussion above, the nature of the wind regime, specifically the divergence
angle of the winds, and sediment availability emerge as the two dominant boundary
conditions on dune morphologies. Figure 2.17 orders the diverse dune morphologies of
Chasma Boreale as a function of these two boundary conditions. Firstly, crescentic dunes,
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which are a distinct minority of dune type in Chasma Boreale, are taken as occurring in
the reentrant-rare condition of relatively abundant sediment supply. All other dune types
represent progressive degrees of decreasing sediment availability. Limited sediment
availability is reflected in both the limited areas of the fields covered by dunes (11-42%,
Table C.1) and the background condition of ice-induration of dune interiors. The
progression of symmetric barchans to domal barchans, then to elongate domal barchans is
taken as representing decreasing sediment availability and increasing exposure of the iceindurated dune core; deposition in the lee of an erosional, domal barchan results in a
proto-linear form (Fig. 2.17). Similarly, many yardangs appear to be exhumed, erosional
straight-crested linear dunes.
Straight-crested linear dunes and symmetric barchan dunes ubiquitously coexist in an
approximately unidirectional wind regime (i.e., θ < 90o) within the reentrant (e.g., Fig.
2.13). The influence of an increasingly wide divergence angle between winds (i.e., θ >
90o) is found in asymmetric barchans, which, under the sustained influence of an obtuse
divergence angle, become extreme asymmetric barchans; these may then merge to
become sinuous crested linear dunes, which are susceptible to destabilization under
narrowing winds with a different net resultant vector, as occurs with straight-crested
linear dunes. A shift back toward a more unimodal wind regime, however, precipitates
the evolution from an asymmetric barchan into a hooked barchan and then back into a
symmetric barchan of a different form (Fig. 2.17).
Boundary condition control on the distribution of dune morphologies within dune
fields
Northern dune fields
Dune field N1 is characterized by the crescentic-ridge to barchan transition (Figs.
2.9A, 2.14A) common to dune fields evolving under a unimodal to acutely bimodal wind
regime and experiencing a decrease in sediment availability in the down-transport
direction. While asymmetric barchans comprise the plurality of the population at 39%
(Fig. 2.13A), their handed occurrences are mixed in almost equal proportions (45% righthanded, 55% left-handed; Fig. 2.16A; Table C.5); proximity to and interactions with
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other dunes (Fig. 2.14A), inclined topography (Fig. 2.9A), and topographic obstacles
(Fig. 2.16D) likely account for mixed handedness. Symmetric barchan dunes, which
constitute the second most numerous population (30%, Fig. 2.13A), record an average net
transport toward 280°E (Fig. 2.15; Table C.4). The presence of sinuous linear dunes
(merged extreme asymmetric barchans) along the field's southern margin (Figs. 2.6C,
2.9A) suggests an increasingly obtuse bimodal wind regime toward the reentrant's central
axis. The linear dunes indicate transport toward 270°E (Table C.4), which agrees with
simulated winds along the central axis of the reentrant (Fig. 2.18; Spiga et al., 2011).
These values closely agree within one standard deviation (Table C.4).
In field N2 the large population of symmetric barchans (33%; Fig. 2.13B), the
presence of crescentic dunes along the field's northern margin, and decaying, straightcrested linear dunes (convoy dunes) in the field's downwind reaches (Figs. 2.9A, 2.14B)
indicate unimodal winds or θ << 90° for a bimodal wind regime and decreasing sediment
availability. As discussed in for the generation of convoy dunes, barchan dunes record
transport toward 299°E, whereas straight-crested linear dunes indicate transport toward
284°E (Fig. 2.15; Table C.4). It is likely that the linear dunes are out of equilibrium with
modern winds; the change from 284°E-directed transport to 299°E-directed transport
most likely precipitated the linear dune decay into barchan chains. As in field N1, there is
morphologic evidence for decreasing sediment availability in the down-transport
direction. Dome dunes represent a significant part of the population (28%; Fig. 2.13B),
and barchan dunes decrease in size from the field's windward margin (Fig. 2.14B).
Furthermore, the barchan-shaped crescentic dune on the windward margin (black arrow,
Fig. 2.14B) shows pronounced topographic irregularities on the stoss slope, indicating
that it is in the process of fragmentation and suggesting sediment influx has waned
through time.
Inferred transport directions in field N3 agree with those of field N2; symmetric
barchan dunes indicate transport toward 296°E and linear dunes record transport toward
284°E (Fig. 2.15; Table C.4). The population of morphologies, however, is more mixed
due to an increase in linear forms and yardangs and a concomitant decrease in symmetric
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barchans (Fig. 2.13C). Transport inferred from field N3 linear dunes closely agrees with
transport values from sand sheets (284°E) and yardangs (287°E) in the adjacent northern
yardang field (Figs. 2.9A, 2.15; Table C.4), suggesting that these two fields have been
subject to the same sustained winds. The larger populations of yardangs in fields N3 (6%;
Fig. 2.13C) and the northern yardang field (89%; Fig. 2.13D) speak to diminishing sand
availability in these fields.
Central dune field
In agreement with the adjacent linear dunes of field N1, the central dune field's
straight-crested linear dunes and barchan dunes unanimously record the general downreentrant transport direction toward ~ 270°E (272°E and 271°E for linear and barchan
dunes, respectively; Figs. 2.15, 2.18; Table C.5). While sinuous-crested linear dunes
derived from extreme asymmetric barchans in the northern part of the field suggest
bimodal winds, the population of domal barchans in the central field (37%; Fig. 2.13E)
coexisting with straight-crested linear dunes is more suggestive of recent unimodal to
acutely bimodal winds, thus indicating that oblique katabatic winds diminish in strength
toward the reentrant's central axis where flow is dominantly in the down-chasma
direction (Fig. 2.18). The large population of domal barchans (37%; Fig. 2.13E) and
transition of the field into yardangs downwind (Fig. 2.10A) strongly suggest conditions
of sediment starvation.
Southern dune fields
Dune field S1 is overwhelmingly populated by asymmetric barchans (60%; Fig.
2.13F). While 67% are left-handed and 33% are right-handed (Table C.5), their
occurrences are mixed (Figs. 2.16A, C). In much of the field, the close proximity of the
dunes causes mixed handedness (e.g., Fig. 2.16C). A pocket of dominantly left-handed
barchans on the windward margin of the field (black arrow, Fig. 2.16A) may result from
prevalent winds directed off of Gemini Lingula, as simulated (Fig. 2.18), coupled with
the general trend of down-chasma transport. The increase in mixed-handedness down-
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chasma suggests that secondary winds diminish in strength in this direction, although
linear dunes in the central part of the field reflect transport toward 279°E (Fig. 2.15;

Figure 2.18. Winds modeled at 10 km lateral resolution in Chasma Boreale during
daytime, Ls=60°. Winds are sampled 10 m above the surface, with topography indicated
by colored contours. Approximate locations of dune fields discussed in the paper are
overlain on the model results. Compared with transport directions inferred from dune
morphologies, model results underestimate the strength of down-chasma transport
(toward ~ 270°E). Katabatic winds from Gemini Lingula in Boreum Cavus are
overestimated when compared to dune trends, but their dominance along the southern
wall downwind is accurately portrayed. Model is as presented in Spiga et al. (2011).
Higher resolution maps for Chasma Boreale provided by A. Spiga.
Table C.4) and are most likely influenced by secondary winds off of Gemini Lingula
(Fig. 2.18). Symmetric barchan dunes of field S1, however, reflect down-chasma
transport toward 268°E (Fig. 2.15; Table C.4). In the downwind reaches of the field,
barchans yield to yardangs trending in agreement with down-chasma transport, toward
271°E (Fig. 2.15; Table C.4). Notably, aside from the transition from crescentic ridge
dune to barchans that occurs on the windward margin of field S1 (Fig. 2.4C), no further
morphologic trends occur in the general direction of transport, and 76% dunes are
asymmetric and symmetric barchans (Fig. 2.13F), indicating moderate sediment
availability.
Field S2 is particularly exceptional in its high percentage of crescentic ridge dunes
(16.3%; Fig. 2.13G). Inferred transport of the primary crescentic ridge crestlines (270°E;
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Fig. 2.15; Table C.4) agrees with adjacent yardangs and reflects down-chasma transport.
Crescentic ridges also host a second, superimposed set of crestlines indicating transport
toward 194°E (Fig. 2.15; Table C.4). This second wind off of Gemini Lingula (Fig. 2.18)
is also responsible for the dominance of left-handed asymmetric barchans ("hooked"
dunes) in field S2; the field is comprised of 71% asymmetric barchans (Fig. 2.13G) of
which 98% are left-handed (Table C.5; Fig. 2.16B). The evolution of the hooked dunes
from symmetric barchans as well as the strong primary crescentic ridge crestline trend
suggest the field has passed from a unimodal wind regime to one that is bimodal, with
dominant winds now directed off of Gemini Lingula. The transition from continuous
crescentic dune cover on the windward margin of field S2 into asymmetric barchan dunes
downwind reflects a decrease in sediment availability in the direction of general
transport, although sufficient sediment remains available to sustain crescentic ridge and
barchan dune construction.
Boundary condition control on the distribution of dune fields within Chasma Boreale
Whereas the distribution of dune morphologies within the individual fields, as given
above, provides for an interpretation of the spatial evolution of boundary conditions
within individual fields, the distribution of the fields themselves allows for an
interpretation of evolving boundary conditions at the scale of Chasma Boreale (Fig.
2.19). At this regional scale, wind regime and sediment availability again emerge as the
dominant boundary conditions. As discussed below, resultant dune migration direction
and spatial morphological change largely agree with modeled chasma-scale winds that
are dominated by down-slope katabatic winds with convergent axial flow down-chama
(Fig. 2.18); morphologies suggest a recent, sustained strengthening of katabatic winds
over convergent axial flow. Trends of decreasing sediment availability within fields are
superimposed upon a chasma-scale trend of decreasing sediment availability downchasma in the general transport direction. Finally, placement of the fields allows for the
identification of local source areas, which, in turn, provides an explanation for the
sediment availability trends.
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Figure 2.19. Map of dominant boundary condition controls on the geomorphic
expressions of Chasma Boreale dune fields, overlain on MOLA topography, 100 m
contours. Percent active transverse dunes sums the cumulative percent of crescentic
ridges, symmetric barchan dunes, and asymmetric barchans for each field, which is used
as an indicator of sediment availability (dune activity). Bedrock outcrops correspond to
bedrock exposures, adapted from maps by Tanaka and Fortezzo (2012). Subsurface
source areas mark locations where subsurface sandy cross-strata have been exposed by
scour or the expression of dune topography is visible in the subsurface. Sediment
availability is interpreted from morphologic trends in each field. Interpreted transport
combines transport measured from trend with morphologic observations to infer more
general wind conditions for the reentrant. Note close agreement with simulated winds
from Spiga et al. (2011; Fig. 2.18).

Northern dune fields
The northern dune fields are related by a common set of controlling boundary
conditions. Each of these fields individually exhibits a pronounced trend of decreasing
sediment availability, expressed in morphologic transitions from crescentic ridges to
barchans (fields N1 and N2, Figs. 2.14A, B) or barchans and linear dunes to yardangs
(field N3, Fig. 2.14C) that occur in the transport direction. This type of trend
characterizes dune fields that are dependent on sediment source areas with a point or
linear geometry (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010). In context, the northern dune fields each
correspond to an upwind bedrock exposure (Fig. 2.19). Fields N1 and N2 form downwind
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of topographic depressions running parallel to these exposures (Fig. 2.9B) and form from
deposition caused by the flow deceleration that occurs beyond the downwind edge of a
negative-relief feature (Wiggs et al., 2002). Field N3 forms within the topographic
depression of the bedrock exposure and may result from flow deceleration within the
depression itself (Wiggs et al., 2002).
In addition to the morphologic trends local to each of these fields, fields N1, N2, and
N3 exhibit decreasing areas (710 km2, 253 km2, 124 km2, respectively; Table C.1) and
percent cover by dune sand (22%, 11%, 12%; Table C.1) in the down-chasma direction.
Summing the percentage of active transverse dune forms (crescentic ridges, symmetric,
and asymmetric barchans), as opposed to indurated and erosion-prone linear and dome
dunes, in each of these fields heightens the image of decreasing sediment availability in
the down-chasma direction (Fig. 2.19). The trend culminates in the northern yardang
field, which is dominantly erosional. The exposed area of bedrock may help to
understand the decrease in overall sediment availability from field N1 to field N3. Field
N1 relies on 200 km2 of oblique, cross-stratified sandy exposure that is poorly indurated
and scoured by dunes migrating across its surface (Fig. 2.2B). The outcrop area upwind
of field N2 is slightly larger at ~ 230 km2, however, the dunes are completely separated
from it by a topographic depression (Fig. 2.9B). Although field N3 initiates on the margin
of a bedrock exposure, the source area is only 155 km2.
The character of the northern fields' sediment supply is equivalently or even more
important in dictating sediment availability. Saving for the upwind margin of field N1,
where dunes scour into the substrate, sand from the bedrock outcrops is not freely
available for transport to the dune fields; rather, it is lithified. Sediment release is
seasonal and relies on spring defrosting, which leads to dust and snow avalanches
(Russell et al., 2008) as well as to block falls (Herkenhoff et al., 2007). Thus, the northern
fields are supplied by an intermittent sediment source that is unlikely to generate large
volumes of sediment and may or may not be present when dunes are active in late spring
through summer. The dune fields are also reliant on oblique winds off of the northern
reentrant wall that pass over the outcrops; toward the reentrant's central axis, these winds
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deflect in the down-chasma direction to join the general direction of flow (Fig. 2.19).
Destabilization of linear dunes in the downwind fields N2 and N3 suggests that the
strength of these oblique winds has recently increased, precipitating linear dune
fragmentation.
Central dune field
Although the central dune field covers an area of 277 km2 and is 17% covered by
dune sand (Table C.1), its morphologic signature is characterized by > 90% dune forms
that lack sediment-trapping lee faces (Fig. 2.13E). The prevalence of domal barchans,
particularly, suggests that the central field no longer receives sediment. Contextually, this
agrees with its position in Chasma Boreale (Fig. 2.19). Other than a bedrock outcrop on
the field's northeastern corner, which agrees with the location of the field's largest dunes
(Fig. 2.10A), there are few potential source locations for the central dune field. The lack
of potential sediment sources coupled with the morphologic evidence for erosional dune
forms and unidirectional along-chasma flow in this field suggests the central field exists
in a bypass or erosional state.
Southern dune fields
The southern dune fields represent a change in boundary conditions as compared to
the northern and central dune fields. This is particularly apparent across the southern
boundary of the central field, where percent cover by dune sand increases to 40% in field
S1 (Table C.1). The area of field S1 is also substantially greater (1,045 km2), and the
percentage of active transverse dune forms increases to 76% (Figs. 2.13F, 2.19); these
characteristics indicate an aeolian system that is more active and well supplied with
sediment than any to the north. Yet extensive bedrock outcrops are largely absent. The
lack of internal morphologic trends within field S1, however, indicates that the field is
building on top of a planar sediment source (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010).
Additional evidence for a subsurface sediment source is present as oblate depressions
(Mullins et al., 2006), or dune imprints. These imprints exhibit plan-view dune
morphologies, suggesting a prior generation of dunes populated the field but now have
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Figure 2.20. Evidence for planar sediment sources subjacent to the southern dune fields.
(A) Icy dune imprint showing interbedding of sand and ice. The oblique exposure
transitions into a high-angle exposure that suggests deposits are cross-stratified. Modern
dune sand has collected in the topographic low. (B) Dune imprint with an asymmetric
barchanoid morphology and a low-albedo floor, indicating scour to a sandy stratum. An
oblique exposure of the imprint wall on its downwind edge suggests interbedding of sand
and ice. Modern dunes have formed in the topographic low of the dune imprint. (C)
Subdued dune relief along the upwind margin of field S2. Scours into the ice reveal sandy
floors. Coupled with surface relief reminiscent of dune topography, it is likely the current
dune generation is building on top of older, buried dunes. (D) Dune imprints in field S2
also show cross-stratification with sand and ice. Location for (A) and (B) given in Figure
2.11B. Location for (C) and (D) given in Figure 2.12B.
modern dunes building over and inside of them (Figs. 2.20A, B). Examination of the
imprints using HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment, 25 cm/pixel;
McEwen et al., 2007) shows cross-bedded ice and sand in the subsurface (Fig. 2.20A),
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evidencing scour into a sand-rich substrate. Furthermore, the flat floors of many
impressions have a low albedo and may indicate that the imprints are scoured down to a
sandy stratum in the subsurface (Fig. 2.20B). Unlike the fields to the north, field S1 is
demonstrably receiving a bulk of its sediment from cannibalization of older sand
deposits, which has significant implications for sediment availability and aeolian activity.
Field S2 covers a similar area (1,044 km2; Table C.1) and has a similar percent cover
by dune sand (42%; Table C.1) as field S1. Furthermore, a full 100% of its dunes are
active transverse forms (Fig. 2.13G). Yet its geomorphic expression differs slightly from
field S1, suggesting the boundary conditions are not equivalent. The windward crescentic
margin of the field shows evidence of a subsurface sediment source that is similar to that
of field S1 and includes the subdued topography of dunes in the subsurface (Fig. 2.20C)
as well as dune imprints (Fig. 2.20D). However, the downwind transition into barchan
dunes indicates that the subsurface sediment source does not exist beneath the entire field
as it does in field S1. The downwind decay of the topographic rise on which field S2 sits
(Fig. 2.12B) is indicative of the transition from planar source area geometry to point
source area geometry.
The southern dune fields have evolved under a wind regime that is similar to that
along the northern wall, although reflected across the central axis of the reentrant. The
influence of katabatic winds shed from Gemini Lingula is apparent in the preferential
handedness of windward asymmetric barchans in field S1, the secondary crestlines of
crescentic dunes in field S2, and the barchan population of field S2. The latter two
observations suggest that, like in fields N2 and N3, field S2 has been recently subject to a
sustained change in wind regime with increased dominance of katabatic winds
originating from Gemini Lingula. When compared to the northern and central dune fields,
however, the southern dune fields stand apart in the extreme geomorphic impact of a
ready sediment supply. The southern fields benefit from scouring into subsurface
reservoirs of cross-bedded sand. Instead of being lithified, the sand is most likely loosely
consolidated and stabilized only by thin, cross-bedded ice deposits. It is thus accessible to
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re-working any time the southern dunes are active, resulting in high sediment availability
when compared with other areas of the reentrant.
CONCLUSIONS
The Chasma Boreale dunes have been classified into fourteen different morphologies
falling into nine subcategories. Synthesis of the extant body of observations and
simulations as well as new contextual insights specific to the reentrant show that these
morphologies and their variations are strongly governed by boundary conditions. When
considered contextually, it is found that the dominant boundary conditions controlling the
reentrant's dune morphologies are wind regime and sediment supply, but that these
operate against a background condition of pervasive induration by ice. Arranging the
spectrum of morphologies as a function of the two dominant boundary conditions is a
powerful tool for qualitatively evaluating the boundary conditions that result in specific
morphologic assemblages and evolutionary pathways.
Chasma Boreale's morphologic spectrum can be used to understand spatial and
temporal trends in boundary condition change at the field and the reentrant scales. In
agreement with simulated winds, the Chasma Boreale dunes have been established in a
wind regime dominated by convergent axial flow along the reentrant and down-slope
katabatic flow from both the Planum Boreum main lobe and from Gemini Lingula.
Crestline trends and dune morphologies indicate a recent, sustained increase in the
strength of katabatic winds. Morphologic distributions in the fields along the reentrant's
northern wall indicate conditions of decreasing sediment availability in the downtransport direction and reveal that sediment in the northern wall fields is sourced from
local outcrops. In contrast, the southern dune fields show weak or no downwind
morphologic trends, indicating that they are sourced from planar, subsurface sand
deposits. The contrasting geomorphic expressions of the northern and southern fields
resulting from the disparate nature of their source areas suggests that there exists an
inherited component of the aeolian system that depends on prior generations of dune
activity.
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Chapter 3: The transitional depositional environment and sequence
stratigraphy of Chasma Boreale: An analog for the cavi unit

INTRODUCTION
The processes of aeolian accumulation and preservation that operate on Earth are
unlike those at work on Mars (Kocurek and Ewing, 2012). On Earth, the accumulation of
a body of strata created by migrating sand dunes typically occurs through the deceleration
of sediment-bearing wind into a topographic basin (dry system), the relative rise of the
water table (wet system), or the stabilizing effects of surface features such as vegetation
(stabilizing system; Kocurek and Havholm, 1993). Preservation of a body of accumulated
strata is the incorporation of these strata into the rock record; preservation typically
occurs by continued accumulation coupled with basin subsidence or a basin-scale rise in
the water table as a result of subsidence, climate change, or a marine transgression
(Kocurek and Havholm, 1993). Recent accumulation on Mars has been dominated by dry
system dynamics, although a prominent exception is found in the Planum Boreum cavi
unit, which exhibits evidence for periodic stabilization by cryosphere processes (Kocurek
and Ewing, 2012). In the absence of active plate tectonics, preservation of the cavi unit
required burial by growth of the north polar ice deposits. Preservation by burial under ice
coupled the cavi unit's internal architecture and incorporation into the rock record to
regional, and possibly global, climate cycles (Kocurek and Ewing, 2012).
Because modes of accumulation and preservation on Earth and Mars differ, finding
terrestrial systems that act as both process and stratigraphic analogs is challenging. The
Antarctic Dry Valleys on Earth have been used as process analogs for Martian cryosphere
and aeolian systems (e.g., Bourke et al., 2009; Heldmann et al., 2012), however,
stratigraphy built by these processes is absent. This work evaluates the depositional
system of Chasma Boreale, Planum Boreum (Fig. 3.1), as an in-place analog for the
Planum Boreum cavi unit. Exhibiting ice-influenced and sandy accumulations, the
Chasma Boreale sediment system is governed by the same processes that built the ancient
cavi unit, resulting in the genesis of a modern aeolian sequence comparable to
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Figure 3.1. Topography and physiography of the north polar plateau. (A) MOLA
topography of Planum Boreum, overlain by a hillshade. Major physiographic names are
provided. Boxed outcrop at 180°E shows the approximate location of Figure 3.3. (B)
Topography of Chasma Boreale. Hyperborea Lingula is the elevated bench of material
forming the floor of Chasma Boreale and extending onto the north polar plains. Boreum
Cavus refers to the topographic depression at the head of the reentrant. The boundaries of
the six dune fields (northern dune fields N1-N3, central field, CF, and southern fields, S1
and S2), as defined in Chapter 2, are outlined in black. The outcrop shown in Figure 3.16
is on the headwall of Boreum Cavus.
architectures found in the rock record. Differences between the modern accumulation and
ancient stratigraphy largely stem from different scales of net accumulation, which reflect
local, longstanding boundary conditions governing sediment deposition and ice stability
in the reentrant.
GEOLOGIC CONTEXT
Planum Boreum and Chasma Boreale
One of the most defining features of the north polar plateau, Planum Boreum (Fig.
3.1A), is Chasma Boreale (Fig. 3.1B), the 450 km long reentrant that divides the plateau's
main dome from its secondary lobe, Gemini Lingula (Fig. 3.1A). A combination of radar
sounding and high resolution imagery has demonstrated that the reentrant formed from
accumulation patterns established by the interplay of katabatic winds with antecedent
topography (Holt et al., 2010). The Chasma Boreale depositional system is best known
for its dune fields (Fig. 3.1B), which host a spectrum of unique dune morphologies and
features indicative of evolution in icy conditions (Schtaz et al., 2006; Herrmann et al.,
2008; Mullins et al., 2006). Each of the six dune fields identified in Chasma Boreale has
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Figure 3.2. Established stratigraphy of Chasma Boreale, after Tanaka et al. (2008). The
Hesperian rupēs (HBbr) unit is truncated by an erosional unconformity. Within the
reentrant the unconformity is overlain by both cavi unit (ABbc) as well as layered ice
identified as the Planum Boreum 2 unit (ABb2). The presence of the Planum Boreum 1
unit (ABb1) is hypothetical. The Planum Boreum 3 unit (ABb3) overlies ABb2. The rupēs
and cavi units comprise the lithostratigraphically defined basal unit (darker shading),
which has a higher sand content than overlying, water-ice rich layered deposits (lighter
shading). The sand and ice ratio within the cavi unit is variable. Within the layered units,
ABb2 has a darker albedo and is thought to be more sand-rich.
a different geomorphic expression, and together the fields evidence a system in which
boundary conditions change over short (10s kms) horizontal scales (Chapter 2). Of the
boundary conditions controlling the geomorphic expressions of the dune fields, those
associated with the sediment state of the system (sensu Kocurek and Lancaster, 1999),
such as sediment source, source area geometry, and sediment availability, have the
strongest control over the geomorphic differences between fields (Chapter 2). While
layered ice is present on the reentrant floor, its relationship with the aeolian depositional
system has not been examined.
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Chasma Boreale stratigraphy
The established stratigraphy of Chasma Boreale (Fig. 3.2) is representative of Planum
Boreum's regional stratigraphic context (Byrne and Murray, 2002; Fishbaugh and Head,
2005; Phillips et al., 2008; Tanaka et al., 2008; Byrne, 2009; Putzig et al., 2009; Tanaka
and Fortezzo, 2012). The reentrant's basal surface is a bench of material belonging to the
Hesperian-aged rupēs unit (HBbr; ~3.5 Gyr; Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012), which
comprises the lowermost unit of Planum Boreum. The bench is elevated ~ 200-300 m
above the surrounding plains to form Hyperborea Lingula (Fig. 3.1B) and is characterized
by sand-rich, even beds (Tanaka et al., 2008). Where exposed, the bench surface has been
subject to extensive polygonal fracturing and cratering. The surface of the bench
represents an unconformity between the rupēs unit and subsequent deposits; elsewhere on
the plateau, the unconformity expresses up to a kilometer of erosional relief (Tanaka et
al., 2008).
Overlying the end-rupēs unconformity is the sandy Middle to Late Amazonian cavi
unit (ABbc; up to ~3.5 Myr; Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012). While largely eroded from the
floor of Chasma Boreale, knobs of cavi unit have persisted in Boreum Cavus, and
outcrops line the Boreum Cavus headwall (Fig. 3.1B) and northern wall of the reentrant
(Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012). Outcrops reveal the complicated and diverse stratigraphy
within the cavi unit (Fig. 3.3; Byrne and Murray, 2002; Fishbaugh and Head, 2005;
Herkenhoff et al., 2007; Tanaka et al., 2008; Kocurek and Ewing, 2012). The unit
contains extensive, uneven bedding of icy and ice-free basaltic sand on the order of
meters to tens of meters thick (Tanaka et al., 2008). Cross-stratified intervals are revealed
by the presence of interbedded ice highlighting the geometry of cross-strata and crossstrata sets (Herkenhoff et al., 2007). The unit also contains preserved dune forms,
polygonally fractured permafrost surfaces, and layered ice (Kocurek and Ewing, 2012).
Where the cavi unit is absent from the floor of the reentrant, north polar layered ice
deposits (NPLD) overlie the end-rupēs unconformity (Tanaka et al., 2008, their Fig. 4A).
The NPLD have been stratigraphically divided into Planum Boreum units 1 through 3
(ABb1-3; Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012) based on the presence of regional and local
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unconformities (Tanaka et al., 2008; Holt et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2016) as well as
perceived differences in bulk dust volume (Tanaka et al., 2008). Although collectively
the NPLD are composed of ≥ 95% water ice (Grima et al., 2009), it is uncertain how the
remaining ~ 5% bulk volume of dust is distributed within the ice to generate both the
deposits' characteristic layering (Nunes and Phillips, 2006) as well as possible changes
between stratigraphic units. The lowermost NPLD unit, Planum Boreum 1 (ABb1; Tanaka
and Fortezzo, 2012), is not visible on the floor of Chasma Boreale, however, its presence
has been hypothesized owing to the thickness of accumulation (Tanaka et al., 2008). Unit
ABb1 is overlain by the Planum Boreum 2 unit (ABb2), which has been interpreted as
comparatively more sediment rich than other layered ice units; unit ABb2 possibly
originated as a discontinuous sand sheet derived from regional erosion of underlying
water ice deposits (Rodriguez et al., 2007). The Planum Boreum 2 unit is exposed in the
northern part of the reentrant near Boreum Cavus (Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012). The
reentrant's current surface ice deposits are subsumed under the Planum Boreum 3 unit
(ABb3), which is contemporary with the most modern layered ice on top of the plateau.
Stratigraphic variability in the cavi unit
The cavi unit expresses vertical changes in stratigraphic architecture that have been
characterized as sequences of cross-stratified, sand-rich intervals bounded by permafrost
surfaces (Fig. 3.3; Kocurek and Ewing, 2012). Sequences are used here as initially
defined by Mitchum et al. (1977); these are relatively conformable successions of
genetically related strata bounded by unconformities or their correlative conformable
surfaces. On Earth, sequences commonly define stratigraphic packages punctuated by
tectonic, eustatic, or climate change. Within the cavi unit, sequences are interpreted as
indicative of periods of aeolian dune construction followed by temporal changes in
boundary conditions that resulted in decreasing aeolian activity concomitant with
increasing ice deposition (Kocurek et al., 2011). Cavi sequences have been hypothesized
to result from basin-scale changes in climate (Kocurek et al., 2011). The transition from
cavi unit into the overlying NPLD is both horizontally and vertically gradational (Fig.
3.3A; Tanaka et al., 2008). In outcrop the change is heralded by the increasing presence
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Figure 3.3. HiRISE image of a cavi unit outcrop in Olympia Cavi at 180°E, as located in
Figure 3.1A. (A) The full cavi-to-NPLD section shows sand-rich and cross-stratified
deposits in the cavi unit overlain by layered water ice. (B) The transitional section shows
a gradation of sand-rich (brown tinted) to ice-rich (blue tinted) sequences (divided by
heavy black lines). Between sand- and ice-rich end members is an interval with isolated
dunes capped by topography-preserving layered ice (green and brown tinted). Icy crossstrata and permafrost surfaces (thin blue lines) occur within sandy intervals. (C) Lower in
the cavi section, sequences are uniformly sand rich (brown tinted). Some sequences
exhibit icy permafrost surfaces or cross-strata (thin blue lines); these may laterally pass
into ice-free sections with sandy cross-strata and layering (thin black lines).
of icy foresets in cross-strata, the presence of solitary dune forms isolated by layered ice
deposits, and, finally, the presence of solitary dunes composed largely of ice (Fig. 3.3B;
Kocurek et al., 2011). Similar to the higher-frequency sequences embedded within the
cavi, the NPLD transition has been interpreted as a signal of slowing aeolian activity as
ice deposition made terrigenous sediment unavailable to the system (Herkenhoff et al.,
2007; Kocurek et al., 2011).
Detecting lateral changes within the cavi unit is complicated by outcrop quality and
continuity as well as discontinuous high-resolution imaging. Additionally, the
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exaggerated erosional relief upon which the cavi unit built (Tanaka et al. 2008; Brothers
et al., 2015) prohibits stratigraphic correlation by proxy of elevation. Therefore, relating
changing stratigraphic architecture in space to lateral changes in boundary conditions as
opposed to vertical changes in time, as discussed above, is difficult. It should be noted,
however, that the cavi unit is best known by its cross-strata rich intervals along the
Olympia Cavi outcrop at ~ 180°E (Figs. 3.1, 3.3; Herkenhoff et al., 2007; Kocurek et al.,
2011; Kocurek and Ewing, 2012). Elsewhere, however, the unit's architecture is
characterized by icier sections that are comparatively depleted in cross-stratified
intervals.
METHODS
The depositional system was studied by mapping surface types in Chasma Boreale.
Sedimentary surfaces and deposits were classified using 6 m/pixel images from the
Context Camera (CTX; Malin et al., 2007). CTX coverage was restricted to images
acquired between Ls 90, the beginning of northern summer, and Ls 165, the approximate
time at which autumnal clouds begin to obscure the surface. This range was chosen to
minimize the presence of annual surface frost so that perennial ice deposits could be
distinguished. Imagery from 2006-2014 was used to study consistency of surface
expression. Topographic data were simultaneously evaluated using Mars Orbiter Laser
Altimeter (MOLA) Experiment Gridded Data Records (MEGDR; Smith et al., 2003).
Topographic data have a horizontal resolution of 115 m/pixel (Smith et al., 2003) and a
vertical accuracy of approximately 1 m (Smith et al., 2001). Deposits and surface types
were distinguished by apparent albedo, apparent composition, and geomorphic
expression. To integrate the surface-type classification into the extant stratigraphic
framework for Chasma Boreale, additional observations of the reentrant floor were made
using 25 cm/pixel images from High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE;
McEwen et al., 2007). Image co-registration and digitization of surface type and unit
boundaries were conducted in ESRI'S ArcMAP 10.
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Figure 3.4. Surface classification in Chasma Boreale. (A) Map of surface types in
Chasma Boreale, as described in the text. (B) MOLA topography of Chasma Boreale.
High albedo areas mapped as perennial surface ice tend to correspond with higher
elevations. Locations of Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.8 are shown by labeled black circles. (C)
THEMIS-IR Daytime Global Mosaic 100mv12 context for Chasma Boreale. Albedo
variations correspond to surface types: dune fields are the lowest albedo, ice-free surfaces
are intermediate albedo, and high albedo areas are covered by perennial surface ice. The
boundary of Chasma Boreale and Hyperborea Lingula is outlined in white. Mosaic
generated by the THEMIS team at ASU (Edwards et al., 2011) and accessed from the
USGS Planetary GIS Web Server. Resolution is 512 pixels per degree. Locations for
Figures 3.7 and 3.9 are given by the labeled white circles.

RESULTS
Surface classification
Seven surface types were identified and mapped on the floor of Chasma Boreale (Fig.
3.4A). The most common surfaces are free of perennial surface ice ("ice-free"; Fig.
3.4A). Ice-free surfaces cover 17,202 km2 of the reentrant floor and dominate along the
reentrant's northern wall, in Boreum Cavus, and on the terminus of Hyperborea Lingula
(Fig. 3.4A). Ice-free surfaces are unified by their intermediate albedo, but exhibit two
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Figure 3.5. Expressions of ice-free surfaces. (A) Adjacent to dune field S2, the surface of
Hyperborea Lingula is covered by a stippled, intermediate-albedo surface that subdues
topographic variations. The ice-free stippled surface is overlain by perennial patchy ice
deposits. (B) A similar smooth-surfaced and stippled surface forms in Boreum Cavus.
Topographic variations beneath the surface are muted. A layered outcrop (black arrow)
emerges from and is embayed by the stippled surface. Perennial ice deposits initiate on
the left-hand side of the frame. (C) Polygonal fracturing (e.g., black lines) and cratering
indicate the exposed rupēs unit surface of Hyperborea Lingula. Note the buildup of
stippled deposit along the top and bottom of the frame. Image locations are given in
Figure 3.4B.
expressions. Most commonly, Hyperborea Lingula is mantled by a topographysmoothing surface that appears stippled at CTX resolution (Figs. 3.5A-B). Topographic
variations are subtle (Fig. 3.5A), and positive relief features can be seen to emerge from
beneath the stippled surface (black arrow, Fig. 3.5B). In places, patchy (Fig. 3.5A) or thin
(Fig. 3.5B) perennial ice deposits build on top of the stippled surface. Where not mantled,
the surface of Hyperborea Lingula is characterized by polygonal fracturing and cratering
(Fig. 3.5C). Note that subsurface and/or pore-filling ice is present in the ice-free surfaces,
as evidenced by the permafrost structures, but in these locations high albedo ice deposits
are not stable at the surface in midsummer.
Perennial surface ice deposits cover 12,281 km2. Thin, patchy ice deposits (e.g., Fig.
3.5A) are associated with the margins of thicker deposits that are smooth-surfaced and
layered (Fig. 3.6A). These may express evidence for active erosion and precipitation with
small changes visible from year to year; layers are particularly prominent where
extensive erosion has occurred (Figs. 3.6B-C). Layered ice may contain high-albedo, icy
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Figure 3.6. Expressions of perennial surface ice. (A) Layered ice deposits initiating on
the stippled surface in Boreum Cavus. The deposits show layering with increasing
thickness. Possible erosional grooves (thin black lines) are also visible on the ice surface.
Layered bedrock crops out from beneath the ice. (B) Yardangs (black arrows) undergoing
exhumation from ice. Ice appears to be removed by layers around the more resistant
yardangs. Image acquired in 2006. (C) The same yardangs imaged six years later (2012).
Minor changes (denoted by black arrows) in ice layers suggest active removal and
precipitation. Image locations are given in Figure 3.4B.
yardangs (Figs. 3.6B-C) and low albedo, sandy yardangs (Fig. 3.7A). Large swaths of
perennial surface ice also have undulating surface topography with intermittent, exposed
low albedo patches (Figs. 3.7B-C). Accumulations of perennial surface ice occur
dominantly along the reentrant's southeastern and northwestern walls; surface ice bridges
the central axis of the chasma and connects the wall deposits midway along the reentrant
(Fig. 3.4A).
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Figure 3.7. Expressions of sand sheets and ice-covered dunes. (A) Continuous sand
cover in a lineated sand sheet downwind of the northern yardang field (Fig. 3.1B)
prevents the sand from being classified as linear dunes or yardangs. Sand sheet lineations
are parallel to local low albedo yardangs but form oblique to ice-covered yardangs that
interrupt the lineations. Sand appears to accumulate around the icy yardangs. (B) An
apparent sand sheet in field N1 grades into dunes to the south; dune topography may be
present but obscured by low albedo. To the north the sand sheet is bordered by ice
deposits from which dunes appear to be emerging. (C) Low albedo transverse and
longitudinal features emerging from beneath undulating ice deposits between the northern
and southern dune fields are suggestive of defrosting dunes. Figure locations are given in
Figure 3.4C.
Bedrock exposures in Chasma Boreale are limited to 679 km2 (Fig. 3.4A). Bedrock is
defined as outcrops of the cavi unit, which are common along the headscarp of Boreum
Cavus and intermittently along the reentrant's northern wall (Fig. 3.4A), as well as
windows into the underlying rupēs unit. Outcrops are layered or cross-stratified (Fig.
3.8). While higher angle exposures are lithified (Fig. 3.8A), oblique exposures may be
poorly consolidated (Fig. 3.8B) and prone to re-working.
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Figure 3.8. Examples of bedrock exposures. (A) Extensive exposures of the cavi unit line
the headwall of Boreum Cavus and crop out along the reentrant's northern wall (Fig.
3.4A). Cavi unit exposures are unevenly bedded and cross-stratified. (B) Dune field N1 is
built on top of a low-angle exposure of cavi unit. (C) Same image as (B), with
stratigraphic interpretations. The cavi unit substrate shows modern dunes migrating over
degraded, cavi unit permafrost surfaces that separate intervals of more loosely
consolidated, cross-stratified sediment. Two expressions of modern dune accumulations
have formed on top of the cavi unit surfaces; a ridged deposit (blue) is overlain by a
smoother deposit (purple). Figure locations are given in Figure 3.4B.
Surface cover by the accumulations of modern dunes accounts for approximately 461
km2 of the reentrant floor. Modern dune accumulation is recognized where the ice-free
surface is characterized by sediment deposits expressing arcuate geometries suggestive of
dune lee face morphologies as seen in plan-view (Fig. 3.9). Arcuate shapes may be
continuous with modern dune forms of the same geometry, although this is not always
the case (Fig. 3.9A). Some deposits contain a single identifiable set of cross-strata (black
arrows, Fig. 3.9A) whereas in others, multiple sets are discernable (Fig. 3.9B-C).
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Figure 3.9. Examples of modern dune accumulations that are cross-stratified in planview. (A) Thin accumulations with cross-strata from a single dune. In places, cross-strata
reflect the geometry of the dune downwind (upper black arrows), but cross-strata may
also exist without a clear candidate dune present (lower black arrows). (B) Thicker
accumulations retain cross-strata geometries but suggest multiple dunes left
accumulations. (C) Bedded accumulation (white arrow) capped by a ridged surface.
Ridges are reminiscent of cross-strata geometries. The ridged surface is continuous with
deposits to the south, on top of which modern barchans are migrating. Note the single,
continuous set (black arrow) initiating on the stippled surface and ending on top of the
accumulation, which expresses degraded cross-strata geometries. Figure locations are
given in Figure 3.4C. Figure 3.14A centers on the bedded accumulation indicated by the
white arrow in (C).
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Sand sheets and dunes, which may be sparse or dense in their coverage of the surface,
constitute sediment in transport. Sand sheets are areas where low albedo sand sits on an
often higher albedo surface but apparently lacks sufficient topography to define dunes or,
possibly, dune definition is obscured by the uniformly low albedo surface (Fig. 3.7). The
area of sand sheets is minor (12 km2) and peripheral to the dune fields (Fig. 3.4A). Most
commonly, dunes occur in densities low enough to map the type of surface upon which
they formed, in which case the dune cover is classified as "sparse" and overlaid on the
subjacent surface type; sparse dune cover occurs over an area of 3,832 km2. Where the
underlying surface type could not be determined because of the density of dunes,
however, the dune cover is classified as "dense" (246 km2; Fig. 3.4A). The geomorphic
expressions of the dune fields and their controlling boundary conditions were evaluated
in Chapter 2.
Geological map
The surface classification of Chasma Boreale (Fig. 3.4A) can be integrated into the
extant stratigraphic framework of Tanaka and Fortezzo (2012) to create a revised, higher
resolution geologic map of the reentrant (Fig. 3.10). The fields of modern dunes as well
as the sand sheets constitute sediment being transported in the modern depositional
system. As presented above (Surface Classification), strata that are cross-stratified in
plan-view are interpreted as the accumulations of the dunes in transport; these comprise
the youngest stratigraphic unit within the reentrant and are expressed locally where
conditions have favored dune accumulation. The strata originating from the Hyperboreae
Undae dunes are herein designated as stratigraphic unit Planum Boreum Hyperboreae
Undae (ABbHU, Fig. 3.10A).
Perennial surface ice deposits coincide with the Planum Boreum 3 unit (ABb3, Fig.
3.10A). As described in Surface Classification, in addition to classical layering, the
surface expression of perennial ice in places indicates the presence of subsurface
bedforms. These include fields of yardangs that are interbedded with the ice (e.g., Figs.
3.6B-C, 3.7A), low albedo yardangs just below the ice surface and emerging from it
(Figs. 3.7A, 3.7C), and similar low albedo ridges reminiscent of dune forms also
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Figure 3.10. Mapped surface of Chasma Boreale within the framework of Tanaka and
Fortezzo (2012). (A) Stratigraphic units and surface expressions of buried bedforms on
the floor of Chasma Boreale. Units visible on the floor of the reentrant include the rupēs
unit (HBbr), cavi unit (ABbc), Planum Boreum units 1-3 (ABb1-3), and modern dune
accumulations (ABbHU). Geologic units are overlain by areas of high albedo, icy yardangs
(white lines), buried dunes under receding or defrosting perennial ice (blue crescents),
and low albedo yardangs interpreted as defrosting, sandy, linear dunes (blue lines). Areas
of active sand transport (dune fields and sand sheets) are outlined in heavy black lines.
The locations of Figure 3.13 panels and transects are given. Transect A-A' parallel to the
reentrant shows the location of Figure 3.15A. 100 m MOLA contours show background
topography. (B) Meters of accumulation on the floor of Chasma Boreale, assuming a flat
Hyperborea Lingula bench at the elevation of -5025 m. White areas are areas of erosion
(negative accumulation) with respect to the chosen bench elevation. Locations for Figures
3.11, 3.12, and 3.14B are given by the labeled black circles.
emerging from the ice (Figs. 3.7B-C). The visible extents of these three different features
have been mapped (Fig. 3.10A). Fields of icy yardangs (icy ABb3 yardangs, Fig. 3.10A)
are exposed between the southern dune fields and extend northward to approximately the
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central axis of the reentrant. The field of low albedo yardangs (sandy ABb3 yardangs, Fig.
3.10A) begins north of the icy yardangs and extends eastward parallel to the northern

Figure 3.11. Evidence for cross-stratification of ice and sand deposits below dune fields
S1 and S2. (A) Modern dunes have scoured into the substrate of field S1, revealing crossstratified ice and sand punctuated by horizontal permafrost surfaces. (B) Similar dune
imprints are present on the margins of field S2 and show subsurface ice and sand crossstrata. Locations are given in Figure 3.10B.
perennial ice line. Icy and sandy ABb3 yardangs also occur along the southern margin of
dune field S1 (Fig. 3.10A). Along the central axis of the reentrant between the sandy
ABb3 and icy ABb3 yardang fields is a field of low albedo bedform ridges emerging from
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the ice (sandy ABb3 dunes, Fig. 3.10A). This field is continuous with the boundaries of
modern dune field S1 and cross-stratification of the sandy ABb3 dunes is visible in scour

Figure 3.12. Observations used to differentiate the stippled surface from the rupēs unit
and to identify the presence of intervening deposits. (A) An infilled crater evidences postrupēs unit deposition prior to development of the stippled surface. (B) Along the southern
margin of field S2, the stippled surface thins and the cratered (e.g., black arrows) and
eroded rupēs unit surface of Hyperborea Lingula becomes visible beneath high albedo
perennial ice. (C) The northern margin of field S2 forms on the stippled surface, which
exhibits topographic undulations indicating deposits between the rupēs unit bench and the
current surface. Topography is strongly suggestive of dune morphologies. Locations are
given in Figure 3.10B.
pits (e.g., Fig. 3.11A) across the extent of the southern dune field. Bedform ridges
emerging from the ABb3 ice are also present along the windward, icy margin of dune
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field S2 (Figs. 3.10A, 3.11B), as well as north of the northern dune field N1 (Figs. 3.7B,
3.10A).
Underlying ABb3 and exposed where the perennial surface ice is absent is the stippled
unit (Fig. 3.5). Areas of the reentrant where the stippled unit has been identified
correspond with few exceptions (see below) to areas mapped by Tanaka and Fortezzo
(2012) as the ice-depleted surface of the Planum Boreum 2 unit (ABb2; Fig. 3.10A). In
Boreum Cavus, ABb2 is differentiable from the underlying rupēs unit (HBbr, Fig. 3.10A)
surface by the absence of both polygonal fractures and extensive cratering at CTX
resolution (e.g., Figs. 3.5B-C). Knobs of cavi unit (ABbc, Fig. 3.10A) are embayed by the
stippled unit (Fig. 3.5B) and also emerge from and are embayed by ABb3 ice deposits
(Fig. 3.6A). The interpretation of an isolated HBbr window in the central part of the
reentrant (within the context box of Fig. 3.13B in Figure 3.10A) is uncertain due to low
image contrast, however, the window's extremely low elevation is more consistent with
the HBbr bench than with cavi unit outcrops and knobs elsewhere in the reentrant (Figs.
3.4A-B).
Whereas established maps (Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012) have attributed the surface of
the southwestern end of Hyperborea Lingula entirely to HBbr, this is unlikely given
pervasive subdued topography beneath the stippled surface (Figs. 3.12A, 3.12C), crater
infilling (e.g., Fig. 3.12A), and a clear contact between the stippled surface and the
heavily cratered HBbr surface (Fig. 3.12B). The ABb2/HBbr contact along the southern
margin of dune field S2 confirms that younger deposits overlie the older bench surface in
this area. Crater infilling to the north of the field (Fig. 3.12A) indicates that locally there
may exist a thick accumulation between HBbr and the modern surface. Along the
northern margin of dune field S2, the surface of the ABb2 unit expresses subdued
topographic undulations strongly suggestive of dune morphologies (Fig. 3.12C). No
contacts are visible between where surface ABb2 emerges from beneath local perennial
ice deposits and the expression of dunes (Fig. 3.12C), indicating the dunes underlie the
ABb2 surface. These dunes have been mapped as sub-ABb2 dunes (Fig. 3.10A).
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Assuming a flat Hyperborea Lingula bench (unconformable end-rupēs surface) with
an elevation of -5,025 m, accumulation on the floor of Chasma Boreale ranges between 0
m and ~ 800 m (Fig. 3.10B). Mean accumulation is 155 m with a standard deviation of 95
m. The highest values correspond to the margins of the reentrant where modern layered
ice is continuous with deposits on the plateau (Fig. 3.10). Much more commonly,
accumulation ranges between 10s of meters, where the exposed ABb2 surface directly
overlies the rupēs unit, to ~ 400 m in parts of the reentrant characterized by layered ice
deposits of units ABb2 and ABb3.
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Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13. (cont)
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Figure 3.13. Surface geology and interpreted stratigraphy of Chasma Boreale. Context is
given in Figure 3.10A. (A) A transect across the head of the reentrant passes between
bedrock, layered ice, and modern dune fields (heavy black lines) underlain by dune
accumulations and ice-buried dunes. (B) A transect across the central ice deposits is
unique for crossing low albedo yardangs (interpreted as defrosting linear dunes). These
grade into a field of transverse defrosting dunes to the south, and then into older, icy
yardangs in the process of being exhumed. (C) A transect across the windward margin of
field S2 grades from icy yardang-hosting layered ice into modern dune fields. The
stippled surface expresses undulating topography consistent with buried dunes. (A-A')
Inferred stratigraphy at the head of the reentrant highlights the impact of topographic
relief on the mixed sand and ice system, which develops to infill topographic lows. Insets
show recent accumulation of the modern ice-poor and ice-rich dune systems in higher
resolution. Based on its dune-preserving capability (see text for discussion), unit ABb2 is
portrayed by an interval of layered ice capped by an un-layered sediment-rich lag surface.
Areas where modern dune fields exist on the surface are denoted by trains of bedforms.
(B-B') The ice deposits in the center of the reentrant form a smooth ramp increasing in
elevation to the south. The modern ice deposits host multiple generations of bedforms,
including recent dunes and icy, exhumed yardangs, as shown in the insets. (C-C') The
field S2 transect is unique in that it is the only location that dunes are seen to be capped
by the stippled ABb2 surface. Insets show both sub-ice bedforms as well as the preserved
dunes beneath unit ABb2. To have preserved active dune topography, initial ABb2
deposition must have been characterized by rapid ice growth.
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Stratigraphy derived from the geological map
Key stratigraphic sections derived from the geologic map (Fig. 3.13) illustrate the
vertical and lateral changes that characterize the Chasma Boreale depositional system.
Across the eastern end of the reentrant (Fig. 3.13A), the accumulation has built upon cavi
unit topography. Exposure of the cavi unit at the modern surface (Fig. 3.4A) and the
isolated nature of these outcrops (Fig. 3.13A) indicate that, where present in the reentrant,
the cavi unit surface is erosional; beneath more recent accumulations, outcrops may be
connected or disconnected, and additional topographic relief on the cavi unit surface
might be present (Fig. 3.13A-A'). Where cavi unit is not present, the accumulation rests
on the unconformable end-rupēs surface. Although topographic relief on this surface is
documented (e.g., the topographic low of Boreum Cavus, Fig. 3.4B), for simplicity, the
end-rupēs surface is portrayed as approximately flat (Fig. 3.13A-A').
Extrapolating from the juxtaposition of geologic units on the surface and from MOLA
topography, erosional relief on the rupēs and cavi unit surfaces has created as much as
100 m of antecedent bedrock topography in the eastern end of the reentrant (Fig. 3.13AA'). While remnants of this relief still exist on the surface (e.g., between 15 and 35 km,
Fig. 3.13A-A'), much of it has been infilled by subsequent accumulation. The presence of
layered ice unit ABb1 in the reentrant is conjectural (see Chasma Boreale Stratigraphy),
and, if present, it is entirely buried beneath later deposits. Planum Boreum 2 unit (ABb2)
underlies the accumulation of ABbHU and ABb3 (Fig. 3.13A). While entirely concealed
beneath ABbHU along the transect, ABb2 is visible in patches beneath ABb3 (Fig. 3.13A,
A-A'), indicating that ABb2 closely underlies the surface in places and that the thickness
of overlying deposits is variable.
Units ABbHU and ABb3 constitute the most recent accumulations in the eastern end of
the reentrant. Documented accumulations of ABbHU consist of as little as a single set of
cross-strata (Fig. 3.9A) to as many as five or six intervals bound by horizontal surfaces
(bedded accumulation, Figs. 3.9C, 3.14A, C). The modern surface exhibits evidence for
multiple sets of deflated cross-strata; this suggests that intervals are comprised of the
accumulation of multiple dunes and are bound by bypass or deflation surfaces similar to
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Figure 3.14. Evidence for multiple, high frequency episodes of aeolian construction and
deflation in modern dune deposits. (A) The dune accumulation upwind of field N1 and
extending beneath the modern dune field overlies the stippled surface and shows deflated
cross-strata in plan-view on its surface (see Fig. 3.9C). The exposed, erosional edge of
the dune accumulation (basal contact with stippled surface denoted by black line)
expresses evidence for multiple beds constructed of amalgamated cross-strata sets, as are
present on the modern surface (see Fig. 3.9C). Black box indicates location of (C). (B) A
dune imprint in the surface beneath field S1 shows interbedded ice and sand deposits.
The oblique wall of the imprint has stepped relief, indicative multiple episodes of
erosion-resistant permafrost surface formation. Black box shows location of (D). Context
for this image is shown in Figure 3.10B. (C) A zoomed image of the exposed edge of the
bedded dune accumulation shows approximately five beds; the surfaces of the beds are
denoted by black arrows. Beds indicate episodes of aeolian accumulation followed by
deflation. (D) A zoomed image of the dune imprint shows five episodes (including the
current surface) of permafrost surface formation followed by renewed cross-stratification
of sand and ice during dune activity.
the modern surface (Fig. 3.9C, Inset 1 in Fig. 3.13A-A'). The thickness of the ABbHU
accumulation can be estimated where multiple intervals are present. Upwind of field N1,
the ABbHU accumulation consists of nominally two sets of cross-strata (Fig. 3.9B), which
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yield approximately 8 m of accumulation. The more extensive bedded deposit downwind
of these demonstrates, conservatively, ~ 20-30 m of accumulation for 5 to 6 intervals
(Figs. 3.9C, 3.13A-A', 3.14A, C).
A similar stratigraphy is revealed in the scour pits of unit ABb3 where it interbeds
with sandy dunes in the southern end of the transect (Figs. 3.11A, Inset 2 in Fig. 3.13AA', 3.14B, D). The walls of scour pits are stepped with recessed intervals of sandy and icy
cross-strata punctuated by resistant permafrost surfaces; consistently 3-5 intervals are
present in the scour pits (Figs. 3.11A, 3.14B, D). Scour depth of dune imprints ranges up
to ~ 20 m (calculated upwind of dune field S2), indicating that the accumulation of ABb3
where it has interbedded with sandy dunes and been reworked is comparable to scales of
accumulation in the ice-free dunes fields.
A transect across the layered ice bridging the northern and southern wall deposits
(Fig. 3.13B) highlights a different character of the Chasma Boreale accumulation. The
end-rupēs surface is still interpreted as approximately flat, although the proximity of the
northern end of the transect to a window into the rupēs unit (Fig. 3.13B) suggests it may
locally be at a lower elevation (Fig. 3.13B-B'). The lack of nearby cavi unit outcrops (Fig.
3.10A) suggests the absence of cavi unit beneath the transect. Again, the presence of
ABb1 layered ice is conjectural; increasing surface elevation to the south suggests growth
of ice deposits in that direction and indicates an accumulation of < 50 m to as much as
350 m (Fig. 3.13B-B'). Unit ABb2 is present in the northern end of the transect (Fig.
3.13B) and is interpreted to underlie unit ABb3, although scour into ABb2 is likely to have
generated the local topographic low at ~ 5 km (Fig. 3.13B-B') that is now infilled by
ABb3 ice.
Based on estimates of accumulation for re-worked ABb3 deposits beneath dune field
S2 (Fig. 3.13A-A'), the simplest case is to assume that accumulation where dunes within
ABb3 have not been actively re-worked is approximately one dune height (commonly ~
15-30 m as reviewed by Bourke et al., 2006) or a little more. These sub-ice bedforms
dominate ABb3 stratigraphy in the ice bridge (Fig. 3.13B-B'). In the northern part of the
transect, layered ice transitions into low albedo, sandy yardangs that lie directly subjacent
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to the surface and are being exposed by local ice retreat (Figs. 3.7A, 3.7C). To the south
the yardangs merge into a large field of buried dunes (Figs. 3.7C, 3.13B, 3.13B-B') that is
continuous with those underlying modern dune field S1 (Fig. 3.10A). The southern end of
the transect is characterized by icy yardangs, including those that are being actively
exhumed from beneath the layered ice (Figs. 3.6B-C, Fig. 3.13B-B'). In the absence of
significant re-working, events that generated the permafrost surfaces beneath dune field
S1 and S2 are interpreted to have stabilized dune surfaces, with subsequent dune building
events utilizing antecedent topography (Insets 1-3 in Fig. 3.13B-B').
To the west of the ice bridge, a transect across the windward margin of dune field S2
reveals yet further detail (Fig. 3.13C). The low surface elevation along the margins of
field S2 (Fig. 3.4B) suggests that locally ABb2 directly overlies the end-rupēs surface
(Fig. 3.13C-C'); this is supported by the visible contact between the two units on the
southern margin of the dune field (Fig. 3.12B). Along the northern margin of the field,
the ABb2 surface caps and preserves dune topography, indicating sub-ABb2 dunes at this
location (Fig. 3.12C, Inset 2 in Fig. 3.13C-C'). It is possible that these dunes extend
southward and are responsible for the elevation of the pedestal, although without
additional evidence, the pedestal is interpreted as icy in nature. Modern perennial layered
ice embays the topographic pedestal on which the modern dune field rests; along the
field's northern margin, where layered ABb3 ice pinches out on top of ABb2 (Fig. 3.12C),
icy yardangs are being exhumed (Fig. 3.6B, Inset 1 in Fig. 3.13C-C'). Within the layered
ice deposits along the field's southern margin, the ABb3 ice hosts sandy dunes as well as
re-worked sandy deposits exposed in dune imprints (Fig. 3.11B, Inset 3 in Fig. 3.13C-C').
The draping and preservation of dune forms beneath ABb2 along the margin of
modern dune field S2 requires at least a local modification of the extant interpretation of
the ABb2 unit. Where it has been identified, observations of apparent albedo as well as
ice content derived from the surface spectral signature suggest that the surface of the
ABb2 unit is ice poor (Rodriguez et al., 2007). These observations have been adopted as
evidence for a genetically sand- and dust-rich unit emplaced in an environment in which
sedimentary processes dominated; resistance of the unit to erosion has been attributed to
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diagenetic cementation by gypsum or pore-filling ice (Rodriguez et al., 2007). The
presence of active dune morphologies (Chapter 2) beneath the surface of the ABb2 (Fig.
3.12C) unit verifies that an active sediment system existed during early ABb2 deposition.
Sediment activity could not have persisted until the end of the unit's deposition,
however. Sustained influx of terrigenous sediment into the system would have served as a
continued sediment supply to the active dunes, as opposed to forming a draping mantle,
which is characteristic of the ABb2 surface (Fig. 3.12C; Rodriguez et al., 2007). In order
to have preserved active dune morphologies, late deposition of the ABb2 unit must have
been characterized by rapid onset of ice growth (e.g., Figs. 3.7B-C). Rather than forming
a thin veneer of ice susceptible to defrosting, as occurs in the modern system, ice
deposition at the end of ABb2 was sufficient to bury dunes perennially. The modern
surface expression of the unit, which is desiccated and sediment rich (Rodriguez et al.,
2007), could then have been formed in an extended period of ice instability that resulted
in the concentration of terrigenous sediment at the surface as well as near-surface
depletion of ice (Johnson and Lorenz, 2000); such ice-unstable conditions exist currently
in parts of the reentrant where the ABb2 surface is exposed (Fig. 3.10A). The thickness of
this armoring sediment lag may be highly variable, but to the northwest of field S2, it is
sufficient to express the muted topography of underlying dunes, and thus may be between
approximately 10 and 20 m thick (Fig. 3.13C-C'). This sequence of events leading to the
formation of ABb2 has been depicted in Figs. 3.13A-A' - 3.13C-C' as an interval of
layered ice capped by a sediment-rich interval that truncates subjacent layers.
SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHY
Boundary condition controls on the depositional environments of Chasma Boreale
Dune fields
Chasma Boreale's aeolian system is active as sand sheets, sparse dune cover, and
dense dune cover. The dune fields form on ice-free and ice-covered surfaces alike (Fig.
3.4A), indicating that the boundary conditions controlling the formation and evolution of
dune fields in the reentrant are different from those influencing ice deposition and
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stability. The boundary conditions controlling the occurrence of the dune fields as well as
the fields' geomorphic expressions were explored in depth in Chapter 2. It was found that
the spatial position of the fields within the chasma is dominantly a function of proximity
to a local sediment source area, the geometry of these source areas, and the availability of
sediment at the source area. The sediment starved dune fields along the northern reentrant
wall are sourced by the discontinuous cavi unit outcrops (Fig. 3.10A), which supply
limited volumes of sediment released by seasonal mass wasting of the exposures. In
contrast, the larger and more densely populated dune fields along the southern wall are
sourced by subsurface sand deposits (Fig. 3.11) that are available to re-working during
times of dune activity. The reliance of the dune fields on the nature of the sediment
source areas and the availability of sediment results in an aeolian system that
geomorphically responds to changes in sediment conditions over spatial scales as short as
10s of kilometers (Chapter 2).
Perennial surface ice
In contrast to Planum Boreum, which has accumulated as much as 2 km of layered ice
(Phillips et al., 2008) and continues to gain mass through net accumulation of the residual
ice cap (Brown et al., 2016), the floor of Chasma Boreale is comparatively inhospitable
to the growth of perennial ice deposits (Fig. 3.4A). The prevalence of ice-unstable
conditions within the reentrant despite successful ice growth on the surrounding plateau
indicates that local boundary conditions operate to prevent ice accumulation. The
dominant boundary condition that has been hypothesized to keep the reentrant free of
NPLD-scale ice deposits is the topographic funneling of katabatic winds (Holt et al.,
2010). As early as end-cavi times, circumpolar katabatic winds and strong katabatic flow
off of a bedrock topographic high converged along the axis of proto-Chasma Boreale
(Brothers et al., 2015; their Fig. 8). These wind patterns were largely responsible for
maintaining and enhancing the topography of the reentrant through non-uniform patterns
of NPLD accumulation (Holt et al., 2010).
In the modern system, the effects of katabatic flow from the main lobe of Planum
Boreum as well as from Gemini Lingula (Spiga et al., 2011) continue to influence the
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distribution of perennial surface ice deposits. This occurs not only at the scale of
reentrant, which is an inhospitable environment to ice overall, but also at the local scale.
For example, the terminus of Hyperborea Lingula (Figs. 3.4A-B), which is free of
perennial surface ice, is unsheltered from the convergent flow of katabatic winds off of
both the main lobe of Planum Boreum and Gemini Lingula (Spiga et al., 2011). In this
particular case, the lack of ice appears to be of a function of wind flow, and possibly
insolation, coupled with low topographic relief.
On Earth snow and ice distribution in glaciated and partially glaciated environments
is strongly controlled by the local effects of topography (Caine, 1995; Brown and Ward,
1996; Allen, 1998). Topographic lows protect ice deposits from insolation, reduce
exposure to winds that may cause remobilization or sublimation (Allen, 1998), and foster
the accumulation of snowdrifts (Caine, 1995). On Mars, where solid-state transport of ice
and snow may or may not occur (Smith et al., 2013), cold-trapping of water vapor has the
same effect by concentrating ice deposits in low areas and areas protected from insolation
and wind exposure (Svitek and Murray, 1990). The end of Hyperborea Lingula lacks the
topographic variation (Fig. 3.4B) that would otherwise potentially shelter local ice
deposits from strong winds; an absence of dunes, sand sheets, or remnant dune
accumulations also indicates that the outlet of Chasma Boreale persists as a modern
bypass or deflation plain (Fig. 3.4A).
Invoking topographic relief to justify the presence of perennial ice deposits fails along
the northern wall of the reentrant and within Boreum Cavus, however. Both of these areas
are prominently devoid of perennial surface ice (Fig. 3.4A), and yet they are the most
topographically variable areas of the reentrant (Fig. 3.4B). Locally, additional boundary
conditions must be operating in these areas to maintain ice-free surfaces. Two boundary
conditions unique to the northern wall may be converging to destabilize local perennial
surface ice. The first is the reentrant's orientation, which is likely to lead to greater
summertime insolation along the more equator-facing wall. Summer insolation is a strong
control on the growth of a perennial ice deposit (Huybers and Tziperman, 2008) and may
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inhibit ice growth under the planet's moderate current obliquity (~ 25°; Laskar et al.,
2002).
The second boundary condition is less apparent. Katabatic winds descending into the
reentrant correspond to an increase in downward sensible heat flux (Spiga et al., 2011).
Model results for Planum Boreum indicate enhanced warming of the reentrant floor along
the northern wall and within Boreum Cavus. In these areas as much as 9 to 12 W/m2 of
additional power is delivered as sensible heat by the katabatic winds (Spiga et al., 2011,
their Fig. 14). This stands in stark contrast to the southern wall of the reentrant, which
receives approximately -1 to 1 W/m2, thus potentially undergoing cooling by katabatic
winds (Spiga et al., 2011, their Fig. 14). The visible distribution of perennial surface ice
(Fig. 3.4A) closely agrees with the hypothesized coupled effect of insolation and
katabatic winds operating under the influence of the reentrant's topography. As with the
topographic funneling of katabatic winds, the affects of reentrant orientation and steeper
northern wall slopes leading to increased heating by katabatic winds are long-lived (Holt
et al., 2010), adding these local conditions to the regional background condition that
inhibits ice growth in the reentrant. The result of localized boundary conditions impacting
ice distribution within the reentrant is a cryosphere system that varies on lateral spatial
scales as short as those that characterize the aeolian system.
Accumulation
Because boundary conditions controlling the aeolian and cryosphere systems of
Chasma Boreale change over short horizontal distances, the depositional system
transitions between aeolian-dominated and ice-dominated surface environments that
result in sandy or icy accumulations, respectively (Fig. 3.10A). The icy, cryospheredominated end member of accumulation is the water-ice rich, classical layering of the
NPLD, which exists in Chasma Boreale in parts of unit ABb3 (e.g., Figs. 3.6A, 3.10A).
These layered ice deposits that drape underlying topography and infill topographic
depressions are controlled by boundary conditions impacting ice stability and show
primary depositional features characteristic of regional sedimentation without a
substantial component of traction transport (i.e., bedforms; Murray et al., 1972; Cutts,
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1973; Malin and Edgett, 2001; Milkovich and Head, 2005; Fishbaugh et al., 2010a;
Becerra et al., 2016).
Ice-poor accumulations of cross-stratified dune sand, such as those beneath the
northern dunes (e.g., Figs. 3.9, 3.4A), represent the end member of accumulation
controlled by the aeolian system. In cases of high sand availability, the composition and
primary depositional features of ice-poor sand accumulation would be governed by
aeolian processes and boundary conditions, and accumulation would occur as a function
of a positive sand budget (i.e., more sediment enters than exits the system, Kocurek,
1999). In the northern dune fields, however, sediment starvation is a pervasive boundary
condition, which alone would inhibit sand accumulation. As a result, the cross-stratified
accumulations beneath the northern dune fields rely on induration of dune sediment by
pore-filling ice (Schtaz et al., 2006; Feldman et al., 2008; Herrmann et al., 2008; Putzig et
al., 2013). The process of fixing the accumulation by sediment cementation is common in
terrestrial stabilizing systems (e.g., White Sands, New Mexico, McKee, 1966, Schenk
and Fryberger, 1988; or the Bahamas, Caputo, 1995).
Between the icy and sandy end members of accumulation, mixed sand and ice
accumulation occurs in Chasma Boreale within the transitional depositional system that
represents the conjunction of active aeolian and surface ice-stable cryosphere systems.
Unlike their contemporary layered deposits on the Planum Boreum plateau, the ABb3 ice
deposits within the Chasma Boreale reentrant occur interbedded with dunes (Fig. 3.7) and
yardangs (Fig. 3.6B), and ice is incorporated into sandy dune cross-strata (Fig. 3.11).
Mixed sand and ice accumulation ranges from sand-poor, such as where few yardangs are
separated by classical ice layering (Fig. 3.6B), to sand-rich, such as with the crossstratified deposits beneath the southern dune fields (Fig. 3.11) or the interleaving of
layered ice with bedforms (Fig. 3.7C). The relative volumes of ice and sand indicate the
balance of processes under local boundary conditions at a given time. In the mixed sand
and ice accumulation, the stabilizing character of the system is visible as blanketing of
dunes by ice (Fig. 3.7B-C).
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Preservation
Processes of stabilization do not ensure preservation of the accumulations, which is
required to form the stratigraphic record. For example, Chapter 2 provides examples of
ice-stabilized dune forms in Chasma Boreale that occur on an overall erosional substrate,
and cross-strata accumulated by ice induration may remain at the surface where they are
exposed to deflation (Fig. 3.9). Furthermore, dune fields buried by ice may defrost (Fig.
3.7), allowing sediment to remobilize. As seen beneath the southern dune fields,
permafrost surfaces and ice layers do not prevent subsequent scour of subsurface
sediment deposits (Fig. 3.11).
Although deflation, ice destabilization, and scour all occur on the modern surface, the
presence of an accumulation up to ~ 800 m thick within Chasma Boreale (Fig. 3.10B)
indicates preservation and the building of a stratigraphic record. In this system the
process of preservation is accomplished by continued net accumulation and progressive
burial of accumulations (Kocurek and Ewing, 2012). In aeolian systems, progressive
burial of accumulations occurs when local boundary conditions yield a positive sand
budget, causing the accumulation surface to rise through time (Kocurek and Havholm,
1993). In Chasma Boreale prevailing sediment-limited conditions prevent the
accumulation and preservation of strata by the dynamics of aeolian processes alone. In
addition, active sand transport is likely to scour the substrate through grain impacts, as
well as inhibit surface ice formation. Secondary flow over dune topography may locally
enhance ice sublimation, helping to maintain a low albedo surface hostile to ice growth.
In contrast, ice-stable conditions may yield a growing stratigraphic column of ice (e.g.,
the NPLD).
Within the mixed aeolian-ice transitional environment, therefore, the competing
dynamics of aeolian processes and ice formation appear to be the primary controls on
both accumulation and preservation. The most effective means for the continued burial of
accumulations and the building of a stratigraphic record within Chasma Boreale is
postulated to be periodic ice deposition sufficient to overwhelm aeolian processes.
Analogous processes on Earth sufficient to cause dune field preservation even in
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sediment-starved systems are burial by marine sediments during rapid, low-energy
marine transgressions (Eschner and Kocurek, 1988) or by lava flow (Mountney et al.,
1999; Jerram et al., 1999; Waichel et al., 2008).
Aeolian sequence stratigraphy
Chasma Boreale's stratigraphy can be interpreted in a sequence stratigraphic context.
Figure 3.15A is a composite stratigraphic section parallel to the reentrant as given in
Figure 3.10. The Hesperian-aged rupēs unit surface defines the lower bound of the
stratigraphic record (Fig. 3.15A). The next unit overlying the rupēs unit on the reentrant
floor is the cavi unit, which has been dated as beginning before 3.5 Myr (Tanaka and
Fortezzo, 2012). Any stratigraphic record representing the very long hiatus between the
rupes and the cavi has been removed. While elsewhere on the plateau, cavi unit
accumulations transition gradationally into the overlying NPLD, within the reentrant the
surface of the cavi unit is erosional (Fig. 3.15A). Ice deposition within the reentrant
initiated as early as the onset of ABb1 or as late as deposition of the ABb2 unit. These
early ice deposits on the reentrant floor coexisted or interbedded with at least one active
aeolian field (Figs. 3.13, 3.15A), although additional fields may have existed up-chasma
in areas of greater net accumulation, which are also proximal to eroding cavi unit
outcrops and potential sediment sources (e.g., below dune fields N1 and S1; Fig. 3.10B).
The development of the dune topography-preserving ABb2 surface marks the end of an
aeolian sequence (Fig. 3.15A; sensu Kocurek and Havholm, 1993).
The horizontal and vertical resolution of the geologic record increases in the modern,
post-ABb2 sediments (Fig. 3.15C). Modern accumulations transition between the sandrich, cross-stratified deposits of ABbHU, dune deposits interbedded and intercalated with
layered ice, and pure layered ice. The ice-poor, sandy accumulation beneath the northern
dune fields and the exposed permafrost surfaces between sandy and icy cross-bedded
accumulation beneath the southern dune fields are both indicative of intervals of aeolian
activity punctuated by periods of stabilization by permafrost surfaces or of deflation.
These intervals are higher frequency cycles of the aeolian system within the sequence
context.
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The composite stratigraphy given in Figures 3.15A and 3.15C can be portrayed as a
Wheeler diagram (Fig. 3.15B), which is a spatio-temporal plot of preserved
accumulations and hiatuses (Wheeler, 1958, 1964). Accumulation of the rupēs unit bench
began during the Hesperian and ceased at approximately 3.5 Gyr (Tanaka and Fortezzo,
2012), followed by a period of non-deposition and erosion. On the terminus of
Hyperborea Lingula, these erosional and bypass conditions may have persisted to the
present (Fig. 3.10A). Cavi unit deposition initiated some time before 3.5 Myr (Tanaka
and Fortezzo, 2012); within the reentrant, cavi unit deposition ceased and the unit's
surface became erosional before onset of the NPLD. While cavi unit deposition within
the reentrant may have been more extensive than what is mapped, evidence for a prior,
larger extent does not remain on the reentrant floor. NPLD onset within the reentrant
post-dated the ~ 3.5 Myr end-cavi times (Fig. 3.15B), evidenced by the gradational
transition between cavi unit and NPLD that is present elsewhere on Planum Boreum (e.g.,
Tanaka et al., 2008), but the contact is unconformable in Chasma Boreale. Early ice
growth within the reentrant is hypothesized based on accumulation thickness, and the
precise distribution of early ice deposits is uncertain. It is clear, however, that ice deposits
have grown around topographic relief on the erosional cavi unit surface. At least one
center of aeolian activity was present during ice growth (ice-poor sand accumulation
preceding the sequence surface in Fig. 3.15B), however, it is possible that additional local
sediment systems were also active and interleaved with the ice deposits, as occurs in the
modern system. NPLD growth on the reentrant floor was halted by reentrant-wide
deflation associated with the ABb2 sequence surface, which preserved the underlying
accumulation. The new aeolian sequence has initiated with development of an active
sediment system that laterally transitions between sand-rich, ice-poor, and ice-rich
bedforms. These are separated by bypass and deflation surfaces where the ABb2 sequence
surface remains exposed, as well as by modern ice deposits of the ABb3 unit (Fig. 3.15B).
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Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15. Interpreted sequence stratigraphy and chronostratigraphy of the Chasma Boreale
transitional depositional system. (A) Composite stratigraphic section approximately parallel to
the reentrant and passing through the different modern depositional environments (transect AA' in Figure 3.10). Most of the accumulation on the reentrant floor is from growth of ice ABb1
and ABb2 ice deposits. While only one center of aeolian activity is known to pre-exist the end
of ABb2 deposition and subsequent deflation (buried dunes), other sub-ice dune fields are also
likely. Deflation of the ABb2 surface generated an armoring lag, which has preserved the
underlying accumulation and marks an aeolian sequence boundary. Renewed accumulation in
ABbHU and ABb3 represents the beginning of a new sequence. (B) Inferred chronostratigraphy
of Chasma Boreale portrayed as a Wheeler Diagram. Within the reentrant, HBbr and ABbc are
bounded by erosional (unconformable) upper surfaces with hiatuses between units. The base of
the NPLD rests on the unconformity (although elsewhere on Planum Boreum this transition
may be gradual). Subsequent ice deposition dominated the system with one known occurrence
of aeolian accumulation. Deflation and erosion on the ABb2 surface represents a known
unconformity, followed by modern accumulation, which corresponds to the stratigraphy
inferred in (C) and shows lateral transitions between depositional environments and shifting
environment boundaries through time. Note that the vertical portrayal of geologic time in the
vertical axis is non-linear. (C) Accumulation in Chasma Boreale since development of the
ABb2 surface; topography is shown behind accumulation, and the accumulation is flattened on
the ABb2 surface. Five episodes of aeolian construction and deflation are present beneath both
the northern and southern dune fields. The modern ice sheet also has expressions of
interbedding with transverse and linear dunes, as well as hosting icier yardangs interpreted as
relict dunes.
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Although the stratigraphy preceding the ABb2 sequence surface is uncertain, and
multiple sequences may in fact be present beneath this, the presence of this widespread
deflation surface followed by ABb3 and contemporary ABbHU accumulations expressing
high frequency cycles provides a native starting point for hypothesizing the relation
between the modern Chasma Boreale sequence and contemporary events occurring on
Planum Boreum. Regional desiccation of the ABb2 unit resulted in a dustier interval
within the NPLD and indicates a period of polar ice instability, such as occurs during
Martian ice ages when ice migrates away from the poles toward the mid-latitudes (Head
et al., 2003). The most recent ice age occurred ~ 370 kya (Head et al., 2003) and is
thought to have resulted in widespread visible unconformities in the NPLD. This was
followed by deposition of unit ABb3 (Tanaka et al., 2008; Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012).
Regional subsurface radar mapping has confirmed a widespread angular unconformity at
approximately the same stratigraphic level as the visible unconformities (Smith et al.,
2016). Above the unconformity, approximately six to eight visible layers constitute ABb3
(Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012) and correspond to a similar number of reflections in the
radar-equivalent unit (Smith et al., 2016). The number of layers in the most recent
interval of layered deposit growth closely corresponds with the five to six episodes of
aeolian construction identified on the floor of Chasma Boreale.
CAVI UNIT ANALOG
The Chasma Boreale depositional system and accumulation provide elegant process
and stratigraphic analogs for sections of the cavi unit that transition gradationally into the
NPLD (Fig. 3.16). Transitional cavi unit sequences begin with episodes of aeolian
activity recorded in continuous sandy complexes, isolated dunes, and sand sheets and
lenses; sandy complexes may show evidence for reworking, indicating high frequency
cycling of the aeolian system within sequences (Fig. 3.16C). Aeolian deposits are then
stabilized either by a single thick permafrost surface (e.g., sequences 1, 4, Fig. 3.16B) or
by extensive layered ice deposits (sequences 2-3, 5, Fig. 3.16B). The next sequence
begins with the next episode of aeolian construction.
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Figure 3.16. Interpreted sequence stratigraphy of a transitional cavi unit outcrop in the
headwall of Chasma Boreale. Location is given in Figure 3.1. (A) The transitional cavi
unit interval is icier overall than previously recognized intervals. Layered ice interbeds
with isolated and continuous bodies of sand. Interpreted sequence boundaries underlying
intervals of sand activity are interpreted with black lines; sequences are numbered 1-5.
(B) Interpretation of sequence stratigraphy. Sequence boundaries are in heavy black lines.
These are overlain by sand bodies (tan), which are capped by layered ice. Initial layered
ice typically has either a higher or lower albedo than overlying layered ice, which tends
to be consistent in expression across multiple sequences. Sandy complexes grade into
deflation or bypass flats, but may also incorporate and grade into layered ice deposits. (C)
Sandy complexes may show evidence for high frequency cycles with the construction of
multiple, stacked sets of cross-strata.
The stratigraphic similarity between transitional cavi unit sequences and the Chasma
Boreale accumulation reflects similarity in the systems' depositional characteristics.
Aeolian systems in the transitional environment may pass laterally into ice deposits
(sequence 1, Fig. 3.16B; Fig. 3.15C) or deflation or bypass surfaces (sequence 2, Fig.
3.16B; Fig. 3.15C). Within a single sequence, scales of accumulation can also be
comparable between the modern system and its ancient analog. Sequences in both the
modern and ancient systems may be comprised of as little as a single episode of isolated
dune construction capped by a permafrost surface, or sequences may incorporate layered
ice deposits of substantial thickness (as inferred beneath ABb2 in Chasma Boreale; Fig.
3.15A).
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While individual sequences may be of comparable thickness in the cavi unit and in
Chasma Boreale, the Chasma Boreale accumulation records as few as one sequence (Fig.
3.15), whereas the cavi unit expresses many (e.g., Fig. 3.16). This is likely to be a result
of local boundary conditions within the reentrant. Erosion of the rupēs unit surface as
well as of the cavi unit outcrops along the headwall (Fig. 3.1B) and on the reentrant floor
(Fig. 3.10) indicates that the reentrant has been an area of repeated and sustained erosion
(Fig. 3.15B). Mapping of the top-cavi unit surface indicates that by the approximate end
of cavi unit times, any prior deposits were already eroded, while contemporary wind
modeling shows that the area of the reentrant was already subject to strong winds
(Brothers et al., 2015; their Fig. 8). This contrast highlights the importance of local
boundary conditions in controlling where cavi unit deposits developed and bears
implications for interpreting cavi unit stratigraphy. At any given place, the mode and
scale of accumulation is dependent on local boundary conditions. As a result, sequences
transition between dune fields, ice deposits, and bypass or deflation surfaces. Volumes of
accumulated sediment or ice change drastically, and as a result, episodes of activity may
be better recorded in certain parts of the system than others, and sequence boundaries
may pass laterally into inactive areas, thus becoming indistinguishable. Variability will
also propagate upward as sequences modify antecedent topography, with accumulation
initially favoring topographic lows (e.g., Fig. 3.13A-A'). Sequences most likely
developed locally through infilling of topographic lows. Layered ice deposits would have
initiated in sheltered areas and grown increasingly larger as sediment activity waned and
ice stability increased. Thus, NPLD onset likely occurred at different times across the
plateau, and early ice deposits formed transgressive surfaces over their local systems
before joining over and around topographic obstacles.
CONCLUSIONS
The Chasma Boreale depositional system exhibits characteristics of the aeolian
environments around Planum Boreum as well as the layered ice deposits growing on the
plateau. The coexistence of these dynamics results in a transitional system characterized
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by lateral heterogeneity that develops in response to local boundary conditions. As
boundary conditions change through time and boundaries of the aeolian and cryosphere
environments shift, stratigraphic successions reflecting the changes in environments
result. Regional and possibly global changes in climate influence local boundary
conditions and have resulted in the development of at least one aeolian sequence on the
reentrant floor. Sequences in transitional systems differ from previously identified cavi
sequences in that periods of stabilization and ice transgression are marked by thick
deposits of topography-preserving layered ice instead of thin, amalgamated permafrost
surfaces. Such sequences exist in the cavi unit exposed within Chasma Boreale,
indicating that the modern depositional system is a strong process analog for transitional
cavi unit environments. Similar stratigraphic characteristics as well as common scales of
accumulation also allow the modern accumulation to be used as a stratigraphic analog,
demonstrating how the cavi unit was built.
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Chapter 4: Sequence architecture of the cavi unit, Chasma Boreale,
Mars

INTRODUCTION
Stratigraphic interpretations of the north polar plateau of Mars have focused on
discerning a global climate record from the north polar layered deposits (NPLD; Cutts
and Lewis, 1982; Laskar et al., 2002; Milkovich and Head, 2005; Milkovich et al., 2008;
Fishbaugh et al., 2010b; Hvidberg et al., 2012; Becerra et al., 2016). The underlying
sandy and cross-stratified cavi unit was initially thought to lie subjacent to an
unconformity and thus to represent a wholly different climate regime (Byrne and Murray,
2002; Fishbaugh and Head, 2005). However, more recently, it has been discovered that
the transition into overlying ice deposits is gradational (Herkenhoff et al., 2007; Tanaka
et al., 2008). This observation, coupled with an interpretation of aeolian sequences
recorded within the cavi unit (Kocurek et al., 2011; Kocurek and Ewing, 2012), suggest
that the cavi unit also carries a climatic signal, and one that is in continuity with the
overlying NPLD. Although the lithofacies and sedimentary architectural styles of the cavi
unit and the NPLD differ significantly, it now seems reasonable that these units can be
coupled within the region's extant lithostratigraphic framework (Tanaka et al., 2008;
Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012).
The premise of this paper is that a sequence stratigraphic approach for the transition
of the aeolian-dominated cavi unit into the layered cryogenic NPLD provides a proven
terrestrial-based approach for the gradation between these units. This chapter builds upon
examples from the modern transitional sediment system in Chasma Boreale that show
cavi-type sedimentary environments developed alongside the NPLD (Chapter 3), thus
providing an analog for interpreting cavi unit transitional sequences. Cavi sequences
reveal alternating dominance of aeolian and cryosphere processes through time, with
aeolian processes dominating earlier in time and icy processes becoming increasingly
prevalent more recently, resulting in the layered ice deposits. The continuity of the cavi
unit's sequence stratigraphy with the NPLD implies that a successful climate
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interpretation of the polar plateau's stratigraphic record requires a comprehensive
sequence stratigraphic framework from the base of the cavi unit to the modern surface.
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Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Context for Planum Boreum and the Chasma Boreale cavi unit exposure. (A)
MOLA topography of the north polar plateau, overlain by a hillshade. Chasma Boreale is
the reentrant separating the main lobe of Planum Boreum from the secondary lobe,
Gemini Lingula. Exposures of the cavi unit line the headwall of Boreum Cavus, the
topographic depression at the head of Chasma Boreale. (B) Cavi unit exposure along the
headwall of Boreum Cavus (location denoted by the red box in (A)). The outcrop is
divided by promontories into three arcuate segments, referred to herein as the northern,
central, and southern outcrops. Figures in this work are subsets of the HiRISE images
shown here.
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GEOLOGIC CONTEXT
The Middle to Late Amazonian cavi unit (~ 3.5 Myr; Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012)
marks the beginning of the modern period of accumulation on the north polar plateau of
Mars, Planum Boreum (Fig. 4.1A). The cavi unit unconformably overlies the much older
(~ 3.5 Gyr), sandy rupēs unit (Tanaka et al., 2008), erosion of which is thought to have
sourced the younger aeolian deposits. The erosional contact between the two units
expresses up to a kilometer of relief (Tanaka et al., 2008; Brothers et al., 2015), which
exerted topographic control on cavi-contemporary katabatic wind flow (Brothers et al.,
2013; Brothers et al., 2015) and the distribution of sediment-rich accumulations (e.g.,
Brothers et al., 2013). The stratigraphic record of the cavi unit reveals an active niveoaeolian system characterized by the interplay of aeolian and cryosphere processes
(Herkenhoff et al., 2007; Tanaka et al., 2008; Kocurek and Ewing, 2012).
Within the cavi unit, sandy, cross-stratified intervals and preserved dune forms
interbed and intercalate with layered ice and permafrost surfaces (Herkenhoff et al., 2007;
Tanaka et al., 2008; Kocurek and Ewing, 2012; Kocurek et al., 2011). As demonstrated in
analogous modern circumpolar systems, the high degree of lateral and vertical
heterogeneity visible in the cavi unit resulted from the strong influence of local boundary
conditions including antecedent topography, sediment availability, local steering of
katabatic winds, and local surface ice stability (Chapters 2, 3). Despite depositional
system heterogeneity, however, stacked sequences in the cavi unit have been identified;
these consist of sandy, cross-stratified, dune-rich intervals grading upward into stabilized
permafrost surfaces and layered ice (Kocurek and Ewing, 2012; Chapter 3). From these, a
climate-driven sequence stratigraphic framework has been proposed for the cavi unit.
Gradual sediment loss is imposed on the repeating sequences (Herkenhoff et al.,
2007). The cavi unit culminates in isolated, ice-rich dunes and local lateral transgression
into the overlying NPLD (Tanaka et al., 2008; Kocurek et al., 2011). Across this
boundary, the volume of water ice increases from approximately equal to that of the sand
(Nunes and Phillips, 2006) to ≥ 95% of the bulk volume (Grima et al., 2009).
Concomitant with changing composition, the depositional style changes into topographydraping layers that are laterally continuous in outcrop and in the subsurface for up to 100s
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of kilometers (Malin and Edgett, 2001; Fishbaugh and Hvidberg, 2006; Milkovich et al.,
2008; Phillips et al., 2008; Putzig et al., 2009; Holt et al., 2010; Becerra et al., 2016),
suggesting deposition by atmospheric sedimentation (Murray et al., 1972; Cutts, 1973) or
by nucleation of frost on the surface. Despite lateral continuity of layering, however, the
NPLD stratigraphic record is incomplete and marked by local (Tanaka et al., 2008;
Christian et al., 2013) and regional (Holt et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2016) unconformities.
Just as the cavi unit has been framed in climate-driven stratigraphic sequences, an
independent, climate-driven framework has been proposed for the NPLD. In it, regional
unconformities have been correlated to the modeled dates of global ice ages, during
which ice migrates from the poles toward the equator (Head et al., 2003). The most recent
of these, at ~ 370 kyr, purportedly resulted in a regional unconformity at ~ 300 m depth
in the NPLD (Smith et al., 2016) and corresponds to the transition into the layered
Planum Boreum 3 unit (ABb3; Tanaka et al., 2008; Tanaka and Fortezzo, 2012). This
episode is potentially related to the development of a modern aeolian sequence on the
floor of Chasma Boreale (Chapter 3). The contemporary development of an
unconformity-bound package in the NPLD with a niveo-aeolian sequence comparable to
those of the cavi unit suggests that the cavi unit and the NPLD can be subsumed into a
unified sequence stratigraphy.
METHODS
The sequence stratigraphy of the cavi unit exposed in Chasma Boreale was studied in
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) images ESP_018911_2650,
ESP_019044_2650, ESP_019043_2645, and ESP_018832_2645 (Fig. 4.1B). These yield
approximately 40 km (straight-line distance) of coverage along the headscarp of Boreum
Cavus (Fig. 4.1A) at a resolution of ~ 25 cm/pixel (McEwen et al., 2007). Based on
complete mapping of ESP_019044_2650 and surveys of the other images, the range of
lithofacies present in the outcrop was classified by primary depositional features,
geometry, and relative proportions of sediment and water ice as estimated by apparent
albedo.
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As traditionally defined in terrestrial systems, a sequence is a succession of
conformable, genetically related strata bound by unconformities and their correlative
conformities (Mitchum et al., 1977). Previously applied to the cavi unit, sequences were
recognized by the presence of sandy intervals containing cross-strata, which are
indicative of aeolian activity, capped by permafrost surfaces that stabilized the dune
accumulations and represent hiatuses in aeolian construction (Kocurek and Ewing, 2012).
Renewed aeolian activity locally scoured the surface but was followed by aeolian
accumulation of another sequence.
The original definition of a cavi unit sequence must be expanded based on results
obtained in Chapter 3, which demonstrate that when surface ice is stable an aeolian
sequence may also terminate with an interval of layered ice deposition. The aeolian-to-ice
sequence is typical of cavi unit systems transitioning between the dominant control of
aeolian and cryosphere processes (Chapter 3). Multiple frequencies, or orders, of
sequences were also discovered within the transitional sequence stratigraphy of Chasma
Boreale. The presence of multiple orders of sequences draws attention to the difficulty of
defining sequence orders based on limited outcrop studies. Within this work sequences
are recognized by their relative order at the outcrop scale; correlations of these orders to
climate events is unknown. Sequences referred to herein as "first-order" are represented
by an aeolian-to-ice transitions that span the scale of the outcrops studied. First-order
sequences correspond to the longest time period and consist of a stratigraphic body of the
same lithofacies or one that shows a vertical and lateral gradation of types of lithofacies.
Within first-order sequences, higher frequency episodes of aeolian activity punctuated by
ice activity are recorded. The expression of higher orders of sequences is increasingly
dependent on the local balance of aeolian or cryosphere processes (Chapter 3), and their
relationship to more regional climate events is unknown. In the results these are referred
to as "high frequency sequences".
Based on these definitions of cavi unit sequences (Kocurek and Ewing, 2012;
Kocurek et al., 2011; Chapter 3), first order sequences were mapped in each HiRISE
image. Topography used is from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) Experiment
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Gridded Data Records (MEGDR; Smith et al., 2003), which has a horizontal resolution of
115 m/pixel (Smith et al., 2003) and a vertical accuracy of approximately 1 m (Smith et
al., 2001). All data were co-registered in ESRI's ArcGIS software, and the stratigraphy
was manually digitized. Where reported, cross-strata and bounding surface dips are
apparent.
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Figure 4.2. Facies classification for the Chasma Boreale cavi unit exposure. (A) Dark
terrigenous material lacks internal albedo contrasts and is frequently associated with
cover by modern ripples. Dirty ice may be finely layered or primary depositional features
may be obscured by extensive polygonal fracturing. Location is given in Figure 4.3B. (B)
Isolated dune forms are encased in ice and either have no internal albedo contrast or
exhibit icy foresets (as here). Icy cavi typically occurs as lenses or sheets that may or may
not be faintly layered or cross-stratified with ice. Layered ice is the cavi-contemporary
equivalent of the NPLD and is prominently layered. Location is given in Figure 4.3C. (C)
Dark material with icy foresets is cross-stratified with ice and sand and may also contain
icy bounding surfaces. Bounding surfaces separate episodes of aeolian activity (denoted
by Roman numerals I-III). Ice deposits overlying complexes of sand commonly preserve
dune topography. Location is given in Figure 4.3B. (D) Sheets of icy cavi sand transition
vertically into intervals that appear to be cross-stratified with ice. These transition upward
into dark material with icy foresets. Icy cavi sheets are separated by polygonallyfractured permafrost surfaces. Location is given in Figure 4.3A. (E) Dirty ice that is
faintly cross-stratified overlies brighter layered dirty ice. Dark material with icy foresets
transitions upwards into cross-bedded dirty ice. Location is given in Figure 4.3B.
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RESULTS
Outcrop description
The Boreum Cavus exposure is divided by promontories into three arcuate outcrops,
which are referred to as the northern, central, and southern outcrops (Fig. 4.1B). Each
outcrop shows a progression from cavi unit into layered ice. The unconformable contact
with the underlying rupēs unit is not readily apparent and is most likely covered by the
mantled and polygonally fractured surface that overlies the base of the exposure. Outcrop
slopes range from approximately 3.5° to as high as 68° degrees. The lowest slopes occur
along the base of the outcrop. These transition into intermediate slopes (~ 10-20°) where
oblique, sand-rich exposures dominate. Consistent with observations that ice-rich
deposits are more competent than sand-rich intervals (Herkenhoff et al., 2007), the
highest slopes occur in the upper, ice-rich sections of cavi unit.
Facies descriptions
Six facies have been identified in the Boreum Cavus exposure (Fig. 4.2). These are:
(1) dark terrigenous material, (2) dark material with icy foresets, (3) icy cavi, (4) isolated
dunes, (5) dirty ice, and (6) layered ice. Complexes of low albedo sand that lack obvious
cross-bedding or internal bounding surfaces are mapped as dark terrigenous material (Fig.
4.2A). These complexes may lack obvious dune form due to poor exposure, erosion, or
degradation (Fig. 4.2A), or they may have clearly preserved dune topography without
sufficient internal albedo contrast to recognize primary depositional structures (Fig.
4.2C). Ripple cover on the outcrop may also obscure preserved dune structure (Fig.
4.2A). When low albedo sandy bodies host one or more ice layers present either as
bounding surfaces or cross-stratified with the sand, they are classified as dark material
with icy foresets (Figs. 4.2C-D). Sand complexes may contain both facies (Fig. 4.2C).
Icy cavi deposits are characterized by a low to intermediate albedo and typically form
lenses or sheets. In some places the possibility exists that the intermediate albedo may
result from surface frost. Icy cavi deposits may either be without structure or be cross143

stratified or layered with ice (Figs. 4.2B, 4.2D). When extremely icy, icy cavi deposits
may host polygonal fracturing, or icy cavi layers or cross-strata may grade into dirty ice
deposits. Cavi unit sand is also present in the form of isolated dunes (Fig. 4.2B). Isolated
dunes are entirely encased by ice, however, they may transition laterally into thin sand
sheets or sand lenses. Dirty ice is a high albedo deposit that is cross-bedded, layered, or
undifferentiable due to polygonal fracturing (Figs. 4.2A-C, E). Classic NPLD-style
layering (Fig. 4.2B), which is classified as layered ice, occurs lateral to, interbedded with,
and superjacent to the other types of deposits. Layered ice is the cavi unit-contemporary
facies equivalent to the NPLD.
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Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3
Figure 4.3. (cont)
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Figure 4.3. (cont)
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Figure 4.3. Large-scale sequence architecture of the northern, central, and southern
outcrops. Context for these figures is given in Figure 4.1B. (A) The northern outcrop is
characterized by five first-order sequences (northern sequences 1-5; N1-N5) of ice-poor
and sand-rich cavi material. The bottom sequence (in orange) is capped by an erosional
surface, over which the second sequence (in blue) aggrades and progrades. The second
sequence is truncated to the north by a downcutting, erosional surface. Subsequent
sequences are aggradational, but the architectures of higher frequency sequences within
first-order sequences change expression. An abrupt contact divides the cavi unit from the
overlying NPLD. (B) Approximately twenty first-order sequences (central sequences 120; C1-C20) have been mapped in the central outcrop. Sequences in the central outcrop
dip northward, resulting in younging to the north. Exposures of the oldest sequences in
the outcrop (C1-C10) are shortened as a result of this dip. Part of the apparent northward
thickening of intermediate sequences C11-C14 results from decreasing outcrop slope,
although sand lenses and sheets also amalgamate into larger complexes in this direction,
which contributes to increasing thickness. The youngest sequences, C17-C20, are
dominated by icy facies. (C) In the southern outcrop, 17 first-order sequences (southern
sequences 1-17; S1-S17) have been mapped. The youngest three sequences, S15-S17,
have been correlated across the southern promontory to central sequences C1-C3; the
colors of these sequences are the same. Lower sequence dips in the southern outcrop
result in longer exposures and an improved ability to understand lateral changes in
sequence architecture.
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Sequence architecture
Northern outcrop
The northern outcrop (Figs. 4.3A, 4.4) is dominated by sand-rich lithofacies,
including dark terrigenous material, dark material with icy foresets, and icy cavi. Dirty
ice and layered ice deposits are absent within these outcrops of the cavi unit. There are
five first-order sequences (represented by different colors in Figure 4.3A) that are
distinguished by either upper erosional surfaces that downcut into underlying deposits or
by changing architectural style of high frequency sequences embedded within the firstorder sequences (Fig. 4.3A). Northern first-order sequence 1 (N1; in orange, Fig. 4.3A) is
first visible at the permafrost floor of Boreum Cavus (although its lower surface may lie
beneath this) and is capped by an erosional surface with prominent topography (Figs.
4.4C-E). Between 5 and 6 high frequency sequences are present in the northern part of
N1 (Fig. 4.4C). These high frequency, tabular sequences show sparse, low-angle crossstratification with apparent dips to the north, and the sequences are separated by thin, icy,
and poorly developed permafrost surfaces (Fig. 4.4C). The high frequency tabular
sequences are truncated laterally by the upper erosional surface (Fig. 4.4E) where it
creates a topographic low (Fig. 4.3A). Within the topographic depression, the erosional
surface truncates ice-rich cavi deposits with south-dipping cross-strata (Fig. 4.4D).
First-order sequence N2 (in blue, Fig. 4.3A) forms a prograding wedge that infills the
topographic low. On top of the high, there are between 4 and 6 aggrading, tabular high
frequency sequences that intermittently exhibit low-contrast cross-bedding (Figs. 4.4C,
E). Where N1 was scoured to form the topographic low, the high frequency sequences of
N2 prograde off of the topographic high with a low apparent dip to the south (Fig. 4.4E).
Sequence N2 is capped by a downcutting erosional surface that truncates the aggrading
sequences in the northern part of the outcrop (Fig. 4.3A). As a result, sequence N3
unconformably overlies sequence N1 at the northernmost edge of the exposure (Fig.
4.3A). Sequence N3 is characterized by between three and five tabular, cross-strata-poor,
high frequency sequences separated by poorly developed permafrost surfaces (Figs. 4.4BC). These pass upward into sequence N4 (in green, Fig. 4.3A), which is characterized by
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closely spaced, well-developed permafrost surfaces that typically merge and split.
Chaotic permafrost surfaces separate irregular sand sheets and lenses capped by icy
foresets building to the north (Figs. 4.4A-B). Sequence N4 grades transitionally into the
overlying sequence N5 (in purple, Fig. 4.3A), which exhibits well-developed cross-strata
sets and preserved dunes (Fig. 4.4A).
Across the northern outcrop, the cavi unit is capped by an abrupt contact with the
overlying NPLD (Figs. 4.4A, 4.5A). In the southern part of the outcrop, NPLD deposits
have been subsequently eroded, leaving an oblique exposure of cavi unit at the surface
(Fig. 4.5A) and emphasizing the unconformable nature of this contact. Further to the
south on the northern promontory (Fig. 4.1B), cavi unit sequences that are continuous
with those to the north are truncated at a low angle and overlain by layered ice deposits
(Fig. 4.5B). The ice deposits above the unconformity are continuous with layered ice
present in the younger cavi unit sequences of the central outcrop (Fig. 4.5B). These cavicontemporary layered ice deposits, therefore, appear to be continuous with, but are
somewhat older than the NPLD deposits that unconformably cap the northern cavi
outcrop. The distinction between cavi-contemporary layered ice and NPLD is drawn by
the presence of sand deposits interbedded with the cavi-contemporary ice, and the
conspicuous absence of such sand deposits in the NPLD.
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Figure 4.4. First-order sequences within the northern outcrop are identified by the
presence of downcutting surfaces that truncate subjacent layers as well as changes in the
expression of higher frequency sequences. First-order sequences are numbered down the
right side of the frame, and sequence boundary colors correspond to those shown in
Figure 4.3A. Locations on the outcrop are given in Figure 4.3A. (A) Directly below the
abrupt contact with the NPLD, sequence N5 (in purple, Fig. 4.3A) is characterized by
dark terrigenous material displaying well-developed, icy sets of cross-strata, dune forms,
and icy bounding surfaces. The cross-strata rich interval transitions downward into
sequence N4 (in green, Fig. 4.3A), which is characterized by chaotic, thin, polygonally
fractured permafrost surfaces that define icy cavi sand sheets and lenses. (B) Sequence
N4 is characterized by sand sheets and lenses divided by chaotic permafrost surfaces.
Regular, high albedo, diagonal elements may be cross-strata, indicating the sand sheets
are instead the accumulation of a migrating dune. The underlying sequence N3 (in red,
Fig. 4.3A) is characterized by tabular high frequency sequences that commonly lack
internal ice and are divided by poorly developed permafrost surfaces. (C) Sequence N1
(in orange, Fig. 4.3A) is characterized by tabular sequences similar to those of N3. The
tabular sequences exhibit infrequent, faint icy cross-strata. Sequence N1 is capped by an
erosional surface that is overlain by sequence N2 (in blue, Fig. 4.3A), also characterized
by tabular high frequency sequences. Aggrading sequences of N2 are truncated by a
downcutting surface. Ice layers have formed on the erosional topography of the N2/N3
contact. (D) Erosional relief on the surface between N1 and N2. The erosional surface
truncates cross-stratified and layered deposits of N1. Patchy surface frost has formed
above the contact, locally obscuring the expression of N2. (E) The erosional surface
separating N1 and N2 truncated the horizontal, tabular high frequency sequences of N1
and formed a topographic depression. Ice layers formed on top of the erosional surface.
The tabular, horizontal high frequency sequences of N2 aggraded on top of the
topographic high. N2 sequences have an apparent southward dip off of the topographic
high, indicating progradation into and infilling of the topographic depression. The
downcutting surface that defines the top of sequence N2 was followed by layered ice
deposition and aggradation of the tabular, high frequency sequences of N3.
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Figure 4.5. Expressions of the abrupt contact between the northern cavi outcrop and
overlying NPLD. Figure locations are given in Figure 4.1B. (A) NPLD deposits
overlying the southern part of the northern outcrop have been eroded, revealing an
oblique outcrop of the cavi unit and the abrupt transition into the overlying water ice
deposits. (B) Across the northern promontory, the cavi unit of the northern outcrop is
truncated with an angular relationship by late, ice-rich cavi sequences of the central
outcrop. The ice-rich cavi unit sequences overlying the unconformity on the promontory
appear to be in a continuous succession with the NPLD deposits to the north, however,
precise delineation of the stratigraphy is not possible due to north-facing slopes on the
promontory.
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Central outcrop
Twenty first-order sequences (sequences C1-C20; Fig. 4.3B) were mapped within the
central outcrop. The central outcrop sequences are stacked vertically with a low apparent
northward dip that causes a younging trend to the north (Fig. 4.3B). In contrast to the
northern outcrop, where ice-rich facies are absent within the cavi unit and sequence
boundaries are marked by outcrop-wide erosion and a change in high frequency sequence
architecture, in the central outcrop, dirty ice and layered deposits ubiquitously interbed
and intercalate with sandier cavi unit deposits (Figs. 4.6-4.8). As defined for the sequence
stratigraphy of Chasma Boreale (Chapter 3), in the central outcrop sequences are
delineated by the repeated interbedding of ice with sandy intervals; the base of a sandy
unit (dark terrigenous material, dark material with icy foresets, isolated dune, or icy cavi)
defines the lower sequence boundary, and the upper sequence boundary is defined by the
top of the capping ice deposit (dirty ice or layered ice). While sharing this common
definition, sequence expression changes gradationally from the older to the younger
sequences.
In the oldest part of the outcrop (sequences C1-C10; Fig. 4.3B), sandy intervals are
composed of dark terrigenous material; icy foresets or bounding surfaces are rare (Fig.
4.6). Sandy intervals are characterized by sheet and lens geometries (Fig. 4.6) that vary in
apparent thickness as a function of material competence and outcrop slope. Sheets and
lenses stack vertically. Multiple lenses separated by merged icy intervals may be present
on a single stratigraphic horizon (e.g., C4; Fig. 4.6); alternatively, lenses may be
connected by a thin sandy stratum suggesting lens geometry is controlled by recesses in
the ice due to differential erosion (e.g., apparent lens, C11; Fig. 4.6). Although icy crossstrata are absent, the more oblique sandy intervals are punctuated by thin permafrost
surfaces that delineate high frequency sequences (e.g., C3 and C6; Fig. 4.6). High
frequency sequence-capping permafrost surfaces merge with subjacent icy intervals.
Despite variable outcrop slope, competent, icy intervals have approximately uniform
apparent thicknesses (< 50 m; Fig. 4.6). Icy intervals are almost unanimously polygonally
fractured, and ice layering is largely absent; where icy layers are present, they grade into
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Figure 4.6. Characteristic architectures of older sequences from the central outcrop (C3C11). First-order sequences are defined by disconnected sand sheets and lenses that are
separated by polygonally-fractured ice deposits. Both sandy and icy intervals lack
extensive evidence for cross-stratification and layering. Within sandy intervals, thinner
permafrost surfaces divide sand deposits. First-order sequences are identified both by the
lateral continuity of overlying ice deposits as well as the presence of internally-contained
higher-frequency sequences. The colors of sequence boundaries correspond to sequences
shown in Figure 4.3B. Location for this figure is given in Figure 4.3B.
polygonally fractured intervals (C8; Fig. 4.6). Contacts between sand bodies and capping
ice intervals appear smooth and lack evidence for erosional relief.
With decreasing age in the outcrop (C12-C15; Fig. 4.3B), sandy intervals become less
numerous and consolidate into continuous sand complexes of dark terrigenous material
and dark material with icy foresets (Fig. 4.7). The upper contacts of sand complexes are
characterized by preserved topographic surfaces that are commonly consistent with dune
morphologies (Figs. 4.2C, 4.7); dunes and icy foresets indicate apparent northward
migration (Fig. 4.7). First-order sequences are typically capped by ice deposits that are of
approximately equivalent thickness to the sand complexes (e.g., C14, C15; Fig. 4.7A).
Within sand complexes, high frequency sequences of aeolian activity, stabilization, and
re-working or re-activation are separated by icy bounding surfaces (intervals labeled with
Roman numerals I-III; Fig. 4.7B). An additional, atypical sequence is also present within
sequence C15 (Fig4.7). The atypical sequence lacks a thick ice deposit, which is common
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Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7. Changing vertical and lateral expression of first-order sequences of
intermediate age (C13-C15) in the central outcrop. (A) First-order sequences C13-C15
are defined by thicker, more continuous sand bodies than are present in older sequences
to the south (e.g., Fig. 4.6). Sand complexes are frequently capped by dune forms
preserved by overlying ice deposits; note that these are not considered isolated dunes
because they form on top of sand deposits. The ice capping the sand complexes is
laterally continuous, approximately as thick as the sand complexes, and typically heavily
fractured. Within sequence C15, a laterally-continuous permafrost surface stands out as a
sequence surface, however, it lacks the thick ice accumulation that denotes first-order
sequences in this part of the outcrop. It is more developed, however, than icy bounding
surfaces in the sand complex of sequence C14. Comparing the architectures of the two
higher frequency sequences suggests there may exist multiple orders of sequences. (B)
The expression of sequences C14 and C15 changes to the south. Sand complexes become
thinner while the thickness of overlying ice deposits remains consistent. Note that the
sandy interval of younger sequence C15 diminishes in thickness more than that of the
older sequence C14. The thin, well-developed permafrost surface within C15 persists, as
well, indicating that it is a surface of lateral continuity comparable in extent to that of the
first-order sequence. Within the sandy interval of C14, three episodes of aeolian activity
separated by bounding surfaces are present (Roman numeral I-III). Figure locations are
given in Figure 4.3B, and sequence boundaries are in the same colors as those in the
context figure.
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for central outcrop first-order sequences, however, it is capped by a well-developed and
laterally extensive permafrost surface. This may represent an intermediate order of
sequence.
The consolidated sand complexes of sequences C12-C15 transition southward into
thinner and more disconnected complexes composed of isolated dunes, sand sheets, and
sand lenses (Fig. 4.7B). This transition occurs over shorter lateral distances (i.e., farther
to the north) for sequence C15 than for sequence C14 (Fig. 4.7B). The icy intervals that
cap each of these sequences, however, maintain an approximately constant thickness
(Fig. 4.7). The pattern of sand complexes in younger sequences transitioning into thinner
and more disconnected sand deposits progressively farther to the north has two impacts
on outcrop architecture. Firstly, the lateral transition into ice deposits transgresses from
the southern parts of the outcrop to northern parts of the outcrop. Secondly, southern
parts of the outcrop transition vertically into layered ice deposits while to the north there
is contemporary development of sand complexes.
The youngest sequences of the central outcrop (C17-C20; Fig. 4.3A) are
characterized by greater volumes of dirty and layered ice than by sand; where sand is
present, it is as icy cavi or isolated dunes (Fig. 4.8A). Albedo banding in the ice is
commonly caused by transitions between icy cavi, layered dirty ice, and polygonally
fractured dirty ice intervals (Fig. 4.8A). Thicker polygonally fractured intervals may
express muted horizontal or topography-draping layers (Fig. 4.8A). Thin, laterally
continuous sand sheets punctuate the uppermost icy intervals but grade laterally into icy
contacts (Fig. 4.8B). As a result, the vertical transition into the NPLD occurs by the
gradual decrease of terrigenous sediment.
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Figure 4.8. Central outcrop sequences C16-C20 are dominated by icy lithofacies,
although the southward decrease in sand occurrence and thickness is still present. (A) As
opposed to thick sand complexes such as are present in older sequences, the upper cavi
sequences are sparsely populated by isolated dunes and sand sheets punctuated by layered
and polygonally fractured ice deposits. (B) To the south, sequence C20 loses its sand
deposits, resulting in stacking of ice; here, the sequence architecture of sandy intervals
capped by ice deposits is absent as a result, and the cavi unit is characterized by
successive ice deposits. Figure locations are given in Figure 4.3B, and sequence
boundaries are in the same colors as shown in the context figure.

Southern outcrop
First-order sequences of the central outcrop correlate with uncertainty to sequences of
the southern outcrop. The southern promontory exhibits no overt evidence for a major
unconformity, although the oblique, degraded exposure and pole-facing orientation of the
steeper northern promontory wall (Fig. 4.1B) complicate a precise correlation. The most
certain interpretation correlates the uppermost southern sequence (sequence S17, dark red
in Fig. 4.3C) to the third lowest central sequence (sequence C3, dark red in Fig. 4.3B;
Fig. 4.9, optional). While this correlation may have an error of two sequences (based on
alternative interpretations using older sequences), it is certain that the southern outcrop
section is continuous with, but older than, the central outcrop. Belonging to a transitional,
mixed sand and ice system, sequences in the southern outcrop (S1-S17; Fig. 4.3C) are
defined in the same way as those in the central outcrop, although there are subtle
differences in the expression of facies within sequences.
Whereas in the central outcrop the icy intervals capping aeolian sequences are
typically undifferentiable polygonally fractured ice (Figs. 4.6-4.8), in the southern
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Figure 4.9. In the southern outcrop, ice intervals that cap sand complexes are more
prominently layered than those in the central outcrop, where polygonal fracturing is the
dominant ice expression. Layered ice deposits in the style of classic NPLD layering
typically vary in albedo from the bottom of the sequence to the top (e.g., within sequence
S9). The southward extent of aeolian intervals (i.e., the "ice line") in the southern outcrop
transgresses northward with less regularity than in the central outcrop, resulting in
frequent stacking of icy intervals belonging to different sequences (e.g., sequences S8
and S9, and S10 and S11). Figure location is given in Figure 4.3C, and sequence
boundaries are colored as in the context figure.
outcrop, sequence-capping icy deposits are prominently layered, and darker layered
intervals are usually bound by bright layered or polygonally fractured intervals (Fig. 4.9).
Particularly between sequences S5 to S10 (Fig. 4.3C), sandy intervals host a greater
number of icy cavi deposits in which cross-strata are polygonally fractured (Fig 4.10AB). These polygonally fractured cross-strata typically grade laterally into dirty layered ice
(Figs. 4.10A-B), which is a relationship absent from the central outcrop. More frequently
in the southern outcrop, as well, the geometry of sandy complexes is controlled by
infilling of topographic lows with sandy deposits thinning over associated topographic
highs (Figs. 4.10B-C). There is also a notable increase in the number of sequences
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Figure 4.10. Examples of how facies are expressed differently within the southern
outcrop as compared to the central outcrop. (A) Icy cavi intervals are larger, approaching
dune scale. As in sequence S7, icy cavi intervals may also be cross-stratified with thick,
erosionally-resistant and polygonally fractured cross-strata that grade laterally into
layered ice. This expression is not seen in the central outcrop, where icy cavi layers and
cross-strata are filamentous ice layers. (B) Polygonally-fractured icy cavi cross-strata are
preserved at the dune scale in sequence S6; cross-strata transition into layered ice to the
south. Cross-strata within sequence S6 form in interleaved sets with opposing dips, which
is consistent with partial preservation of a linear dune. The presence of a linear dune
suggests a mixed morphology dune system comparable to that which is active in Chasma
Boreale. The S6 linear dune was truncated by erosion at the base of sequence S7, which
subsequently infilled topographic variability. Note that sequence S7 is capped by a welldevleoped, but thin, permafrost surface lacking thick ice deposits. The prevalence of this
style of sequence boundary in the southern outcrop suggests that this architecture is
common and may represent either a first- or higher order sequence. (C) Sand complexes
in the southern outcrop are more likely than in the central outcrop to respond to
topography by filling lows and pinching out over highs. This is particularly prominent in
the lower sequences, as topographic irregularity is reduced by this mechanism higher in
the outcrop. Figure locations are given Figure 4.3C, and sequence boundaries are colored
as in the context figure.
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differentiated by a thin, laterally continuous permafrost surface lacking a thick ice deposit
(e.g., sequences S5 and S7 in Figure 4.10B; sequences S1-S5 in Figure 4.10C). Lacking
the context of a majority of first-order sequences with extensive ice deposits, as occurs in
the central outcrop, these are interpreted as first-order sequences in the southern outcrop.
Within the southern sequences, sandy intervals exhibit more topographic variability
as well as more response to topography (e.g., S1-S6, Fig. 4.10C; S13-14, Fig. 4.11A)
than is common in the central sequences (e.g., Figs. 4.6-4.7). In the central sequences,
topographic variability on sand complexes is preserved and mimicked by thick ice
deposits (Fig. 4.7). This stands in contrast to sequences in the southern outcrop, in which
topography generated by dunes is visibly infilled by ice deposits that thicken in low areas
associated with dune lee faces while thinning over dune crests (sequence S13, Figs.
11.4A-B). Intervals of infilling ice are followed by intervals of draping ice, which
preserve the more muted topographic relief (e.g., sequence S13, Fig. 4.11A). Sand
deposits of subsequent sequences then accumulate in the topographic lows, further
leveling the topography (sequences S3-S6, Fig. 4.10C; sequence S13, Fig. 4.11A).
Several instances of erosion through sequence-capping ice deposits into underlying
aeolian accumulation are also present in the southern outcrop (sequence S6, Fig. 4.10C;
Fig. 4.11B; sequence S12, Fig. 4.11C); such occurrences are absent in the central
outcrop.
In the southern outcrop, the lower northward dip (Fig. 4.3C) and longer outcrop
length (Fig. 4.1B) provide a better opportunity to understand the local cavi transition into
layered ice deposits. In the northern parts of the outcrop, sand intervals decrease in
apparent thickness through time (Fig. 4.12A), although this may be an effect of
increasing slope with increasing ice content. Independent of exposure geometry, sand
intervals become more disconnected higher in the section and have an increased
occurrence of intervening bypass or deflation surfaces between sand-rich complexes and
isolated dunes (Fig. 4.12A). In the upper sections of the northern part of the southern
outcrop, discrete dune morphologies emerge; these occur either individually or in trains
of dunes (Fig. 4.12A). Overall, the vertical transition into the NPLD is incomplete in the
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Figure 4.11. Sequence expressions unique to the southern outcrop include erosional
sequence surfaces and infilling of topographic relief by subsequent sequences. (A)
Topographic relief caused by dunes in sequence S13 is largely filled in by layered ice
deposits. Early ice layers thin over the topographic high of the dunes but thicken at the
base of the lee face, suggesting that this is an example of ice deposition nucleating in the
sheltered lee of the dune. Later ice deposits, such as those in the darker band of ice within
S13, develop uniformly over the dune topography and preserve the remaining
topographic relief, indicating ice cohesiveness exceeded the ability of the wind to
redistribute the ice into bedforms. Sand deposits of sequence S14 formed in the
topographic low between the S13 dunes; similar ice dynamics further dampened the
topographic relief such that sequence S15 formed on an almost horizontal surface. Dune
topography within S15 was preserved by capping ice deposits, and the sands of S16 built
on the slight topographic rise. (B) Topographic relief on sequence surfaces decreases due
to infilling by ice. A combination of thicker ice deposits in the lee of a preserved dune as
well as uniformly-deposited ice layers smooths the topography. An erosional sequence
surface (in white) shows a location at which a younger sand interval has eroded through
the sequence-capping ice deposits to re-work older sand accumulation. (C) The erosion of
sequence S12 by S13 is an additional example of an erosional sequence contact.
Sequence S13 eroded through the sequence-capping accumulation of layered ice to rework underlying sand deposits. Figure locations for (A) and (C) are given in Figure 4.3C,
and figure location for (B) is given in Figure 4.1B. Colored lines represent sequence
surfaces; (B) falls outside of the mapped interval, hence sequence numbers are not
provided.
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northern parts of the outcrop (Fig. 4.12A), however, in the southern parts, the correlative
vertical transition into layered ice is complete (Fig. 4.12C).
In contrast to the central outcrop, the lateral transition into the NPLD in the southern
outcrop is not only complete, but also is more complex. Sequences lower in the cavi unit
are characterized by laterally continuous sand complexes that grade into thinner sand
deposits to the south (e.g., sequences S1-S5, Fig. 4.12). Sequences S6-S13 (Fig. 4.12)
transition southward into isolated sand lenses and then into classical layered ice deposits,
while the uppermost sequence (S14, Fig. 4.12) transitions rapidly into layered ice
deposits (Fig. 4.12B). The lateral southward transition of successive sequences into
NPLD, however, does not occur monotonically as in the central outcrop. Rather, layered
ice (e.g., sequences S7, S9-11, S14; Fig. 4.12B) interleaves with sandy cavi units (e.g.,
sequences S5, S8, and S13, Fig. 4.12B) before the facies vertically unify (Fig. 4.12C).
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Figure 4.12. Vertical and lateral transitions in sequence architecture in the southern
outcrop. (A) In the northern part of the outcrop (Fig. 4.3C), the vertical transition into
overlying layered ice deposits is incomplete. Sand complexes decrease in thickness and
connectedness with decreasing height in the section. (B) A section through the same
sequences farther south along the outcrop (Fig. 4.3C) shows the same vertical trend,
however, there is an overall decrease in the occurrence of sand intervals; where
sequences still host sand intervals, they tend to be lenses and sheets as opposed to large
complexes and isolated dunes and trains of dunes. Layered ice deposits capping each
sequence remain well developed. Note that sequences S9 through S11 host no sand, while
sequences S8 and S12 do. This is an example of the oscillating "ice line" (southernmost
occurrence of sand within a sequence) and intertonguing of sandy and icy deposits in the
southern outcrop. The ice line is farther to the south in sequence S8, transgresses
northward through sequences S9-S11, and then regresses back to the south in sequences
S12 and S13. (C) Farther to the south (Fig. 4.1B), sandy intervals only persist in the
oldest sequences, which show a decrease in sand thickness. Here, the vertical transition
into the layered ice deposits is complete. The black arrow in (C) indicates a dune in
which ice has been mobilized by traction transport and has been deposited on the leeface, alternating with sand to form icy and sandy foresets. Figure locations for (A) and
(B) are given in Figure 4.3C, and figure location for (C) is given in Figure 4.1B.
Sequence boundaries are mapped in the same colors as are given in the context figure.
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DISCUSSION
Lithofacies and depositional environments
The lithofacies present in the cavi unit are defined on a compositional spectrum
ranging from sand-rich and ice-poor to ice-rich and sand-poor. Dark terrigenous material
represents the sand-rich end of the spectrum. Sand complexes of dark terrigenous
material are interpreted as having accumulated in active aeolian environments and most
likely host primary depositional features associated with dune migration, but they lack
the internal albedo contrast provided by ice that is required to recognize such structures.
On the icy end of the spectrum, classical NPLD-style layering is comprised almost
entirely of water ice (≥ 95%; Grima et al., 2009). Facies occurring in between these end
members include dark material with icy foresets, icy cavi, and dirty ice, which represent
increasing volumes of ice and decreasing volumes of sand. Isolated dunes are more
difficult to place within the sand-ice spectrum because these are composed of either dark
terrigenous material or of dark material with icy foresets, yet they form on icy substrates
and are entirely encased by ice. The high volume of ice required to isolate a dune, as well
as their frequent association with icy cavi deposits, suggest that isolated dunes are
preserved under conditions of sediment supply and ice growth that are comparable to
those resulting in icy cavi deposits.
The spectrum of facies found in the Chasma Boreale cavi unit outcrops is directly
relatable to the modes of accumulation identified in the modern Chasma Boreale
transitional depositional system (Chapter 3). There, sand-rich and ice-poor accumulations
form where dunes are present but perennial surface ice is unstable. Environments
conducive to the accumulation of ice-poor sands transition laterally into both pure layered
ice deposits as well as mixed deposits of sand and ice. Mixed deposits range between
dune fields that are interbedded with and covered by ice (sand-rich and comparatively
ice-poor) to dominantly icy deposits over which sand sheets have formed (ice-rich and
sand-poor; Chapter 3). The direct correspondence of cavi unit lithofacies to the modern
transitional depositional environment verifies that the Chasma Boreale depositional
system provides a sound analog for the wide range of aeolian and cryosphere
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environments that were present at the north pole during the later evolution of the cavi
unit. Coupled with this analog is the notable absence of the icy lithofacies in the older,
northern cavi unit outcrop, which indicates either a dearth of surface-stable ice in early
cavi times or the overwhelming of cryosphere processes by the activity of the aeolian
system.
The revealed stratigraphy of the transitional cavi unit lends additional insight into the
specific dynamics between aeolian and cryosphere processes, as well as indicating how
dune forms become stabilized and preserved within the framework of competing aeolian
and cryogenic processes (see Preservation, Chapter 3). Three depositional styles of dune
sand and ice are identified: (1) interbedding of dune sand and ice in dune foresets as well
as dominantly icy foresets (e.g., Figs. 4.2B, 4.2E, 4.11B, 4.12C), (2) thickening of ice
deposits in the lee of dunes (e.g., Figs. 4.11A, B), and (3) the draping and preservation of
dune topography by layered ice (e.g., Figs. 4.9, 4.11A).
From the first observation, it is clear that ice can be mobilized by traction transport.
This results in interbedding of sand with ice, when sand is present, or icy dunes, when
little sand is present (e.g., Fig. 4.2E). Each of these two cases requires the shear stress of
the wind to be at least equal to the threshold stress needed to transport ice. Where sand is
present, the impact of saltating sand grains could also act to dislodge surface ice grains,
thereby enhancing the dominance of aeolian processes. Where dune topography is
preserved, foresets may become increasingly icy and transition into draping layers (black
arrow, Fig. 4.12C). Early layers formed by this mechanism thicken in the lee of the dune
and thin or disappear over the crest and stoss slope (Fig. 4.12C), leading to the second
observation. Ice layers commonly thicken in the lee of dunes, particularly on the lower
lee face apron of sediment and at the toe of the dune (Figs. 4.11A, B). This thickening
likely occurs because of the topographic sheltering effect provided by the dune lee face.
Whether a separation cell forms or the wind simply decelerates over lower-sloped lee
surfaces, wind speed and shear stress are lower over the lee face than over the stoss slope
and crestal area, reducing the potential for ice mobilization or sublimation. Progressive
ice buildup on dune lee faces will further limit sand transport between dunes. The third
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depositional style, draping ice layers, must occur when shear stress on the dune stoss
slope is no longer sufficient to mobilize ice, and/or the abundance of salting sand grains
has been significantly reduced. The dynamics of increasing ice deposition and reduced
saltation are strongly coupled in a positive feedback loop in that increasing ice deposition
further restricts sand availability for saltation.
Assuming no reduction in ambient wind energy, ice draping would occur during
periods of greater ice generation, and, given the inability of the wind to transport these
ice grains, cohesion between ice grains is implied. The transition between a dominance of
aeolian processes to a dominance of ice processes, as evident in the ice-draping of dunes,
is interpreted to represent a period of greater ice production, which provides a cohesive
mantling surface that progressively shuts down aeolian processes. An alternative scenario
is that increasing ice deposition occurs because of a decrease in the transport capacity of
the wind. However, there is no independent evidence to suggest cyclic changes in wind
energy, and katabatic winds are thought to have occurred in the north polar area
throughout cavi unit times (Brothers et al., 2015). As addressed below, the dynamics of
increasing ice production to create a cohesive surface that progressively shuts down
aeolian processes have clear applications to the larger-scale formation of sequence
surfaces in the cavi unit as well as the gradation of cavi unit into NPLD.
Variability in sequence architecture and complications in sequence delineation
Sequence architectures vary greatly between the early sequences of the northern
outcrop and the transitional sequences of the central and southern outcrops. The firstorder sequences of the northern outcrop most closely follow the traditional terrestrial
definition of a sequence. Each of the first-order northern sequences is defined by a body
of sand exhibiting a consistent style of primary depositional structure (genetically-related
strata). Sequences N1, N2, and N5 are bound by overtly erosional surfaces. Sequences
N3 and N4 highlight the difficulty of interpreting stratigraphic sequences at the outcrop
scale; these sequences are identified by having a unified primary depositional style,
however, the presence of a sequence-bounding unconformity must be inferred. Seen in
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outcrop, the sequence boundaries are expressed as either paraconformities or correlative
conformities.
A similar inference must be made in the transitional southern and central outcrop
sequences, where first-order sequences are identified by a cycle of aeolian to ice activity.
Whereas early cavi sequences are dominantly erosional, transitional sequences are
depositional in nature; aeolian-capping ice deposits (sequence boundaries) are not
scoured at a visible scale, making the relationships between transitional sequences
conformable or paraconformable. Within first-order transitional sequences, as well,
determining the ordering of sequences (first-, second-, third-, etc.) is complicated by
interpreting exclusively at the outcrop scale. Whereas a thin permafrost surface may
grade laterally into a thick aeolian-capping ice accumulation (e.g., sequences C11, C12;
Figs. 4.6, 4.3B), without the benefit of a larger spatial context, the order of sequence may
remain ambiguous (e.g., the internal permafrost surface in C15; Fig. 4.7). Further
complicating the delineation of sequence orders are aeolian-to-ice cycles driven by local
boundary condition change (Chapter 3) and expressed only locally.
Despite these complications to mapping specific sequences at the scale of the outcrop,
it is clear from the sequence architectures of both the northern and southern-central
outcrops that climate-driven sequences exist in the cavi unit. One of the most valuable
insights that comes from comparing sequence architectures of the early cavi to those of
the transitional cavi is identification of the impact of increasing volumes of ice on the
stratigraphy. As the volume of ice increases, sequences become increasingly
preservational and separated by conformable or paraconformable surfaces. Sequence
architectural styles change yet again in the NPLD, in which multiple unconformity-bound
sequences of ice similar in architecture to the first-order sequences found in the northern
cavi outcrop have been identified (Holt et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2016), although the
NPLD sequences are much larger in scale.
Cavi unit transition into layered ice
The transitional cavi sequences sit between the similar architectural styles of the early
cavi and NPLD sequences. Because of the unconformity capping the northern outcrop, no
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single stratigraphic section within the Chasma Boreale outcrop records a complete
transition from early, sand-rich cavi into pure layered ice, however, a long transitional
succession is recorded in the central and southern outcrops. Almost as early as is
recorded (sequence S2, Fig. 4.13), the southern depositional system was transitional and
characterized by accumulation of both sand and layered ice. The early transitional system
may have been contemporary with cavi activity recorded in the northern outcrop, or the
southern sand and ice system may have initiated following erosion of the northern, icepoor sediments. Whereas the lack of ice in the northern outcrop and overall difference in
first-order and higher frequency sequence architectures suggests it pre-dates the
transitional sequences, this could also be interpreted as a contemporary lateral transition
from a sandier system into an icier transitional system initiating to the south.
Mapping the location of the final occurrence of cavi unit sand in each sequence (the
"ice line") shows that layered ice slowly transgressed the aeolian system from south to
north over the course of more than thirty sequences that are herein considered first-order
(Fig. 4.13). Note that the ice line does not represent the outcrop-wide capping of aeolian
sequences by ice; rather, it shows, from sequence to sequence, the transgressions and
regressions of a pure ice system. Transgression of the layered ice not only occurred over
a long time period, but also occurred over successive, short lateral distances, with
transgressions and regressions most frequently occurring over fewer than 5 km per
sequence (Fig. 4.13). Continued exposure of the northern outcrop throughout this time
period (Fig. 4.13) may have sourced the transitional sediment system in the southern and
central outcrops, which exhibit larger and more connected aeolian accumulations in their
northern extents (e.g., Figs. 4.7, 4.12). Although the modern surface complicates
interpreting the advances of the ice line, there appears to be at least one interval of more
rapid ice advance (between sequences S9 and S11, Fig. 4.13), suggesting a more
complete reconstruction would reveal additional patterns of ice advance and retreat
superimposed on the overall northward advance.
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Figure 4.13. Wheeler diagram of the Chasma Boreale cavi unit outcrops. The northern
outcrop hosts the oldest deposits in the stratigraphic section. Sequences N1 and N2 are
defined by overtly erosional and downcutting surfaces, whereas sequences N3 through
N5 are most likely capped by disconformities. The abrupt contact with the NPLD
indicates a long period of erosion and non-deposition in the vicinity of the northern
outcrop. Cavi unit sequences of the southern outcrop initiated some time after
development of the northern outcrop sequences. Within the southern sequences, the ice
line is mapped as the southernmost occurrence of sand within a sequence. The southern
sequences intertongue with layered ice deposits, suggesting they are as old as the early
transition into layered ice. Ice deposits transgress from the south, strongly suggesting the
independent growth of ice deposits in the Gemini Lingula lobe. These ice deposits spread
northward across an active aeolian system. Southern sequences are continuous across the
southern promontory with central sequences, which show the continuing trend of ice
transgression from the south. Layered ice capping the central sequences occurs within a
continuous succession with NPLD deposits overlying the northern sequences, however a
unique correlation is not possible; the absence of sand deposits in the northern ice
deposits suggests that they represent the complete transition into overlying NPLD and
unification of the southern ice deposits with comparable deposits originating in the main
lobe of Planum Boreum.
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Implications for the stratigraphic framework of Amazonian Planum Boreum
The observations made above bear two important consequences for the interpretation
of Planum Boreum's Amazonian stratigraphy. The first is that the cavi unit and the
NPLD, which until now have been interpreted independently due to a focus on
lithostratigraphic differences, can coexist under a unified sequence stratigraphic
framework. Because sequence stratigraphy of the cavi unit is linked to regional climate
changes, a reconstructed sequence stratigraphy from the base of the cavi unit will provide
the most fruitful avenue to relating the stratigraphic record to modeled climate curves.
The second consequence stems from the clear northward transgression of ice through the
Chasma Boreale cavi-contemporary transitional system. It is clear from these results that
a cavi-contemporary ice system initiated in the area of modern day Gemini Lingula and
grew northward, most likely to merge with independent ice deposits growing from the
main lobe of Planum Boreum. The model of multiple nucleii of ice growth follows from
the findings that local boundary conditions are responsible for fostering initial perennial
ice deposits, which then transgress adjacent aeolian systems under more favorable
climate conditions (Chapter 3).
CONCLUSIONS
The lithofacies present in the Chasma Boreale cavi unit exposure can be readily
interpreted by analog to the modern transitional depositional system of Chasma Boreale,
verifying that late cavi-type environments still exist in the north polar region of Mars.
The cavi unit outcrop is characterized by a long succession of transitional cavi unit-toNPLD sequences that unconformably overlie an older, comparatively ice-poor cavi unit
exposure. First-order sequence architecture is defined at the outcrop scale and varies
based on the amount of ice present in the cavi unit system. In the older, sandier cavi unit
outcrop, first-order sequences are erosional, whereas in the younger, transitional
sequences, aeolian deposits are preserved by capping ice deposits. Both architectural
styles lead to ambiguities in differentiating and interpreting higher order sequences,
which may be expressed only as a function of local boundary conditions and bear little
relation to regional climate fluctuations. A sequence stratigraphic interpretation of the
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Chasma Boreale cavi unit transitional succession indicates that ice growth initiated
locally in the Gemini Lingula system and transgressed to the north, most likely to merge
with early layered ice deposits forming at the same time in the area now occupied by
Planum Boreum's main lobe. While the transition from cavi unit into NPLD may have
initiated locally in multiple places and occurred over different time scales as a function of
local boundary conditions, a gradual increase in ice deposition was required to halt
aeolian processes and sequester sediment across the north polar region. Despite the
variability of sequence architecture throughout the Amazonian Planum Boreum
stratigraphy, the stratigraphic record of the cavi unit and the NPLD should be unified
under a single stratigraphic framework drawing on the principles of terrestrial sequence
stratigraphy.
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Conclusions and Future Directions
The forgoing chapters examine a range of aeolian dune, dune field, and system
responses to the boundary conditions that drive pattern development and geomorphic
expression. These dynamics, from interactions to evolving dune morphologies and the
feedbacks between ice and aeolian deposits, are expressed as a function of their modern
sedimentary environments, a topic that alone stands as an extensive body of earth surface
research. Coupling the dynamics as studied on the surface with the stratigraphic
architectures they create, whether in the modern dune or in the system accumulation,
provides a deeper understanding of the activity captured in the rock record. The
fundamental result of these works is a body of questions, research directions, and, in
some cases, speculations on the implications of the findings.
The discovery of interaction architectures at White Sands changes the fundamental
perception of bedforms; whereas these were formerly viewed as unified morphodynamic
features (e.g., Rubin, 1987), it has now been clearly demonstrated that dunes are
compound features resulting from the history of their interactions, and that a record of
that history is retained within the three-dimensional architecture. The discovery of a
missed class of stratigraphic architectures has wide implications, both esoteric and
applied. One of the first questions raised is what architectures are associated with other
types of interactions. While this work characterized the architecture of defect and
bedform repulsions, a spectrum of interactions has been recognized (Kocurek et al.,
2010). Defect and bedform repulsions are joined by defect migration, off-center collision,
and lateral linking in having both components of collision (impact) and separation
(ejection). It may be that the fundamental architectures of impact and ejection as
identified herein are shared between these interaction types, with variance stemming from
both field-specific trends and the common range of morphologic configurations
associated with each class of interaction. Under this interpretation, merging and
cannibalization-type interactions would then be represented by impact architectures,
whereas splitting, calving, and defect creation would be represented by ejection
architectures. While the identification of interaction architectures in the ancient record is
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left as an open avenue of research, the specific questions regarding the range of
interaction architectures are better suited to modern field studies where hypothesized
architectures can be ground-truthed and related to morphodynamic histories.
The spatial and vertical frequency of interactions in the modern and ancient records
also remains open areas of research. Interaction frequencies change with changing dune
size, dune age, and field age (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010a). It may be that these surface
dynamics become expressed in the stratigraphic record as increasing connectivity of
aeolian sand bodies both in the downwind direction and through time, as when dune
fields age, dunes become larger, and interaction frequency decreases. Compounded with
varying spatial frequency, the vertical frequency of interactions emerges as an area of
research. It was noted in this work that at each interaction site, there was a record of
multiple interactions having occurred, which resulted in stacked interaction architectures.
In contrast, the cross-strata bodies between the interaction sites were continuous. This is
not a singular observation. It has been modeled that defects promote an autogenic
instability in the dune field, commonly resulting in propagation along defect corridors
and causing interactions to occur in spatially concentrated areas.
The results presented herein in combination with the above hypotheses, if borne out
in field and modeling studies, have direct consequences for models of aeolian reservoir
connectivity. At the scale of an individual interaction-generated bounding surface, which
may exhibit permeabilities lower than adjacent dune deposits, the impact on fluid flow
may not be severe. Coupled with the dominance of wind ripple cross-strata overlying the
surface, however, permeability across the interaction site could be reduced by up to three
or more orders of magnitude, with an increase in anisotropic flow (Goggin et al., 1988;
Lindquist, 1988; Chandler et al., 1989). Stacked interaction architectures have the
possibility of enhancing these effects to a point that they may become more important to
flow on production length and time scales. Thus, areas of the dune field hypothesized to
have a lower interaction density (e.g., more mature parts or stages of the dune field)
would be favorable for production. By the same logic, areas prone to high interaction
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densities could potentially suffer from greater baffling and higher incidences of stranded
oil.
Within Hyperboreae Undae, Chasma Boreale, Mars, the presentation of a
morphologic assemblage represents a new perspective on a direction of research already
heavily used in dune morphology studies. In terrestrial field and planetary modeling
studies, it is common to build an evolutionary pathway for a dune or sand pile under the
influence of a single changing variable or boundary condition (Schatz et al., 2006; Parteli
et al., 2009; Reffet et al., 2010; Courrech du Pont et al., 2014). While this approach
excels in looking at a single morphologic class, its application becomes limiting when
attempting to apply the results to a field of mixed morphologies, resulting in works that
only examine a subset of the fields' dunes (e.g., Bourke, 2006; Schatz et al., 2006).
Further hindering efforts to use morphologies to interpret surface environments is the
growing body of evidence showing that dune morphologies are reproducible under nonunique conditions (e.g., Bourke, 2010; Parteli et al., 2014). And yet dune fields are
unique. The morphologic assemblage exploits the uniqueness of the dune field while
benefitting from the non-unique solutions proposed to create its discrete parts. From this
emerges the importance of groups of morphologies and the intersecting boundary
conditions that allow those to be internally consistent. This concept alone requires further
investigation. From the Chasma Boreale example, it appears that morphologic
assemblages work well to identify dominant controlling boundary conditions. However,
this leaves a trail of questions: Does this concept work elsewhere on Mars? On Earth?
How well does it work, or is Chasma Boreale exceptional, and if so, why? At what scale
is this a powerful tool, and when does it fail?
The questions specific to the Chasma Boreale system that arise from the dune field
study are coupled with the examination of the reentrant's transitional depositional system.
These questions revolve around temporal change in the system that is visible both in
changing dune morphologies and in the near-surface accumulation. While interbedding of
dune sands with ice had been previously recognized (Mullins et al., 2006), this is the first
work to systematically document evidence for organized episodes of north polar aeolian
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activity punctuated by stabilization or deflation. In the north polar environment, where
analysis is typically motivated by the search for a climate signal (Fishbaugh et al., 2008),
the native direction of the future work struggles not to gravitate toward this question.
On the one hand, the high frequency repetitions in the modern ice and aeolian
deposits of Chasma Boreale present an opportunity to attempt to relate allogenic climate
forcing to polar processes and their resultant stratigraphy. In order to pursue this line of
research, several lines of research must be more stringently demonstrated. The
relationship between the purported disconnected visible unconformities marking the end
of the Planum Boreum 2 unit (Tanaka et al., 2008) and the regional unconformity
bounding the youngest radar package (Smith et al., 2016) must be established to the
extent possible. This relationship is currently no more than speculative (Smith et al.,
2016). As part of the evaluation of this (possibly) most recent sequence boundary,
outcrops of apparent Planum Boreum 2 unit lag must be mapped and more closely
correlated to deposits on the floor of Chasma Boreale. Additionally, the elevation of the
radar unconformity must be mapped, with acknowledged uncertainty, and related by
geometry and elevation statistics to the visible unconformities; these are currently the
best methods for relating radar reflectors to visible layers (Christian et al., 2013). Until
those relationships between the different data sets and areas of the pole are established,
however, further interpretation of a modern, regional sequence is unfounded.
Advancing the recent sequence interpretation by relating it to allogenic climate
forcing, as has been done by hypothesizing the radar unconformity originating at ~ 370
kyr (Smith et al., 2016), provides one end member solution. In the recent sequence
interpretation approximately five high frequency episodes, expressed in aeolian intervals,
visible layers, and radar reflectors (which, it is vital to note, have by no means been
correlated to one another), have occurred in the past 370 kyr. This would yield an episode
every 74 kyr, or a little more than one half of an obliquity cycle (~ 120 kyr; Laskar et al.,
2002). Within this interpretation framework, potential avenues for research would be
what processes cause layer formation to occur alongside reflector formation and
punctuated aeolian activity, and how these expressions are related. An additional test
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could include modeling katabatic wind strength within the past obliquity cycle in order to
better understand the increased katabatic wind strength recorded in the Chasma Boreale
dunes.
On the other hand, there is a strong possibility that the higher frequency repetitions
are caused by autogenic dynamics in the system and thus bear no relation to climate
forcing. This yields another end member interpretation of the climate signal. Over the
course of the past ~ 4 Myr (Levrard et al., 2007), mean obliquity has decreased from ~
33° to 25° (Laskar et al., 2004). This would correspond to a gradual increase in ice
stability at the poles (Head et al., 2003; Levrard et al., 2007). It is appealing to interpret
the transitional cavi unit period, which expresses gradual transgression of the Gemini
Lingula ice sheet, as resulting from this obliquity drift. The local transgressions and
regressions imposed upon the million-year time scale drift could then be viewed as
resulting from the obliquity oscillations of as much as 10° that have occurred over this
period (Laskar et al., 2004). Within this interpretation a 120 kyr obliquity cycle would be
responsible for the construction of a so-called "first-order" sequence. The nominally 35
first-order sequences mapped in Chasma Boreale's transitional section would suggest an
age of approximately 4.2 Myr, and putting this over the number of modeled insolation
cycles hypothesized to have occurred since the beginning of modern polar cap formation
(Levrard et al., 2007). This is an optimistically close fit that does not account for (a) a
possibly greater number of first-order sequences that may be delineated based on a larger
study of the sequence definition, (b) a longer transitional record, with earlier sequences
not exposed in Chasma Boreale, (c) the length of the transitional record elsewhere on the
plateau, and (d) inclusion of sequences within the NPLD, which must be included within
the 4 Myr time span.
These end members present drastically different interpretations of how the
transitional sequence stratigraphic framework may be viewed with regards to allogenic
climate forcing and how misleading such interpretations can be. The difference in time
scales yielded by the two interpretations serves as an example of how current methods for
finding a climate connection tend to tune observations to fit modeled ages, as opposed to
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the inverse, data-driven approach. These interpretations also neglect another underlying
weakness in attempting to find a relationship to climate models using the current,
fledgling understanding of north polar sequence stratigraphy. Sequences as presented
herein have been defined on the outcrop scale only, and higher order sequences may be
present. It may be that the entire succession of cavi through NPLD represents a single
"first-order" sequence. These ambiguities demonstrate how multiple time scale arguments
can be made using this same data set, leading to unsound speculations about time scales.
Time scales aside, the sequence stratigraphic reading of the transitional cavi unit
provides an avenue forward to evaluate the evolution of processes at the north pole. The
broad conclusion reached herein is that on the plateau icy processes had to become
dominant over time to shut down the cavi aeolian system. This conclusion falls out of the
observation that there is now (evidenced in the modern dune fields), and has since the
beginning of the cavi, been the potential for aeolian activity in the north polar region.
Thus, the ice itself is the allogenic forcing on the aeolian system, which in turn allows the
forcing to be visible in the record. This is a relationship that highlights the value of
transitional system and sequences in understanding, more than anything else, polar
process change. This begins with observations attempting to understand how ice
transgresses and stabilizes an aeolian system, as were presented here, but has the
potential to go further. The aeolian system is subject to changes in atmospheric
conditions, such as density, which has most likely decreased through the sequestration of
ice at the north pole. Thus, the aeolian system could have been more robust in the past,
leading to more sediment transport, greater difficulty of increasing dune surface
cohesion, and more rapid overturn of sediment and maintenance of low albedo surfaces.
Such feedbacks are unexplored here, but offer potential directions for future research.
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APPENDIX A: ESTIMATION OF AN APPROPRIATE SUBSURFACE DIELECTRIC VALUE AND
CROSS-STRATA SET RECONSTRUCTION FROM THE GPR SURVEY

Estimation of the subsurface dielectric value
Determining an appropriate dielectric value for the subsurface material, here
dominantly gypsum, is important both for calculating vertical resolution of the
radargrams as well as establishing a time-to-depth conversion to be used in subsurface
modeling. While the dielectric of the substrate cannot be precisely calculated without infield dielectric testing or velocity profiling at the time the radar survey is acquired, the
dielectric can be estimated based on subsurface properties as well as empirically derived
from interpretations of the radar data. For crystalline gypsum a dielectric constant of ~ 5
or 10 is typical, depending on crystal alignment (Young and Frederikse, 1973). Fieldtesting in dominantly gypsum soils has yielded dielectrics ranging from ~ 3-3.5 (Koh and
Wakeley, 2011) to 6.5 (Martinez and Byrnes, 2001).
Samples of interdune area and dune sands from White Sands were acquired in June,
2015 and processed at the Southwest Research Institute in Boulder, CO. A bulk
permittivity of 3 was measured for the dune sand sample. When dried, it was found the
sample contained 0.15% water by volume. Applying a porosity of ~ 40% for loosely
consolidated dunes sands, the dielectric value of sand collected from the dune stoss slope
increased to ~ 5.4 (D. Stillman, personal communication). In comparison, the sample
from the interdune area proved too conductive to easily obtain a measurement of the
dielectric.
While a useful reference, the measured samples of gypsum were acquired under
substantially different conditions than those under which the radar survey was carried out
and therefore must be considered with caution. Gathered in summer, the laboratory-tested
samples were likely less wet than the sands were during the January survey; this can be
supported anecdotally by the observation that during the survey, dune surfaces were
frozen in the morning and thawed throughout the day. Morning and daytime fogs,
including a thick daytime ice fog on the first day of fieldwork, indicated a higher
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Figure A.1. Depth correction of the reflector from the interdune surface (in red, inset
radargram) using different dielectric values. The low and high dielectric cases (4 and 10,
respectively) produce reflectors that trend downward and upward, which are not
considered realistic geometries for the interdune surface. The dielectric range between 6
and 8 produces the most realistic results.
potential for meteoric water in the dune pore spaces as well. Combined, these
observations suggest a larger volume of water was likely to be present in the dunes
during the winter survey, which would have increased the dielectric.
The primary method used for estimating an average dielectric value employed the
radar data. Subsurface dielectric can be evaluated by identifying and interpreting an
element of known geometry, such as the approximately flat interdune surface. The object
is iteratively depth corrected using a range of dielectrics until the known geometry is
obtained. While not yielding results as precise as in-field testing, when this method was
applied to the interdune reflector interpretation at White Sands, dielectric values between
approximately 6 and 8 yielded the most realistic geometry (Fig. A.1). Based on the lack
of upward-trajectory present at the end of the interdune surface corrected with a dielectric
value of 6 (red line, Fig. A.1), this value was selected for depth correcting the
interpretation products presented in this work. Using the above methods, dielectric value
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Figure A.2. Sensitivity of gridded products to variations in probable end member
dielectric values. (A) Bounding surface gridded using a dielectric of 6. (B) The same
bounding surface gridded with a dielectric of 8. (C) Elevation differences between the
bounding surfaces are small (<1 m). (D) Slope differences between bounding surfaces
reach a maximum of 2.66° in high-dip areas.
can only be estimated within a range, and a single dielectric must be applied to the
subsurface. In reality, the temperature and water volume profile will vary both vertically
within the dune and laterally between interdune areas and dune sands (as seen in the
dielectric test). As a result the dielectric value of the subsurface will vary spatially within
a single survey.
Additional work was done to understand the error or variability that might result from
using one value over another within the probable end member values of 6 and 8. These
value were used to depth correct an interpreted bounding surface from one of the study
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areas (Figs. A.2A-B). The impact of the selected dielectric value on gridded product
elevations, aspects, and dip magnitudes is small. A maximum of ~ 0.5 m elevation
difference results from using one dielectric over the other (Fig. A.2C). Slope differences
are greater, reaching a maximum of 2.66° where surface slopes are highest (Fig. A.2D).
Dip direction closely follows these trends of increasing difference with increasing slope.
Where slope and elevation differences are low, dip directions are comparable. At higher
slopes the dip direction changes from ~ 308° (Fig. A.2A) to ~ 307° (Fig. A.2B). It is
unlikely, with changes of these magnitudes, that results obtained in this work are greatly
influenced by the choice of dielectric within the reasonable range. Additionally, it is
useful to note that the important results weigh on angular differences and comparisons
between surface geometries, which, when using a consistent dielectric for each survey
area, should not change.
Having established a realistic range of dielectric values, a time-to-depth conversion
factor can be employed for interpretation products (e.g., Fig. A.2) as well as used to
approximate the radar data’s vertical resolution. A common vertical scale used herein is
12.5 ns (one-way time). By:
d = v (t/2),

(Eq. 1)

where d is distance (m), v is velocity (m/s), and t is time (ns), and

v = c/√(𝓔),

(Eq. 2)

where c is the speed of light, and 𝓔 is the dielectric of 6, 12.5 ns equates to a depth of
approximately 1.5 m. Vertical resolution can be similarly approximated using properties
of the radar instrument. For the monopulse system with a bandwidth comparable to the
center frequency of the radar (B = 500 MHz), free space resolution (r) can be calculated
with
r = c/2B
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(Eq. 3)

This yields a resolution of approximately 30 cm. Dividing r by the square root of the
subsurface dielectric value provides vertical resolution in the subsurface medium. The
range of reasonable dielectric values explored above (~ 6-8) yields a vertical resolution
on the order of 10 cm.

Cross-strata reconstruction
Using the sometimes-drastic differences in apparent dips of cross-strata as well as the
total numbers of cross-strata sets, bounding surfaces, which cause distinctive reflectors,
are prominent enough to be identified and interpreted across multiple GPR observations;
this particularly holds true when viewed in the strike direction (e.g., dashed blue line in
Fig. A.3B). The ability to readily recognize bounding surfaces becomes important in the
absence of positing information between transect end points. Where GPR observations
intersect, the bounding surface is expected to be detected at the same depth. This is not,
however, always the case as is seen in Figure A.3. Note that at the black line in each
transect, which represents the intersection of the observations, the bounding surface
interpreted in red appears at different depths below the surface. This is a frequent
complication to traditional seismic-type interpretation by line ties.
Cross-strata adjacent to the bounding surfaces (e.g., red line in Fig. A.3) do not
benefit from the same prominence and cannot be individually followed between
observations. It is necessary, however, to approximate the cross-strata orientations in the
GPR transects so that the bedding attitude of cross-strata sets can be compared to the
trends of the bounding surfaces they abut. A different method than in-software
interpretation and interpolation, therefore, must be employed for cross-strata
reconstruction. The calculation of cross-strata set orientations applies the principles
governing stereonet reconstruction of planes from discontinuous outcrops by using
apparent dips and dip directions. This method is unique from that used to grid bounding
surfaces, which requires a spatially-continuous distribution of geolocated elevation points
to form a detailed surface. While traditional use of the stereoenet for planar
reconstruction requires identification of the same plane in different locations, it has
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Figure A.3. Reconstruction of cross-strata set dip magnitude and dip direction from
orthogonal radar transects. (A) Example of a bounding surface (dashed blue line) and
overlying cross-strata (red line) in dip-direction. Vertical black line represents the
intersection in Landmark with (B). (B) Strike-parallel radar observation showing the
same bounding surface (dashed blue) and a cross-stratum belonging to the same set as
shown in (A). Times are one-way travel time. (C) Dip and strike radar transects (dashed
black lines) showing the apparent dip magnitude and direction (transect bearing) of the
cross-strata on each observation. (D) Stereonet reconstruction of the cross-strata set. Dip
is toward 326° with a magnitude of 16.2°. Strike direction is toward 56° (reported in the
northern hemisphere).
already been discussed that this is not feasible with discrete cross-stratum. It is generally
accepted, however, that the cross-strata belonging to a single set are parallel. Therefore,
provided that the cross-strata from which orientations are measured belong to the same
set, an attitude of the set of cross-strata can be approximated.
Reconstructions of cross-strata set orientations were conducted for the sets of crossstrata superjacent to and subjacent to each interpreted bounding surface. Because planar
reconstructions based on apparent dips and dip directions increase in accuracy with
increased difference in observation bearing, measurements were made at GPR transect
intersections (Figs. A.3A-B), yielding apparent dips with approximately 90° difference in
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trend (Fig. A.3C). Note that the number of measurements made for each set is dependent
on the extent of the interpreted bounding surface. Apparent dip values for the cross-strata
were depth-corrected to obtain their appropriate dip magnitude, and planar
reconstructions were completed in Stereonet 8 (Allmendinger et al., 2010; Fig. A.3D).
Where possible, results of cross-strata set reconstructions are compared to average strikes
of plan-view cross-strata belonging to the same sets visible in the interdune areas. Most
commonly, good agreement between reconstructed cross-strata and measured plan-view
cross-strata demonstrates that, despite the necessary assumptions in the method, the
reconstructions provide reliable insight into subsurface architecture.
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APPENDIX B: SELECTED GPR TRANSECTS FROM WHITE SANDS DUNE FIELD, NEW
MEXICO

Figure B.1. Context map as given in Figure 1.4 with additional GPR transects. Transects
A-A' through D-D' are bolded and are the same as in the main text. Additional transects
are given an S (supplementary) prefix and labeled continuously (e.g., SA-SA', SB-SB', etc.).
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Figure B.2.
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Figure B.2. (cont) Selected original GPR profiles from the defect repulsion study site.
Set and bounding surface annotations follow nomenclature used in the text. Bounding
surfaces discussed in the text are annotated in panels A, B, C, and D and correspond to
set boundaries diagrammed in Figure 1.5. To prevent obscuring details, arrows indicate
the same bounding surfaces in supplementary profiles. The reflection parallel to the
surface at a time of ~ 9 ns (labeled "Artifact" in transects SA and SC) is a processing
artifact and does not represent a true subsurface reflection. Black hatches across the top
indicate the traces at which surveys intersect with orthogonal transects.
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Figure B.3.
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Figure B.3. Context map as given in Fig. 1.10 with additional GPR transects. (A)
Diagrammatic GPR sections in Fig. 1.11 were simplified from bolded transects with the
same labels. Locations of supplementary transects SA-SA' through SG-SG' are also shown.
(B) Diagrammatic GPR sections in Fig. 1.12 were simplified from bolded transects A-A'
through D-D’. Supplementary transects include SA-SA' through SF-SF'.
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Figure B.4.
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Figure B.4. (cont)
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Figure B.4. Selected original GPR profiles from the northern bedform repulsion study
site. Set and bounding surface annotations follow nomenclature used in the text.
Bounding surfaces discussed in the text are annotated in panels A, B, and C and
correspond to set boundaries diagrammed in Fig. 1.11. Bounding surfaces are annotated
by arrows in the supplementary profiles. The reflection parallel to the surface at a time of
~ 9 ns (labeled "Artifact" in A-A' and SD-SD') is a processing artifact and does not
represent a true subsurface reflection. Black hatches across the top indicate the traces at
which surveys intersect with orthogonal transects.
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Figure B.5.
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Figure B.5. (cont)
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Figure B.5. Selected original GPR profiles from the southern bedform repulsion study
site. Set and bounding surface annotations follow nomenclature used in the text.
Bounding surfaces discussed in the text are annotated in panels A, B, C, and D and
correspond to set boundaries diagrammed in Fig. 1.12. Bounding surfaces are annotated
by arrows in supplementary profiles. The reflection parallel to the surface at a time of ~ 9
ns (labeled "Artifact" in panels A-A' and SD-SD') is a processing artifact and does not
represent a true subsurface reflection. Black hatches across the top indicate the traces at
which surveys intersect with orthogonal transects.
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APPENDIX C: SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES AND TABLES FOR EVALUATION OF BOUNDARY
CONDITION CONTROL ON HYPERBOREAE UNDAE

Dune Field
N1
N2
N3
CF
S1
S2

Area (km2)
710
253
124
277
1045
1044

Percent Cover (%)
22.38
10.58
12.16
16.57
40.09
42.20

Table C.1. Dune field areas and percent cover. Average percent of dune field area
covered by dune sand is estimated using the methods discussed in the text. Complete
results of the percent sand cover analysis and associated figures are available in Figure
C.1 and Table C.2.
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Zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

N1
69.19
2.08
34.40
23.24
6.71
9.65
11.15
55.14
23.90
6.06
20.44
6.54
-

N2
12.28
7.54
6.03
16.46
-

Field (% Cover)
N3
CF
18.60
13.52
5.72
33.00
5.94
13.80
-

Min
Max
Std. Dev.
Mean

2.08
69.19
21.06
22.38

6.03
16.46
4.74
10.58

5.72
18.60
9.10
12.16

5.94
33.00
11.55
16.57

S1
55.13
17.50
53.14
17.21
41.44
37.43
42.95
54.55
56.56
56.47
26.42
46.28
31.62
26.90
40.22
37.66

S2
82.83
57.68
42.20
23.56
42.57
3.93
32.76
69.78
66.58
32.26
53.79
7.50
3.59
73.63
4.12
78.47

17.21
56.56
13.35
40.09

3.59
82.83
28.08
42.20

Table C.2. Percent of area covered by dune sand in sampled zones for each dune field.
Column 1 lists zone number, and columns 2-6 are populated by values of percent cover
for each field. The number of zones sampled in each field depends on the total field area
and was calculated such that the total sampled area approximately equaled 10% of the
total area of the field. Southern fields 1 and 2 contain the maximum number of zones
with a total of 16 each. The minimum, maximum, standard deviation (Std. Dev.), and
mean percent cover for all zones sampled in each field are given below row 19
(unpopulated). A map of zones is provided in Figure C.1.
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Table C.3.
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Table C.3. (cont)
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Table C.3. Complete morphologic analysis of the central and southern dune fields (S1,
S2) and the southern yardang field. Column 1 lists the primary morphologies, secondary
morphologies, and subclasses as well as what percentage of dunes are interacting with
other dunes. Field columns (listed across the top) are subdivided into three columns each.
Number indicates the occurrences of a particular morphology. Total is either the total
number of dunes (for calculating primary morphologic type) or the total number of dunes
of a primary morphology (for calculating secondary morphology and subclass).
Percentage is the percent of dunes of a primary morphology for a complete field or the
percent of dunes of a single morphology falling into secondary morphologic type or
subclass. Interaction frequency is given here as an acquired metric but was not discussed
in the text.
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Field N1
Barchans
Linears
Field N2
Barchans
Linears
Field N3
Barchans
Linears
Northern Yardang Field
Sand sheet
Modern yardangs
Central Field
Barchans
Linears
Field S1
Barchans
Linears
Field S2
Barchans
Crescentic ridge I
Crescentic ridge II
Southern Yardang Field
Exhumed yardangs

Trend (°E)
10.0
94.7

Transport (°E)
280.0
274.7

Std. Dev
14.4
7.7

n
175
24

29.1
103.6

299.1
283.6

9.2
3.1

105
65

25.9
103.8

295.9
283.8

8.6
5.2

15
28

104.4
106.9

284.4
286.9

1.1
1.5

14
23

2.0
91.4

272.0
271.4

2.0
3.8

2
157

177.9
98.6

267.9
278.6

14.0
3.3

111
96

17.5
179.6
103.9

287.5
269.6
193.9

20.8
17.2
5.3

29
65
83

90.9

270.9

5.1
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Table C.4. Average trends and inferred transport directions of modern bedforms and
yardangs in Chasma Boreale. See Figure 2.15 for examples of the features and trend
measurements in spatial context. Transport was calculated in a polar stereographic
projection and is reported between 0°E and 180°E. For transverse bedforms and crossstrata, transport direction is inferred to be normal to trend. For longitudinal bedforms
inferred transport is parallel to trend in the down-chasma direction. Crescentic ridge I and
II trends are illustrated in Figures 2.4B and 2.15. Column 4 (Std. Dev.) gives the standard
deviation of the measurements, and Column 5 (n) lists the number of sampled dunes.
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Field
N1
N2
N3
CF
S1
S2

% Right-handed
44.7
62.9
32.0
35.1
33.2
2.2

% Left-handed n
55.3
302
37.1
62
68.0
25
64.9
37
66.8
374
97.8
411

Table C.5. Percentage of right-handed (Column 2) and left-handed (Column 3)
asymmetric barchans in each field. Total number of asymmetric barchans used in analysis
(n) is listed in Column 4.
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Figure C.1. Map of areas used in percent coverage by dune sand analysis. Zone numbers
corresponds to numbers in Table C.2. (A) Fields N1-N3, CF, and S1. (B) Field S2.
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APPENDIX D: DIGITAL ELEVATION MODELS OF THE CAVI UNIT OUTCROPS

Methods
To better understand the relationship between variable topography and lithofacies
expression in the cavi unit outcrops, digital elevation models (DEMs) of the southern and
central outcrops were constructed. The northern outcrop was excluded due to a local
absence of HiRISE stereoimages at the time of processing. CTX stereopair
F02_036436_2647/D01_027627_2645 covered the extent of the central and southern
outcrops.

HiRISE

stereopairs

ESP_019044_2650/ESP_019360_2650

and

ESP_019043_2645/ESP_018859_2645 were used for the central and southern outcrops,
respectively. The CTX DEM was tied to MOLA point shot data to reduce errors from
regional topography, and the HiRISE DEMs were then tied to the corrected CTX DEM.
All processing was carried out using the NASA Ames Stereo Pipeline (Broxton et al.,
2008; Moratto et al., 2010; Shean et al., 2016). Topographic profiles were examined
across (1) a succession of sandy intervals separated by polygonally-fractured ice deposits
(central outcrop), (2) an apparent isolated dune grading into a sand sheet (southern
outcrop), (3) an isolated dune (southern outcrop), (4) the deposit of a single migrating
dune (southern outcrop), and (5) two stacked dune complexes separated by an erosional
sequence boundary. Topographic profiles were drawn to be as perpendicular as possible
to all stratigraphic boundaries they crossed.
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Figure D.1. DEMs of the central and southern cavi unit outcrops, Chasma Boreale (see
Fig. 4.1 for locations). (A) DEM of the central outcrop constructed from HiRISE
stereopair ESP_019044_2650 and ESP_019360_2650. Parallel black lines are null values
in the elevation model. (B) Slopes calculated for the central outcrop from the DEM. Null
values result in artificially steep slopes oblique to the trend of the outcrop. Faint diagonal
elements are also processing artifacts. Slope color scale is given in (D). The location of
Figure D.2 is provided. (C) DEM of the southern outcrop constructed from HiRISE
stereopair ESP_019043_2645 and ESP_018859_2645. Fewer areas of null values
indicate a better quality DEM. (D) Slopes calculated for the southern outcrop from the
DEM. Color scale is for all slope maps in the appendix. The locations of Figures D.3-D.7
are given.
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Results
Processing yielded two DEMs of sufficient quality to evaluate topographic trends
common to specific lithofacies, although coverage of the central outcrop was poorer than
that of the southern outcrop (Fig. D.1A, C). In both outcrops slopes range from 0° to ~
90° (Fig. D.1B, D). Processing artifacts aside, areas of higher slope (30°-90°) correspond
to icy intervals, whereas sandy intervals are characterized by lower slopes (0°-30). The
highest natural (non-artifact) slopes (~ 55°-90°) correspond to thin ice intervals capping
sand complexes (e.g., Fig. D.2). This is a common relationship that has been established
for the contact between the cavi unit and NPLD, where it is observed that higher slopes
correspond to layers of higher apparent albedo, interpreted as icier, whereas lower slopes
correspond to intervals of lower albedo, interpreted as dustier (Herkenhoff et al., 2007).
The preconceived relationship between composition and bench-forming topography is
strongly expressed in parts of the transitional cavi unit succession, particularly where
thin, sheet-like intervals of concentrated sand are capped by intervals of nearly pure ice
(Fig. D.2). Where sand intervals are consolidated and relatively free of ice, as with the
first three sand sheets (Fig. D.2A), the topographic differentiation is most pronounced,
and high slope ice deposits cap lower, but not flat, exposures of sand deposits (Fig.
D.2C). Lower in the succession, more ice becomes incorporated within the sand sheets
(sheet 4; Fig. D.2A) due to the presence of a higher frequency permafrost surface as well
as icy cross-strata. Permafrost ledges stand out as horizontal surfaces that drop steeply to
the contact with subjacent sands. The oblique exposure of icy, cross-stratified sands
exhibits an intermediate slope between the ice and sand end members at this location
(Fig. D.2C).
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Figure D.2. Topography of a succession of central outcrop sequences showing strong
topographic differentiation between aeolian intervals and capping icy intervals. Location
is given in Figure D.1B. (A) Sand sheets 1, 2, and 3 are capped by intervals of
consolidated, polygonally fractured ice. Sand sheet 4 is a sand complex containing higher
frequency episodes. The basal episode is a consolidated sand sheet, which is succeeded
by an aeolian interval characterized by icy, cross-stratified deposits viewed here
obliquely. This is capped by a thin, protruding polygonally-fractured surface. Sand sheet
4 builds on a second permafrost ledge, beneath with is a 5th consolidated sand sheet. (B)
Slope map of the outcrop demonstrates that more competent ice layers exhibit steeper
slopes than sand intervals. Icy, cross-stratified deposits are built out on a ledge, most
likely representing an underlying, high frequency permafrost surface. Color scale is given
in Figure D.1D. (C) A topographic profile across the outcrop also shows the strong
differentiation of topographic trends associated with lithofacies at this location. Breaks in
slope between ice and sand deposits within each sequence are apparent, particularly in the
upper three sequences (denoted by base sand sheets 1-3). The lower sequences do not
show such strong differentiation because of thinner (high frequency) permafrost surfaces
separating thicker sand deposits (e.g., within the fourth sand sheet sequence). Permafrost
ledges extruding from the sand intervals are, however, still pronounced.
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The expected relationship between composition and topography holds for more
isolated bodies of sand, as well. This work identifies isolated dunes as a lithofacies; these
are at particularly high risk for misidentification due to patterns of erosional relief
resulting in arcuate scarps and benches. Figure D.3 provides one such example. An
apparent isolated dune that is symmetric in cross-sectional profile tapers laterally into a
sand sheet (Fig. D.3A). The slope map shows that the layered ice deposits both above and
below the apparent dune have characteristic dips of approximately 30°-75°, whereas the
interval of sand slopes at less than 20° (Fig. D.3B). A topographic profile across the
apparent isolated dune indicates that it is, instead, an approximately flat exposure of sand
revealed by retreat of the overlying layered ice (Fig. D.3C). An interval of darker albedo
sand (labeled mounded apron, Fig. D.3A) at the base of the scarp corresponds to a
concave-down profile (Fig. D.3C), suggesting an apron of unconsolidated sediment has
formed at the base of the retreating layered ice.
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Figure D.3. Topography of an apparent isolated dune in the southern outcrop. Figure
location is given in Figure D.1D. (A) Layered ice deposits sub- and superjacent to a sand
sheet show characteristic alterations in light and intermediate albedo. The sequence
boundary is marked by an interval of sand in the geometry of a cross-section through an
isolated dune that tapers into a thin sand sheet. A darker interval of sand along the upper
edge of the apparent dune form suggests accumulation of loose sediment there. (B) A
slope map of the apparent isolated dune shows higher slopes both above and below the
sand interval, with the lower layered ice exhibiting a bimodality in slope between the
higher albedo layers and lower albedo layers. Color scale is given in Figure D.1D. (C) A
topographic profile through the apparent dune form shows that a more likely
interpretation is of a recessed area exposing the sand sheet. Surrounding layered ice
deposits exhibit small slope breaks associated with the transition from higher to lower
albedo, however a major slope break is present at the transition into the sand interval,
which is approximately flat. A mound on the upslope side of the sand interval
corresponds with the darker albedo accumulation of sediment.

The expected relationship between topography, composition, and lithofacies
expression is not always so simple, however. Figure D.4 shows another isolated dune,
this one containing icy foresets and built on a permafrost surface overlying a second sand
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interval; the layered ice deposits overlying the isolated dune vary from high to low albedo
(Fig. D.4A). A slope map of the dune predicts the topographic profile, showing that low
to intermediate slopes (most commonly ~ 12°-30°) prevail in both the lower albedo ice
and sand intervals, with no distinction between the two. Higher slopes (30°-55°) are
concentrated in the highest albedo intervals (Fig. D.4B). In profile, the dune interval is
indistinguishable from the low albedo layered ice interval and does not form a bench, but
rather, a uniformly sloping surface (Fig. D.4C). Notably, the high albedo permafrost
surface underlying the isolated dune is not differentiable in profile from the surrounding
sand deposits (Fig. D.4C). The small differentiation in slope between the sand and
layered ice deposits in combination with the presence of icy foresets that downlap onto
the underlying permafrost surface, indicating migration to the left, as well as a selfconsistent marked asymmetry in the sand body geometry, argue for a geometry resulting
from an isolated dune.
Lack of strong slope differentiation based on lithofacies classification derived from
apparent albedo and primary depositional features is not unique. Figure D.5 shows an
additional example of the deposit of a single dune interbedded with layered ice of
variable albedo and additional sand deposits. Again, layered ice intervals of successively
lower albedo demonstrate changing slope (Fig. D.5C), although relationships are more
ambiguous. The first transition from high albedo ice into lower (intermediate) albedo ice
is not accompanied by a strong slope break, although profile concavity changes (break to
lower albedo layered ice (1), Fig. D.5C). The lowest albedo layered ice then demonstrates
the highest slope in the profile (below break to lower albedo layered ice (2), Fig. D.5C).
The two dunes, divided by a permafrost surface, form the lowest sloping surfaces,
indicating oblique outcrops and cross-strata exposure (dune intervals, Fig. D.5C).
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Figure D.4. Topography of an isolated dune in the southern outcrop. Figure location is
given in Figure D.1D. (A) As in Figure D.3, the isolated dune form is encased in layered
ice deposits that alternate in albedo. The dune form itself is distinguished by the limited
presence of cross-strata downlapping onto the subjacent permafrost surface, indicating a
migration direction to the left. This is consistent with the asymmetrical form of the dune,
indicative of a steeper lee slope to the left. (B) While the permafrost layer directly above
the dune form exhibits a steeper slope than the sand interval, notably, the low albedo ice
interval above that is of comparably low slope to the dune form itself. Diagonal elements
descending to the right are processing artifacts. Color scale is given in Figure D.1D. (C)
The topographic profile across the dune form shows a less clear case of geometry
resulting from topography than that of the apparent isolated dune form shown in Figure
D.3. The layered ice above the dune shows a distinct slope break at the transition from
high albedo ice into lower albedo layered ice. The high albedo layer directly above the
dune corresponds to an additional break in slope. The dune itself does not correspond to a
flat bench, as in Figure D.3, but rather assumes a slope more consistent with low albedo
layered ice. The ice and sand deposits beneath the dune are then indistinguishable from it
by slope.
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Figure D.5. Topography of preserved, stacked dune deposits and topography separated
by a permafrost layer. Figure location is given in Figure D.1D. (A) High albedo layered
ice transitions twice into successively lower albedo layered ice deposits. Beneath a high
albedo permafrost cap, the deposit of a dune exhibits icy cross-strata downlapping onto
the underlying permafrost surface and demonstrating apparent migration toward the left.
A permafrost surface separates the dune from an older sand interval showing icy crossstrata. (B) The slope map shows sharp distinction between the high albedo icy intervals
and the low albedo ice intervals and sandy intervals. The diagonal, rightward-descending
element is a processing artifact. Color scale is given in Figure D.1D. (C) As in Figure
D.4, slopes of sandy intervals are lower than for the icy intervals, which show breaks in
slope corresponding to albedo. Note that the exposure of the upper dune becomes flat at
its down profile-most extent, indicating an increasingly oblique exposure.

In successions characterized by stacked sand complexes, the slope differentiation
between layered ice and sand deposits becomes almost nonexistent (Fig. D.6). Higher
slopes in the layered ice section gradually yield to lower slopes, however, pronounced
slope breaks are not present (Fig. D.6C). Furthermore, apparent albedo of the ice in and
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of itself is not a good predictor of its relationship to slope (e.g., lack of break at lower
albedo layered ice, Fig. D.6A, C). Stacked dune complexes separated by an erosional
sequence boundary show no slope variance, and no slope break exists between dune
sands and the underlying permafrost surface and layered ice deposits (Fig. D.6A, C).
Dunes are potentially icy, as suggested by sets of high-albedo, icy cross-strata (Fig.
D.6A), but covered by loose material, resulting in little difference between the
competence of dune complexes and surrounding ice deposits.
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Figure D.6. Topographic profile across stacked dune complexes and an erosional
sequence boundary. Figure location is given in Figure D.1D. (A) Dunes are capped by
high albedo layered ice interbedded with sand sheets, indicating a sequence boundary,
and underlain by lower albedo layered ice. The first dune complex contains both deposits
that are cross-stratified with ice as well as dark, terrigenous material. An erosional
sequence boundary underlies the first dune complex and truncates the subjacent dune
complex. (B) Higher slopes dominate in the icy layers and monotonically decrease to
intermediate and lower values within the dune complexes. Higher slope values within the
top dune complex result from null values in the DEM. Color scale is given in Figure
D.1D. (C) Little differentiation in slope is visible between either the high and lower
albedo layered ice or the layered ice and dune complexes, although there is a gradual
decrease in slope across the length of the profile. Dune complexes may contain more icy
cross-strata than is visible, with low albedo areas dominated by rippled cover, resulting in
a higher material competence.
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Discussion
The examples shown here demonstrate that the digital elevation models provide both
useful information as well as information that confounds current, NPLD-based
understanding of the relationship between perceived composition and topography in the
north polar deposits. In some places a strong relationship between lithofacies and
topography exists, as in the bench-forming sequences of the central outcrop (Fig. D.2),
the case of the apparent isolated dune (Fig. D.3), and possible apparent lenses formed by
a similar mechanism (Fig. 4.6). Despite these affirming examples, however, topographic
differentiation of lithofacies is neither consistent enough nor strongly enough defined to
draw general rules for interpretation.
While slope breaks are commonly visible between higher and lower albedo layered
ice deposits (Figs. D.3, D.4), the actual relationship expressed at the slope break is not
always consistent. At times, higher albedo ice exhibits a higher slope (Fig. D.4). At other
times, however, lower albedo layered ice exhibits higher slopes than adjacent, higher
albedo sections (e.g., second albedo slope break, Fig. D.5). There are also instances in
which there is no differentiation in slope at all, as at the first albedo slope break in Figure
D.5. Furthermore, slope is not a consistent means of differentiating ice from sand
intervals. While sand intervals most often have slope magnitudes lower than layered ice
intervals, they also commonly share slope magnitudes with lower albedo layered ice
deposits (Figs. D.4, D.5). Additionally, detectable slope breaks may not exist at the
transition from ice to sand (Fig. D.6).
While it is appealing to suggest that, as in the NPLD where topographic profiles can
be used to predict layer positioning more reliably than albedo (Fishbaugh et al., 2010a;
Becerra et al., 2016), transitional sequences in the cavi unit could be identified by
topographic profile, this is a hypothesis unsupported by the current analysis. In some
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cases sequence boundaries do correspond with the downslope edges of topographic
benches (e.g., base sand sheets 1-3, Fig. D.2C; Fig. D.3), however, even within a single
stratigraphic succession, the relationship begins to fail as more ice becomes incorporated
into the sand intervals (e.g., basal succession of Fig. D.2C). More frequently, there is a
lack of detectable slope break beneath the sand interval that marks the base of the
sequence boundary (e.g., at the permafrost surface below the isolated dune, Fig. D.4).
Erosional sequence boundaries may also result in little or no lithologic contrast, and thus
no slope break (Fig. D.6).
The largest complication identified herein is in the identification of isolated dune
forms and their differentiation from erosional scarps around sandy benches. Both features
exist. Isolated dunes are recognizable not just through sand body geometry, but by the
presence of the cross-strata sets within them; whether viewed in cross-section, obliquely,
as is most often the case, or in plan-view, these are recognizable features. But they can be
easily confused with the effects of erosional topography (e.g., Fig. D.3). For a complete
lithofacies interpretation of all of the outcrops, topographic analysis would need to be
included to differentiate isolated dunes from the effects of erosional relief. For a sequence
interpretation, however, isolated dunes and the sand sheets that may resemble them due
to topography are formed under the same aeolian system state, and so misidentifying their
unique occurrences does not severely impact the outcome of the interpretation.
An additional complication raised by the impact of topography on the outcrop is in
the identification of topographic infilling by sand and ice deposits. Layered ice contours
may appear to thicken and to thin around topographic relief, giving the impression of
thinning over highs and thickening in lows (e.g., Fig. D.7). As a result, the interpretation
of topographic infilling must be coupled with an elevation analysis. Figure D.7 shows the
elevations of a transitional sequence that is floored to the left (north) by a sand sheet and
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to the right (south) by an oblique exposure of a sand complex. Topographic relief on the
sand complex ranges from ~ -4665 m to ~ -4643 m, yielding 22 m of relief on the sand's
surface. The overlying layered ice deposits, which form the stratigraphic cap on the sand
body, expresses comparable relief, with apparent stratigraphic thicknesses between the
top of the sand complex and the base of the overlying sequence ranging from ~ 40 m
between the sand sheet and sand complex to ~ 30 m on the topographic high. While the
influence of topography exaggerates the visible extent of infilling, the topographic relief
on the sand complex and comparative lack thereof at the base of the subsequent sequence
strongly suggest that infilling by sequence-capping ice deposits is required.
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Figure D.7. Relationships between elevation, lithologic expression, and slope in the
southern outcrop. Figure location is given in Figure D.1D. (A) Lithologically-controlled
erosional relief on the outcrop complicates visualization of topographic infilling by ice
and sands. Ice deposits appear to thicken to the left of the recessed sand complex and thin
over top of it. This appearance is caused in part by the illusion generated by the erosional
scarp and changing angle at which ice layers are viewed. The elevation range of the ice
deposits, however, increases where the ice appears to thicken and condenses above the
sand complex, indicating that the ice is draping variable underlying topography and
infilling a topographic low. The comparatively constant elevations of the stratigraphic
horizons below and above the center sand interval further suggests topography on the
sand complex that is diminished by overlying ice deposits. (B) Sand intervals exhibit the
lowest slopes, which are comparable to the slopes of low albedo layered ice intervals.
The highest slopes are in the icy, erosional scarps bounding the top of the sand exposures.
Color scale is given in Figure D.1D.

Conclusions
A topographic analysis of the transitional cavi unit succession yields some insight
into lithofacies analysis but lends little to a sequence interpretation. The topographic
relationships within the transitional cavi unit, contrary with what might be expected
based on learnings from the NPLD, are complicated and do not always follow anticipated
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trends. While in some instances sand sheets and capping ice deposits are strongly
topographically differentiated, leading to bench-forming sequences, more commonly,
relationships between topography and alternating ice and sand deposits are inconsistent.
Furthermore, a lack of distinct or reliable slope breaks suggests that apparent albedo of
both layered ice and sand intervals is a poor predictor of material competence and,
possibly, composition. This is not entirely unexpected based upon poor or changing
matches between albedo and topography in the NPLD (Fishbaugh et al., 2010a; Becerra
et al., 2016), however, the preliminary result is that sequences cannot be reliably
delineated by topography, and image analysis remains the best tool for this purpose. For a
stringent lithofacies interpretation, however, topographic analysis may be necessary to
distinguish sand sheets, lenses, and isolated dunes.
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